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' FORWARD
This report consists of the nineteen term project reports for 
the graduate-level course EE695G ” Expert Systems and 
Knowledge Engineering”, which was offered for the fall semester 
of 1984 in the School of Electrical Engineering. The purpose of 
the term project is to provide each student an opportunity of 
designing and implementing a prototype expert system. The 
application area of each of these expert systems was selected by 
the student(s) working on the projects. This report is published 
for the purpose of documenting these results for future reference 
by the students of the above-mentioned Course and, possibly, 
other workers in expert systems.
The nineteen reports are grouped into seven parts based on 
their application domains. Part I - Manufacturing consists of six 
reports, and Part II - Robotics contains three. Two reports in 
each of Part III - Vision and Part IV - Management, and one in 
each of Part V - Structural Engineering and Part VI - Automatic 
Programming. The last part, Part VII - Others, consists of four 
reports with different applications.
I would like to thank Mr. Edward K. Wong for his valuable 
help in putting the materials together for this report.
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EXPERT SYSTEM FOR DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 
OF EXISTING STRUCTURES 
By X. J. Zhang
School of Civil Engineering 
Purdue University
1. INTRODUCTION
The safety of structure is one of the major concern# of 
structural engineerings. In recent years. although complex 
structures can be analysis end designed more reliably and more 
economically than even before.to estimate the reliability and to 
assess the damage of an existing structure remain a very chal­
lenging problem.
The study of damage assessment of existing structures; con­
sists of two parts. One is to assess the current safety state 
and another is to predict future risk. On the other hand .in 
order to assess the current safety state, it may be need to knout 
the history about the assessing structure, including the informa­
tion of original design and construction as well as loading his­
tory. Therefore.1ike other complex decision-making process.it is 
necessary for damage assessment of an existing structure to con­
sider following three sides: past.present and future.
In reality, there exist many uncertainties in considering 
above three sides. First.there exist discrepancies between the 
actual structural behavior and its corresponding mathematical 
representations used in the process of structural analysis and 
design. Second.it is difficult to predict with great certainty 
the extraordinary or abnormal loading conditions which may occur
during the intended lifetime of the structure. Further more* the 
demarcations between adjacent damage states are not clearly 
defined. For instance*one may have difficulties in distinguish­
ing the "uncreaked" from "cracked but unyielded" damage states in 
actual structures.
Although the damage assessment techniques -exist in practice* 
the detailed methodology including in the decision-making process 
remains as privileged information for a relatively few experts in 
the profession. Therefore* development of a rational and sys­
tematic decision-making process to damage assessment problem 
would be particularly useful.
In many practical situations*a complex problem can be 
divided into a series of simple questions. In 1979* Fu and Yao 
T13 suggested that the problem of the damage assessment can be 
considered in terms of the theory of pattern recognition. Since 
1979 * an expert system approach has been developed for a 
computer-based damage assessment system C2—63 .
Studies relating to the construction of the expert system 
basically consists of a knowledge base and an inference machine.
A knowledge base is a storage in a computer*in which useful 
knowledge is stored in a stylized form suitable for the infer­
ence. An inference machine is a control process which deduces an 
answer from a given problem situation by using the knowledge 
stored in the knowledge base.
in order to develope a good expert system* the knowledge coir* 
lection and representation are very important. A major diffi­
culty in the development of a practical system lies with the 
effective communication between specialists of expert systems and 
structural engineering experts. One way is that structure 
engineers who are interested in expert system leatn the fundamen­
tals of knowledge engineering.
The primary aim of this report is to discuss two major parts 
dealing with knowledge base of an expert system: Uncertainties 
and Learning by machine—self. In this report attempt is mode to 
define a damage state by normalized fuzzy sets and a learning 
procedure is suggested.
■ - 570 - .V;\
2. UNCERTAINTY AND FUZZY LOGIC FOR DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
2. 1 NORMALIZATION OF FUZZY SETS
In the decision making problems for damage assessment* 
situations are not always clear and there exist many uncertain­
ties. The fuzzy sets theory and certainty factor can used effec­
tively to deal with these decision making problems. Many 
attempts have been made and many progresses have been extended in 
application of fuzzy sets to decision making problems for damage 
assessment. L7-133
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Nevertheless»questions still remain that need to be explored 
further. The first and most important question is how to define 
a damage state of an existing structure. Because of the complex- 
ity and uniqueness of each existing structure* it is difficult to 
define a damage state by one standard. On the other hand* what is 
the real meaning for a given structure by using some linguistic 
assessment may be still ambiguous. No wonder that conflicting 
results are frequently correlated to the clients with conflicting 
liabilities* when several engineering firms are involved in one 
damage assessment problem. C14X Therefore*it may be necessary to 
define a damage state by some standards and to standardize some 
linguistic expression in damage assessment decision-making pro- 
' cess-.
In the following*the normalized coordinate of fuziy sets are 
suggested.
As shown in Fig.i»the abscissa y is called as a general 
coordinate system of fuzzy sets which indicate the degree of 
state and can be expressed as either linguistic or numerical 
form. In many practical problems*the membership function of 
fuzzy sets is generally not linear. For example*if events A and 
B indicate good and bad conditions of a beam separately* and the 
degree of state is indicated by Ap/L * where L is the span of the 
beam and Ap is the deflection in the middle of span. As some 
experts suggested* this beam can clearly be classified as <non- 
fuz2y>, being in the "very b-ad condition" state whenever yu > 
some value of Ap/L ..called upper limit of Ap/L . On the other
- 572 - ■
hand* the beam can be considered as being in the " very good con­
dition" state when y^< lower limit of 4^/L .
As an numerical example* the membership function shown in 
Fig.l with the following data: y^85! , yj-1.625 , 'yg*3.5- y
y^82^. 625 , y *11.'. The linear and normalized membership function 
shown in Fig. 2. can be obtained by choosing following translation 
function:
M - U
v u 1 My - y
<1>
In general case,a general coordinate system of fuzzy sets 
can be translated to a normalized coordinate system by choosing a 
suitable translation function:
_> 1 u . x 88 FCy , y , y> C2>
In normalized system of fuzzy sets,the normalized coordinate 
x has a very clear physical meaning,meanwhile a corresponding 
relationship between numerical and physical meaning is well 
defined. For example, x may be considered as a degree of damage 
state when dealing with damage. If we define damage state as 
five linguistic expressions, say no ,siight,moderate,severe and 
destructive. Saying that x=0-.75 is equal to say that the struc­
ture is considered to be in a "Severely damaged" state.
2.1 FUZZY RELATIONS
- 573
The membership function for the intersectitm of n fuzzy 




^OA. " i*l^ACpu <x>3 <3>
On the other hand, the membership function for the union of 
n fuzzy sets,say Aj to A^ , is as follows:
n
u <x> - <x>3HJA. 1=1 ^A.
i 1
<4>
In most real-word problems/however* it is difficult to dis
tingoish clearly the intersection of n fuzzy sets from the union 
of n sets. We call such a relation of fuzzy sets as F relation 
of h fuzzy sets. Therefore, investigation of the membership 
function for F relation of n fuzzy sets seems to be more useful. 
In the following we will show that the value of membership func­
tion for F relation of n fuzzy sets is between and
<x>
From the discussion of normalization of fuzzy sets, it has 
been indicated that in a normalized system of fuzzy sets the 
relationship between x and is well defined and unique. 
According to this observation,we define the normalized coordinate 
x as an effect coefficient of the membership function of . n<x> .
Effect coefficients of the membership function for the 
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<5>
<6>
Now* assume effect coeff icient of the membership function for 
a F relation as:
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Specially, if keeping the uieight coefficient n>i 
equals to 1 and let others equal to 0 »we can get
max of xmax
X_. = xF* . m3XA.i
Similarly, let w.miT* =1 and others - 0
• ' 1 ■
X —’ S XFa . minA.
<13>
<14>
This observation makes it possible to get a fitness solution 
for expert decision by choosing suitable weight coefficients.
3. LEARNING
3.i GENERAL REMARK
One of the most important investigations dealing with 
knowledge base^ Ofan expert system is learning. In this 
report,the following three aspects of learning are considered.
1) learn New Phenomena and Write New Rules:
During each practical assessment of damage of a building 
, the machine may ask some questions for new phenomena of damage 
and search if the phenomena are included in the rule base of the 
machine If those are not included in the rule base, the machine 
write new rules according to those new phenomena. Although the
. - 576 - ■
new rules written by machine may be rather rough*they can be 
improved continuously through learning.
2) Rule Verification:
T- ’
In expert system* a complex problem is divided into a series 
of simple questions. The program often combines several features 
to determine global character. In designing such a program*it is 
difficult to know a priori how much weight should be attached to 
each of the features that is being used. Further more* some 
pieces of the knowledge may be wrong. Therefoer* the rules need 
to be verified and modified.
3) Rule Modification:
Rule modification is included two aspects of work. One is 
modification of some wrong rules and another is to change the 
weight coefficient^ of corresponding elements.
3.2 HOW TO VERIFY AND MODIFY
After one assessment of a building' .the''..'...machine records 
automatically the value of damage state for each element. 
Meanwhile the machine may ask for experts' assessment for final 
damage state of building. Analysis*verification and modification 
may be carried out by making a calibration between the two kind 
of assessments.
- 5Y7 - .
Let us assume that the the assessment of experts is
expressed as a fuzzy value / viex ' and the value of ith element
is expressed as vi .
For example, foil owing Table . 1 indicates some records in the
computer memory.
Table. 1
terms 1 v. 1 A. 1i i TV . ia i
B.l 1 VI. .bi 1 D . si 1 D . 1VI
elem.1 !
i
wi 1 ft» 1 rt' 1al B1 1 nbi ' Bsl 1 D , 1 vl
elem.i 1
• . 8
V. 1 A. 11 1 n . i, ai B.l I TV .bi 1 V- 1 D . 1 vi
elem.m 1 v 1 A !m m *n ' 1am Bm I TV bm 1 Dsm 1 D 1vm
The meanings of symbols are expressed briefly as following:
v^ is the value of damage state of ith element in current 
assessment.
n = t»- + n. <15>3 D
where n is the number of assessment of buildings in the record of 
thi s tab 1 e.
n = n TV~1 + 1 , e >0 <16a>
3 3 i
n. n. Tl—1 / e. >0 <16b>
D D 1
■ A. = A.7'-1 ■+'£/" , e >0 <16c>
i i i •;
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B = B."-‘ ,
1 1 e. >0i— .
<16d>
Ti-lT8 = Tka a ei<0 <17a>
%= "b"1 + * - e^O < 17b>
A = A”"1
11 e . <01
< 17c >
B. = B.T>”i + e. 
11 1 ©.<01 C 17d>
Where n—1 indicates the former record of this table »namely 
(n-l)th record of assessment for this table.













Ds and Dv are def ine as degree of di^pe^sity^ and degree of 
deviat ion separately. 35 ' may be considered as $ measure of the 
accuracy for the rules applied to ith element, and Dv as a meas­
ure of the certainty factor for ith element.
Tuio ways of modification of the knowledge base may be 
applied. One is to modify the corresponding rules , when Dv is to 
be found greater than critical value. Another is to change the 
weight coefficients. Those elements that appear to be good pred­
ictors of overall success < both and Dv are small > will have 
their weights increased. For such elements that are to be 




CES-BABY is an expert system for damage assessment of exist­
ing structures. As regards its artificial intelligence, this 
machine is only a baby. However a baby will grow up and may 
become a "real expert" through its continuously learning.
4. 1 CONSTRUCTION OF CES-BABY
Figure 3 shows the program construction of CES-BABY which 
basically consists of four parts: inference machine, knowledge 
base, memory and learning machine.
Useful knowledge for the inference purpose is collected 
under the organization as shown in Fig. 4. In most engineering 
prob1 eras, engineers prefer using tables and curves for their sim­
plicities and clearness. One table may involve many pieces of 
knowledge which may be represented by a lot of "IF—THEN" rules. 
In this report, most of knowledge are represented by using 
tables. ■
The memory stores mainly two kinds of information: Informa­
tion for current assessment and Historical recod of assessments. 
Such as, name of structure, structural material, height or number 
of stories, areas of floors, shapes, soil condition and foundation, 
age of the building, building use,design parameters, existence of 
wells,etc. are stored as reference data of general information 
for current assessment. Data collected from the inspection and 
testing of the structure , such as,the size,number, and location of
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cracSs , the time historg of recorded ground motion. and struc­
tural response in the form of accelerograms ,etc. are also stored
as information for current assessment.
Historical records consist of two parts: historical records 
for each structure and historical records for the work of the 
expert system machine. The former will be used for information 
of next assessment for same structure. The late is design spe­
cially for the purpose of learnig.
The learning machine miinly does following three work:learn 
new knowledge,verify knowledg# base and modify knowledge base. 
Details of learning procedure have been described in section 3.
The inference machine has several methods / Both forward 
and backward chaining can be used for problem solving according 
to the different requirement.
4.2 HEURISTIC PROCEDURE FOR MAKING DECISION
In any assessment process the more information we have the 
more confident decision we make. However, some pieces of informa­
tion may be difficulty to get or expensive to obtain^ For 
example,some hidden damages are more difficulty to get and to 
obtain some test data may be very expensive. Therefore to design 
heuristic procedure for making decision is very important not
only for procedure of problem solving but also for practical and 
economical reasons.
' -.'•581 -
Yao,etc. suggested that a solution may be possible using an 
iterative procedure as shown schematically in Fig. 5 C193. As 
engineers obtain relevant information and test data* analysis and 
evaluation are performed. If and when results are sufficient for 
determining the structural condition* the process is complete. 
Otherwise*more inspection information and test data must be col­
lected for further analysis and evaluation. The process is 
repeated until the structural condition is assessed with some 
degree of confidence.
Fig. 6 show the heuristic procedure of CES-BABY. The order 
of questions is designed according to the degree of difficulties 
for obtaining information . At the beginning of asking each 
category of questions* the machine say first ask following ques­
tion: Could you give me some information about M * * f ” category 
of questions? If user answers YES*the machine will ask this kind 
of questions. Otherwise*the machine will ask if the user can 
give other information about next category. Meanwhile the 
machine put "* * #" category of questions in the tail of the 
catalogue of questions. If the results are still not sufficient 
for determining the structural condition when having asked all 
categories of questions, the machine may suggest user to collect 
more information which is involved in unanswered categories of 
'questions'.
In such a wety* the questions to be asked may be more reason­
able by adjustment through man-machine dialogue.
4- 3 PROGRAM
The program of CES-BABY /is written by LISP language, which is 
currently working on the Purdyre CB Unix machine.
5. CONCLUSION
An expert system , CES-BAIJY, i5 developed for damage assess­
ment of existing structures. Fuzzy sets theory and certainty 
factor are used for damage assessment. A method of normalization 
of fuzzy sets is suggested in this report. In normalized system 
of fuzzy sets,the normalized coordinate x has a very clear physi­
cal meaning and an unigue relation to the membership function 
Therefore it is convenient and effective to use normalized system 
in damage assessment.
A formula for calculating the membership function of F rela­
tion of n fuzzy sets has been presented. This formula makes it 
possible to get a solution for expert decision by choosing suit­
able weight coefficients.
A learning procedure suggested in this report mainly con­
sists of three aspects:learn new knowledge*verify knowledge base 
and modify knowledge base
' ■ ' - 58? - ■
The main purpose of this report is a communication with spe­
cialists of expert system and structural engineering experts, and 
seeking guides of them. It is to be wished that CES-BABY will be
brought up to be a " real expert " in a common effort of both 
knowledge engineering experts and structural engineering experts.
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An Experiment in Parallel Programming Environment:
The Expert Systems Approach
K. Y. Wang
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An Experiment in Parafld Programming Environmeait: 
Use Expert Systems Approach
1.:, hrtrodaction . ko-YattgWmg
3.1 Motivations,
Computing systems are getting faster and more powerful everyday. Programmingaothese 
machines, so railed supercomputers or parallel computers, is also getting mote and more compli­
cated To take the full advantage of these architectures, users arc having to leam fecial 
machine dependent features or language primitives, system calls and other tricks. It is also the 
programmers’ responsibility to handle all the synchronization of the concurrent programming.
Different hardware architectures have different views ofparallelism, Programs are usually 
tailored to some non-portable forms in order to explore the parallelism presented by the 
hardware. Programs developed for one kind of architectures may not be able to ran or may be 
terribly inefficient chi other kinds of architectures. Mostexisting software packages are required 
to be totally rewritten before they ran be used on these newoomputers.
One promising solution of the problem is to write programs in ordinary sequential 
languages (for example: FORTRAN), and perform some kind of transfonmtiohs or program res- 
tracture techniques to transform the program into forms that suit each individual target 
machines. However, identifying regions of code which can be executed in parallel with 
minimum synchronization and restructuring of the program to get the best performance on the 
target machine requires an intimate knowledge of both the program and the underlying 
hardware chi which it is to run. Therefore, it is very desirable to have a convenient program­
ming environment that contains this knowledge Mid be able to offer some clever assistances to 
the programmer.
Automatic transformation and parallelism acquiring is still a new research topic, and will 
not, in the foreseeable future, free the human programmer from thinking about parallelism. 
However, some optimization and program restructuring techniques have been developed, and 
powers of these techniques have been demonstrated. Unfortunately, none of the existing sys­
tems have successfully integrated this optimization knowledge, special machine primitives and 






Array stored in memory?
array stared in registers?
Memory cycle time?
Languages













" Who on the earth invented these stiff ?"
Our goal is to build a user friendly programming environment that will, When given a 
sequential source program and the name of the target machine, queiy the user for necessary 
information, choose and perform the program restructuring transformations, and give the neces­
sary explanations. It will also evaluate results of the transformations, explore posable parallelism 
from the program, and produce an equivalent high-level language program that most suits the 
specified target machine.
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12 Espat System Implementation.
Restructuring techniques are usually expensive to^ajpgply.^'Dieddfcig when, how, and 
whether it is worth to apply these transformations is a complicated task. It usually requires 
extensive testing and some state-qf-art decisions. The situation is even worse when we intend to 
include different kinds of target machines in the system. Different hardware architectures have 
different views of parallelism, so different criteria and applying sequences of the restructuring 
are needed for different architectures.
For example, to optimize a program with nested loops on a vector computer, we may move 
the loq> with longest loop bound to the inner most, then we can vectorize the inner most loop 
and execute other loops sequentially. However, for multi-processors computer, die loop order 
that allows the outer most loop to match the number of available processors and executes the 
inner loops on each processors may be the best order. If the computer has both multi-processors 
and vector instructions then some other criteria are needed to decide the best order of the 
loops. .
All these problems make the implementation of the programming environment a difficult 
Job. We are hoping that by applying expert systems techniques along with human experts* exper­
tise, we can simplify the decision task and give users more flexibility in controlling the restruc­
turing process.
Actually, to evaluate the gains of introducing expert systems and artificial intelligence tech­
niques to parallel compiler restructuring and user friendly programming environments is one of 
the primary goals of this project.
Our experiences do lead us to believe that by enjoying AX techniques and heuristic 
knowledges we can rule out some unnecessary, expensive restructuring tests, thus simplify the 
derision tasks aiKl improve the overall performance of the system. Also, the power of the sys­
tem can easily be extended by adding new knowledge about parallel programming or new 
hardware to the knowledge base as soon as they are availarie.
■ - 594 -









OTask Domain. ’ \
Hie process of the program restructuring is a repeat procedure of recognizing features or 
patterns of the program that allow or disallow certain transformations, and basing on these obser­
vations and the machine features to choose appropriate transformations that can improve the 
parallelism in view of the target machine, thus, the effectless of the restructuring process 
heavily relies on the the quality of knowledge of both the program and the machine.
The features of the target machine are provided by the machine feature database. These 
features decide the views of parallelism. Therefore, good machine feature classification criteria 
is very important. But, from the restructuring point of view, once the criteria is chosen, the 
machine features are simply a list of facts that remains unchanged throughout the process. No 
inference procedures are needed to acquire more knowledge about machines. However, 
knowiedgeabout the program is usually implicit to the system and sometimes recognizing some 
facts that are trivial for the human being requires Complicated test for the machine.
Furthermore, the restructuring transformation changes the features of the program. Dif­
ferent ordering of transformations may lea& to different results. There are certain cases that it
is very hard to tell which transformation is the best to apply. So. heuristic Imowledge plays cer­
tain role in choosing the transformations.
Use main factor that affects the program features is the data dependeuce. Data depen­
dence relation dominates the execution order of the program, and is the main obstacle for paral­
lel execution. In many cases, reducing the number of dependences leads to direct reductions m 
a programs running time.
A nature way to represent the program structure and the dependence relations is die 
dependence graph. The dependence graph is a directed graphwhose nodes represent program 
components, and whose arcs are the dependence relations between nodes. The program com­
ponent can be an assignment statement, a for loop header, an expression, or other program con­
structs."
There are four types of dependence relations : loop dependence, flaw dependence, anti­
dependence and output dependence.
Definition A program component G (either an assignment statement or a loop header) is said to
be loop dependent on a loop header L, denoted C-<-----> L, if C is embedded in the loop
statement whose header is L.
Definition Consider two, not necessary distinct components 5 and S and one instance of each, 
S (!) and.s.(/), such that S (i) is executed before S(j) 'in the proper serious execution of the
r B r. ■ , . s
program. We say that:
(1) S (J) is flow dependent on S (j), dermted S (!) ■— . m;I> S (J) iff an output of 5 (!) is
I. t r. r : ■ $ . , r
consumed by S (J).
M .
(2) S (j) is anti dependent on S (!), denoted 8 (!) •-- (--->■?(/) iff S (J) overwritten a
i ' r \."r 8 m
value of a variable after that value is used by 5 (/).
(3) S (J) is output dependent on S ((), denoted S (i) - g. >5 (J) iff the value confuted
by S (!) is overwritten by $ (j). ,
Mast transformation techniques improve the parallelism of the program by removing or 
adjusting the dependence relations. Fourteen restructuring techniques are included in the sys­
tem (not all of them have been implemented at this point), we now proceed to explain them 
onebyone.
Statenmt Keogdering: Statement reordering reorders the statements. If the dependence 
graph is acyclic or only has single statement seif-cycle, property reordering the statements 
will allow the ioop to be vectorizable. Other transformation often needs to reorder the 
statements in order to collect the statements that are involved In a group of dependence 
relations.
Smarting ; The; same memory location used for different purposes at different points mid 
impose unnecessary sequentially constraints on parallel programs. The renaming transfor­
mation assigns different names to different uses of the mm variable in order to remove 
unnecessary output and anti-dependence.
Node Splitting : When the dependence graph has cycle, node .splitting txy to break the cycle 
by reposition the anti-dependence arcs. This is achieved through breaking an assignment 
statement into two or more assignment statements.
l&pansim : Expansion takes scalar variables that were used in a for loop and expends them 
into arrays which have one element per iteration of the loop. This process reduces the 
dumber of output and anti-arcs that associated with die scalars.
Forward Substitution : Forward substitution eliminates flow dependence arcs from the graph 
^ substituting the right-hand-sicfe expression of an assignment statement into the right- 
hand-sides of other assignment statements.
Beadcode EMnafion : After some transformations have been performed, some code are 
sdead\ because they are not subsequently used or can’t be reached These code have no 
effects on the results of the program so can be eliminated
Loop Distribution : Loop header are replicated and distributed around groups of statements 
in the loop body. Loop distribution abstracts dependence graphs by finding and merging 
each Wrongly connected component in the body of a loop along with the loop header into a 
component node. (A strongly oonnected component is a maximal set of nodes such that for 
any pair of the nodes in the set, there is a path between them.)
Voder Scalarizfeg : Vector scaiarizing is the reverse operation of the scalar expansion, it 
change a vector into ascalar in order id use less registers ofmemory space.
If Pattern Matching To recognizes conditional statements that are equivalent to intrinsic 
functionssuch as Max or Mn and translates the conditionals into calls to these functions.
If Removal: One way to execute the conditional is to evaluate the conditional in parallel 
for all iterations of the loop and assign the results to a bit vector called mode vector.
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llien the n»de vector is used to mask all of the statements in the scope of the coaditional. 
Ifremovaltranslates the conditionals that were not recognized by if pattem matching into 
mode vector assignments and masks.
Boolean Recurrence TransiMtm : If a mode vector assignment forms a Boolean linear 
recurrence, the boolean recurrence translation translates it into calls to a linear system sub- 
routine that solves the recurrence.
&wp Jamming : The loop jamming is the inverse operation of loop distribution* It merges 
the bodies of two loops to form a angle loop. It is necessary that each loop be executed 
die same number of times and that the indicesvariable be the same. If these conditions 
are not met, we may try some transformations like loop distribution and statement reorder­
ing to adjust the loops into forms that can be jammed.
Loop Blocking : Loop blocking split the loops that index arrays into a pair of loops, a block 
loop and a strip loop. The strip loop is the size of the vector registers or number of pro­
cessors. The block loop steps through the original iteration set in blacks the rize of the 
strip loop. This is used for speeding up loops running on vector machines that stores 
operands in registers (like Cray) or scheduling the execution of the loop on multi­
processors computers.
L«qs Interchanging * Loop interchanging switchs inner and outer loops. It is a very power­
ful transformation. It has a profound effect on the execution order of a loop and can 
therefore have a large effect on the performance of a loop. No commercially available 
compiler or translator performs loop interchanging.
Not all transformations mentioned here are applicable for all programs and target
machines. Each transformation has its own restrictions and oonditions. Hie most important cri­
terion for applying transformations is that the transformation must peserve the original meaning 
og the program. Therefore, the basic job of the restructure? is to analyze the dependence graph 
and other informations to recognize the the conditions or patterns that allow or disallow some 
transformations and then performs the appropriate transformations.
For more detail about the dependence graph and transformation techniques, please see 
references [6j, [7j, [12], [14].
2. The SystemOverview. . '
2.1 %stem Orpniaatioa.
The system is built-on-top of the Cprolog interpreter which mm on tte LMXf operating 
system.-- It should be able to be moved to any system that supports Prolog without any 
modification. ;;
;';fte programming environment consists -of a-parser, a dependence graph analyzer, a 
machine features data base,-a program restructurer, and high-level...source.'code or , low level 
machine code generators.
The parser and high-level source code generator arc language dependent and the machine 
code generators are machine dependent.
The parser parses the input source program and generates the parse tree and symbol table. 
The dependence graph analyzer analyze the parse tree and computes the dependence graph of 
the program.
We classified the features of different machine architectures into categories. For each tar­
get machine, there is a list of features in the data base that will be used as the knowledge about 
the target machine. All decisions about transformations are made based on the features of the 
architecture, such as the number of processors Or having vector instructions, not any particular 
commercial machine. So the restructurer is independent of the hardware, although it is able to 
handle many different architectures.
The machine features data base contains informations about the target machines. When 
given the target machine name, it returns a list of features that are used to characterize the 
specified target machine;' ' /'
Adding new target machines to the system is easy, since w© c^n simply include its feature 
list to the machine features data base.
The main part Of the system is the program restructurer. Its an expert system that per­
forins the jobs of choosing ihe appropriate focuses, applying tests and transformations, giving 
necessary explanations and evaluating the results.
tUNK is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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The restruaurer takes the initial knowledge about the source program and target marhln* 
(parse tree, symbol table, dependence graphand machine features, etc.) as the initial evidence, 
and it generates new parse tree and dependence graph that have been restractuied as oufjjute. 
We will discuss more aboutthe restructure? in the next section.
Based on the resulting dependence graph and otter informations generated by the previous 
phrases, the source code generator generates the program that is identical to the input program.
Since our purpose is to build a source to source program restructuring environment, tbe 
system doesn’t have to generate the actual machine code. Instead, the systemrestructures the 
program a form where the parallelism can be easily recognized by the compiler on the target
machines. The output of the system can also be fed back into the restructurer tepeatiy until all 
’-'parallelism-has .been explored.'.'
Note that if we add the machine code generation phrase for specific machines, tte system 
can be switched into a multi-targets,higjtly optimized eompilerr
The the system is the command mode, in this mode, the users can edit files,
recount Prolog files, send proiog commandsto proiog interpreter, or escape to UNDCshell. 
They can also parse the source program, conpite the dependence graph, and involve tte rev 
tftkiureriopro
Tte reason that we want to have the extra command level control is thar while using die 
sysaem, the user may need to modify or reconcile his programs, change knowledge base (if he is 
allowed to to so), or execute some system commands. Instead of painfully exiting and restarting 
the system over and overagain, tte tiser can perform these operations inthe command mode 
withbut exiting 'the system. 7
The command mode is the place where the user communicates with tte outside world. 
The system prompts the user with ’<COMMAND>’, aid expecting the user to type in the com­
mand, abbreviations of the commands are also accepted, list of available commands are listed 
' in figure 2.r.:v
/
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« Weloome to the Program Restructuring System !»
<COMMAND>:h 
Hefc: "
Available commands in command mode.
Characters in brackets are the abbreviation of the commands.
[.] - exit the system
[b]ye - exit the system 
[cjonsult - reconsult the prblog fife
[e) dit - edit file usng editor spedfied in rc&src
[EJdit - same as edit but edit the file that was last edited
[fjocus - list the available foatt list
pjnit - initialize the system, read in defaisft infonratiois
Pjevel - select thekvel to enter
fX] - dean the screen
[h]e^> - print put this message
[pjrolog - send command to prblog interpreter
[rjesmicturer - involve the restrodurer
[s)ave - save the current state in a fik
[tjrace - trace the execution of the named procedure
JTJface - trace all
[f] - escape to UNIX shell
Figure 2 : AvailaMe comirients in cotnment mode.
After the restructurer is invoked, it first asks die user to give the name of input file and 
target machine. TTsen it prints out all information about the input and the machine on the 
screen, and then asks the user to select the degree of explanation that he would like the system
to give.; /
To make interactive easy for users, the display screen was divided into four sections : 
Actions, Reasom, Recomnmdrtiam Information.
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The Actions section is used to demonstrate the current status of the system. Actions, 
/“S querys and responds of the user are displayed in this section. It is located on the upper half of
the terminal screen.
Right below the Actions section is the /teoras section^ which is used to cisplay the exptana* 
tioiB given by the system.
Similarly, the Recornnendations section shows the recommendations that the system gives.
At the bottom of the screen is the Information section. The information section displays the 
information about the target machine,..source program name and the degree of explanation. It 
remains unchanged during the restructuring process.
The whole screen is refreshed whenever the focus of transformations is changed. The 
explanations and recommendations sections are cleared when new explanations or recommenda­
tions are given. In order to avoid confusion, the explanation and recommendation sections are 
labeled by rule number.
■ ■
'■ «Retfrticturer
— [Actions] -- ——~——■ Control level: From end — Fccm: Vectorizabie ————----
(actions end the ’queries: if- the system wiU-be displayed h&e.)
[Reasons] Rule I -.. ■■ ■
(exfdanatkjm will he shown hire.)
. — [Recommendations J -— Rule 1 —------————---- ------- ————--
(rtcorrrmandatwns are given here]
— [Irformation] ■—--- ---- ------- ———----- -----—————-
Target: Cyber2Q5, Sourve: test, Explanation Degree: 2.
Figure 3 : The restructurer diodes the display on the user’s terminal into four display sec­
tions.
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24 The Restructurer.
The knowledge base contains the knowledge about mac-hines and language tttafegy
The inference machine uses the parse tree, dependence graph and machine features as the 
initial evidence. It applies knowledge in the knowledge base to guide the flow of reasoning that 
gees from evidence to conclusions. The conclusions may be used as the evidence of other rules 
later.
The restructurer may collect additional information by querying the user. For example , 
when it can not determine the loop bound of a loop without executing the program, it asks tie
user to give an estimated range
Dependence graph User interface Machine feature*
New dependence graph
Figure 4 : Diagram of die restructurer.
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24L2 Knowledge RepraeotMians.
There are three kinds of knowledge used in the system, knowledge about the program, 
knowledge about the target machine, and knowledge about the transformation techniques.
The knowledge about machine is just a list of facts (we called them features). As we men­
tionedearlier, the criteria of classification of features affect the quality of thesystem...The' way 
we decided the criteria is that we chose some obwcmleatures first, (for exan^e, number of 
processors, has vector instructions or not), then we started to build the restructurer by adding 
new rules to the knowledge base, whenever the existing criteria fails to differ the distinctions 
between different case, we went back to refine the criteria.
The dependence graph was chosen to represent the knowledge about die properties of the 
program, because it explicitly represents the data dependence relations of the program and its 
hierarchy structure is easy to manipulate and modify. Another reason for using dependence 
graph is that a lot of study about properties and transformations of the dependence graph has 
beehdbne (see references).
Basically, dependence graph is similar to the semantic nets, it is a directed graph whose 
nodes represent program components dr dependence subgraphs, and whose rues are the data ot 
control dependencerelations between hbdeS.
Because of its modularity and simplicity, an ’TF-THEN” rule structure was chosen to 
represent the knowledge Of analyzing and manipulating dependence graph and the knowledge 
about transformation techniques. The Prolog built-in matching primitives makes the implementa­
tion of the rule-based system more transparent, since each nile corresponding to a prolog clause. 
However, the rule based system has the disadvantage of irteffideh^ and opacity. Also, the lexi­
cal order of the rules in die knowledge basedominates the execution order of the rules. It is 
not very easy for the user to alter the control flow.
& order to increase the flexibility and efficiency of the system, we configurate the system 
and knowledge base into three hierarchy layers: control levels* focuses, and rules. By partitioning 
the knowledge into the hierarchy levels and queiying the user whenever the control flow jumps 
from rules in one group into rules in other groups, the user has veiy high level of controls, He 
is free to change the focus or the centred level at his will during the restructuring process.
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Rides
The rules are knowledge about choosing focuses, restructuring dependence graph of the 
source program and evaluation of the results.
Some rules are pretty amply. For example, the following riile is ured to choose the apjdica* 
ble focuses for multi-processors computers.
Essmiple:
If MACHINE = multiprocessors and CONTROL_LEVEL «■ f net-end
then explicable focuses are:
{ 3 scalar renaming.
5 scalar expansion.
8 loop distribution.
- ■ 2 stat ement reordering,
'■7:'dm4 code elimination. ■
)• ... ' ..., ; : -w-' ;
Oh the other hand, scree rules are fairly complicated For example, the rule exchange is 
actually a recursive procedure that generates all the possibleSoop orders for a nested loops and 
computes the best one. :J••.
Focuses
Focuses are formed by collections of rules that are related to particular restructuring 
transformations. Deciding which, when and how to apply the focuses, and how to evaluate the 
results of applying these focuses is the main duty of the expert systems.
The focus is also the baric unit of altering the control flow. During the restructuring pro 
cess, the urer is allowed to select/ccitf ot change controf /eiW at any point.
Menu: .
» Available transformations at front-end level:
0". <exit>
1 vectbrization








» Available transformations at intermediate level:
0 <exit>
1 if pattern matching
2 if removal
3 Boolean recurence translation








Hie focuses are grouped into three control level group® according to their function : front- 
end, intermediate, and rear-end.
The front-end focuses are used to improve the performance of the source program on a 
general parallel architecture. Most transformations in this group are concentrated on inner 
loops..
The intermediate f ocuses deal with recurrence relations and translate conditional statements 
into function call or mode vectors.
The rear-end focuses consider the loop restructuring and other machine dependent transfor­
mations. For example, interchanges the inner and outer loops, distributes the loop header, and 
merges adjacent loops that have ’similar’ loop bound.
23Inference Mechanism.
The Prolog matching and ’infer’ primitives are used to build the basic inference mechanism 
of the system.
For example, the following rule use the Prolog built-in matching mechanism to decide 
whether the intermediate conclusion nestedjoops about the statement ST is true or not.
nated(ST) ST = stmjdo, , , Jl.
The advantage of using Prolog built in matching primitives is that the same dause can be 
used to perform backward chaining and forward chaining depending on which variables are 
instantiated.;'.
On the other hand, the disadvantage is that when writing the rules, one must bear the Pro­
log matching principle in mind. In other word, the rules need to incorporate the knowledge 
about the inference mechanism, whirfl, in our opinion, is die major defect of Prolog.
Conflicts in the knowledge base are resdved by the lexical order of the rules, because die 
Prolog matching primitive matches the rules according to their order.
Interactivity is an important feature of the system. When the system fail to Obtain some 
necessary information it will try to get helps from the user. For example, if the system fail to 
estimate the loop bound of a loop, it asks user to give an estimated bound. If the user refuse or 
unable to give the estimate, a default value will be ised.
Based on knowlec^e in the knowledge base, input program, and the target 
V- features, the inference machine chooses the current focus, perfonm the transformations, and
evaluates the result. When a transformation is done, the system suggests the next focus to apply 
and perform the transformation if it is Confirmed by the user. The user is allowed to switch 
focus and control level if he does not agree with the system.
The system is capable of explaining the reasons for all decisions it made. Users can decide 
whether to. accept the result dr not, based on their own judgement and the information provided 
by the system. Users can also choose the degree of the explanations they want the system to
-give:'-' : ^ ■ .v-./
o TWs mode is convenient for those people who dont want to team tenm like //
pattern matching or Ixtop jamming smd only care about the result. No explanation will be 
given ty the system, only the result of the transfonnation will be showm The system 
armies that the user is willing to accept all suggestions given by the system, so it implies 
the rules without asking for the permission.
o Degree I: The result of the transformation and a short explanation will be given. An one 
line recommendation is also printed. The user will be asked to confirm die next focus that 
i0***-■ the system chose,
o Degree 2: This mode is useful for novice who wants to look closely how the system per­
forms the restructuring transformations. ReasonswilS be explained in full detail. Up to 
four lines of explanations and two lines of recommendations will be given. Also, the user 
will be informed whenever a new rule is applied.
We viewed the explanation mechanism as an important part of tihesystem. Since only 
when the user understands what has teen done by the system and why they are being done in 
that way can the user ju^ge if he wants to accept the r^tof the transformations. The expla­





We will use the simple program in figure 6(a) to illustrate the restructuriiig process.
First, we explain what kind of transformations are needed, then, we go through the res, 
tincturing proses of the sample program step by step to demonstrate the powerof the program 
'.restructuring.'
In the examples, we try to avoid the uses of formal terms like output dependence to 
explain the relations, instead, we try to explain the situation in FngHsh
H the target machine is a pipeiinsd vector computer like Cyber 205, our goal is to gen­
erate a program with vector instructions that is equivalent to the source program.
A loop is vectorizable if each statement can be executed for all values of the index vari­
able of the loop, before executing any of the statements in the loop following it, and this alter­
nate execution order computes the same results. If a given loop is not vectorizable then we may 
try transformations to break the data dependence relations that prevent the vectorizatidh.
For the example in figure 6(a), the number of iterations in the inner loop is greater than 
that of the outer loops, one Obvious attempt is to tiy to vectorize the inner loop and execute the 
outer loop sequentially. This can be done by distributing the inner loop to each statements then 
vectorize them. However, a closer look shows thSt the statement S3 used the value of 
A[i+l,j+l] which is overwritten in the next iteration by SI, If we vectorize the inner loop 
directly, as shown in figure 6(b), the loop computes different results, since Si changes the values 
of array A before they are used by statement S3. This kind of vectorizafion is prohibited, 
because it changes the meaning Of the source program.
One way of checking if a loop is vectorizable is by the following procedure mentioned in
1. Base on the dependence graph We confute the strongly connected components.
2. Any statement that is not in a strongly connected region may be vectorized directly.
Computing the strongly connected components is timely and unnecessary if we are expect­
ing that most input programs can be vectorized directly. The following rule can also be used to 
check if the loop can be vectorized directly also.
Figure 6:
: /. • DO 100 i — 1,10
D0200J =1,1000
SI:




(a) Original source program, the data dependence of array A between statements S3 and SI 
prevents the vectorization of the inner loop.
. D0100i=l. 10
SI: A(i,l:1000] = BQ,1:1000] •Rp,l:1000]
S2: B{i,l:MXX)] = R[i,l:1000] / 2
S3: qi,l:1000] * A[i,l:1000]+ Afi+UlOOl]
MX) CONI1NUE
(b) Example of illegal vectorization, this program computes different results as the program in (a) 
does.
DO 100 i «1,10
DO 200 j = 1,1000 
SI: A[i,j] = Bii,j] ® Rp,j]
S3: qi.jj = A[i,fj + A[i+l,j+l]
S2: Bp,j] = R04] / 2,
2oo continue
Y: 100 CONTINUE
problem, but now we are allowed to substitute rJus. of SI into S3.
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DOlOO i -1,10
DO 200 j * 1,1000 
SI:




(d) of Forward Substitution, now{ the data dependence from SI to S3 was cteminatcd,
DOlOOi -1,10
•' DO2001 — 1, IOCS)
S3e q».j] = B[i.j]*R{'.i] + Ari+l,j+l]
SI: : --./Ep'a *- «».|I ;'L
S* Bp,j] ~ Rpij] / 2




S3: qij]^TO*R0.j] + Ap1-l,j+l]
201'.' 'CONIllSpi
K3 202 j r 1,10Q0,
SI:
" 202 : CCNliNUE' >




(Q Program after distributing the inner loop, each inner loop can be converted into a vector 
instruction as in (g).
DO 100 i -1,10
100 OONITNUE
(g) The resulting vectorized program.
/
DO 101 i«»1,10
S3: Qi.1:1000] = B[i,1:1000] • Rfi,l:1000] + A(i+1,2:1001]
101 CONTINUE
DO2011 -1,10
Sk A{i,1:1000] «= B[i ,1:1000] * R[i,1:1000]
201 CONITNUE V i
DO 3011 =» 1,10 v
Sfc' Bfi.l.lOOOJ-Rp,1:1000]/2
■ -'301 v: V.CXmTNUE'^
(h) Result of distributing the outer loop to each vector statement
S3: qi:iai:1000] m B{1:10.1:1000] • R[l:10.1:1000] • A[2:ll^:1001]
SI: A(l:10.1:1000] = B[l:10,1:1000] • R(l:10,1:1000]
S2: 8(1:10,2:1001] = R{1:10.1:1000] / 2
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Rule : If ■& loop L contains statements Si andSj, where S precedes $j in the loop, and Si 
■mu use scone data that iscomputedinpreviousiterationsby Sj, or Sj use some data that will
be updatedby Siin thefoflbwing iterations, then the loop L is not vectctfizabte. ^
If the loop is not directly vectorizable, we first check if there is any cycle in the dependent 
graph. If there is no cycle in the dependence graph then Statement Reordering will be able to 
change'the loop into vectorizable. Ifthere is any cydeinthe dependence graphthen several 
transformations can be employed to adjust the graph. If die cycle was caused by scalar variables 
then scalar renaming at scalar expansion is able to break the cycle. If tto cycle is caused by array 
variables (as our example does), then node splitting ctt forward substitution can break the cycle if 
the transformation is allowed and does not change the meaning of the computations. If the 
cycle is broken, after applying the transformation, statement reordering will be able to make the 
.loop vectorizable.
In our example, statement S3 uses value of Ajj,j] which are computed by SI for the same 
instance of induction variables i and j (we said S3 is flow dependent on SI in this case). And S3 
also uses value of A[i+1,1+1] that is overwritten by SI in the following iteration of i arid j (We 
tailed this ”S1 is anti-dependent on S3 in the forward direction”). These two (fata dependence 
form a cycle in the dependence graph. However, we are not allowed to substitute the right- 
harid-ade of SI into right-hand-side of S3 directly, because the value of which is on the 
right harid Side of SI, is changed by S2 before it reaches S3. Since statement S2 blocks the way 
of substitution, we apply statement reordering to move it out of the scope of the cycle in order to 
allow the substitution. The result of the statement reordering is in figure 6(c).
Now die values that ate used iii SI remained unchanged when we execute S3, so we can
substitute the A[i,j] in S3 by right-han&ride of Sl(which is without changing the
result of the computation. Figure 6(d) stows the result of applying forward substitution.
Although forward substitution has removed the flow dependence arc from SI to S3, the loop 
is still not vectorizable. Because the statement S3 is still using the value of A[i+i,j+l] which is 
overwritten in the next iteration % Si. An-easy way to solve the problem is to executed S3 
before values of A bare changed by SI, so we apply statement reordering again, the resulting loop
is in figure 6(e).
Note that each statement in the inner loop of figure 6(e) can be executed for all instance 
of the induction variables i and j before die execution of statements that are following it in the 
loop. Therefore, after we apply tdop distribution to distribute the inner loop to all statements
(see figure 6(f)), these statements can be converted Into vector instructions as in figure 6(g).
We also noted that if the target machine is capable of computing multi-dimensional vec­
tors, we can also distribute the outer loop in figure 6(g) into each vector statements. The result­
ing program in figure 6(h) is equivalent to the vector code in figure 6(i).
The simulated ’screens’ shown in appendix (C) are used to demonstrate the process men­
tioned above. Each ’screen’ shows a short sequenoe of queries and explanations of the system 
and the responses of the user. We numbered the actions by integer in order to show the order 
they are appeared bn screen.
The restructuring process for multi-processor computers with lots of processing units is a 
totally different story. The main implication of this model is that better performance comes 
from efficient use of processors and minimization of synchronization. So our main concern is 
how to utilize all availableprocessors and minimize the synchronization.
The natural language structure to examine for parallelism is the DO-loop. A loop body 
contains a set of computations that are to be done many times with different data indexed ty 
the loop induction variable. So the opportunity for parallelism exists, if we can be sure that the 
loop contains no data dependence that create synchronization needs which force other processors 
to idle. . "
Most compiler on multi-processor machines accept loops like DOALL or FORALL state­
ments. DOALL or FORALL loop is executed by scheduling iterations of the loop on available 
processors for different values of the induction variable.
DOALL 100 i = 1, 10
DO 200 j =1, 1000
SI: A[i,j] - Bft,j] * Rft,j]




execution, because only 10 processors are used;
DOALJL 200 j = 1* 1000
DO 100 i - 1, 10
Si: A{i,ji=6{i,rR{i,jj
: S2: - ' . By-mji/2
S3: Cfi,j] = A[i,j] + A[i+l,j+l]
100 CONTINUE
200 ..CONTINUE.
(b) After loop interchange, i000 prbccSbrs arc used to execute the loop in parallel 
However, much more data Cornmiihicatiott between processors will be needed.
Figure 7.
to be executed in a processor for one induction value of j.
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A loop can be convert to DOALL loop if there is no communication between iterations. 
A FORALL loop allows communication between iterations as long as the source of the data 
dependence relation occurs in the loop lexically before its destination. For multi-processor 
machines, we will try to convert loops into DOALL or FORALL type of loops.
The loops in figure 6(a) can not be converted into DOALL or FORALL statements, 
because the fact that SI is anti-dependent on S3 but is lexically before S3, (cause by the use of 
A[i+l,j+l] in S3). But the program in figure 6(e) are able to be converted to FORALL state- 
' ments. ’ ;
For the program in figure 6(e),if we execute the inner loop in parallel (ie. each processor 
executes an iteration of the inner loop for different value of j), as in figure 7(a), only 10 proces­
sors will be used and other processors will be idling. If we apply loop interchanging to inter­
change the inner and outer loops, we get the program in figure 7(b). K our target machine has 
more than one thousand jwocessor units, the program in figure 7(b) get a better utilization of the 
processors. However, we should note that the loops in figure 7 need some degree of synchroni­
zation bebveen processors, because S3 uses values of .AJt+l,j+l] that are overwritten by other 
iteration of i which is executed in other processors. So the execution of SI should be delayed 
until the processor that runs the previous iteration of tire loop finishes S3.
H all processors are started at the same ttmb--thdnvit^isrea9om^-’'to erqrect that they get 
to the synchronizatidn point (position between S3 and SI) at the same time. For program in 
figure 7(a), there are 1000 synchronization point between 10 processors, but for program in figure 
7(b) there are only 10 synchronization points between 1000 processors. So the execution of pro­
gram 6(b) in acomputer with lots processors will be much faster than that of 6(a).
In general cases* it is not as easy as the example to dedde what execution order of the 
loop is the best order among others. Our approach is as following: first we generate all possible 
loop orders that preserve the meaning of the original loop, then use some heuristic knowledge 
to choose the /best’ order. For example, for vector machine, we prefer the order such that the 
inner most loop has the longest loop bound. For multiprocessors machines that have no vector 
instruction* the order that move the loop with longest bound to outer most will be the best. If 
the multi-processor computers has vector instructions or the loops are not perfectly nested then 
some other criteria may be used. Sometimes, it is really hard to make the dedsion, so the sys­
tem breaks the tie arbitrary.
-The'- response tinie of the system (the time to perform a transformation or between 
Queries) on the VAX 11/780 of our department varies from instant to three seconds during die 
bo^f hours. As an interactive system, we judged this delay as acceptable. If in the future, the 
response time becomes too long we may consider to implement the transformations that has
nothing to do with decision making in some more efficient languages like C.
4 Ciirmtt status of the system
Apparent!y,the proposed project is too big for a class project. Groups in other institutions 
have spent more than a decay in designing parallel programming environment and only a few 
satisfiable result has been obtained. We feel that the expert system implementation of the pro» 
gramming environment introduced in this report lights up a new way of approaching the prob­
lem. In this project, we tried to implement a prototype system that is big enough to demon­
strate the power of the system.
Since we have being concentrated on the expert system implementation of the program 
restructuier, the deprendence graph generator, the parser and target code generator parts have 
.not'been built yet.
The following transformations have been implemented : vectorization, statement reordering, 
forward substitution, loop jamming, loop distribution, and loop interchanging.
Since we don’t have the dependence graph generator, the user need to provide the depen- 
dence graph of the program to thesystem, which, of cause,is very inconvenient.
Currently, CYBER2Q5, CRAY, CRAYII, CRAYXMP, PRINGLE, Cosmic Cube (Intel 
"personal supercomputer”), and N.Y.U. Ultracptnputer, have been included in the machine data- 
base. Since ah the transformation decision are base on the features ncrt on the particular 
hardware, so new target machine can be added by amply adding die list of their features into 
the machine database.
5. Fiiture extensions and interesting topics
% adding the machine dependent code generation phrase for specific machines, the system 
can be changed into a highly optimized compiler.
Since the system employs some AX techniques and heuristic knowledges to perform the 
transformations, it would be interesting to compare the result and efficiencywith other existing 
supercompilers and other programming environments (although there are only a few of them).
The evaluations and improvement of the heuristic knowledge is another interesting topic. 
By employing software engineering techniques to build a information collector that collects the 
users’ experiences, comments and responses of the system while they are using the system will 
help us to justify the reliabilities of the rules and gives suggestions to the modification of the 
knowledge base.
6. Gmdiosiora
system implementation of the programming environment has the following
advantages:
o The power of the system can easily be extended by adding new knowledges about paral­
lel programming or new hardware to the knowledge base as soon as they are available.
o It may use heuristic knowledge to rule out some unnecessary, expensive restructuring 
tests, thus improves the efficiency.
o The explanation mechanism not only helps the users but may also teach diem to program 
in parallel. It can be an useful teaching tool for training parallel programming experts, 
o The user has very high level of controls during the restructuring processes. He can 
switch between focuses or change die control level at his will.
p The result of restructuring usually leads to new chances of further restructurings. As a 
source to source program restructurer, the output programs can be pumped into the system 
repeatly until all parallelism of the problem has been explored
6 By writing the machine independent programs and using the system to translate them 
into machine dependent parallel code, we can achieve the portability of the programs. 
The development cost of the programs can be cut down by a significant factor, since the 
system are capable of generating code that suit various machine architectures.
o The system can run on inexpensive front-end machines (like VAX or even table topi 
work stations) of the supercomputers and uses cheap resources of the host to effidendy 
utilize the uses of expensive supercomputers.
We hope that the development of the system can lead to new understanding of the parallel 
programming and new restructuring techniques. Also, a user friendly program environment may 
ease the programming jobforcurrent or future highly parallel computers, and leads to efficient 
use of the expensive supercomputers.
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APPENDIX 1
< < $$ Welcome to the restructurer programming environment: >>
> > Input file name? test: (1).
test pt reconsulled 768 bytes 0.466668 sec.
$$ Source program name : test
>> Target machine? cyberWS. (2)
$ machine name : cyber205 
$ machine type : vector 
$ pipeline? : 1 
$ startuptime : large 
$ operand rinMEM - 
I arraystore : inROW 
$ penumber : l 
$ conf iguration .*[/,/]
$ special f eatures : has not been initialzed
-> > How much explaination do you like me to give you darning the execution ? (3)
:.$$ You have the following choices.
(0) No, thanks* .
(1) A little bit.
(2) In detail. ' :
> > Give me a number between 0 to 2: 2 ■■(4)
''■:S''exptdihaiibhdegree-;2\''y-\-.;...
Screen 1: This screen shows process of initializing the system. Features of the target 
machine are printed on screen. Number in parathsis represents the order that the action 
appeared.
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< < Restructure? >>
... [Actions] - -------- Control level: < < exit > > — Focus: < < exit > >
>> Would you like to enter level 1 : front-end ? (yin): y (1)
$$ Entered level 1 : << front-end 
$ Available focus at level 1:
1 vectorization
' \ 2 statement reordering • . ./>•/' ^
3 renameing 
■ 4 node spliting
5 expansion - ■ •
6 forward substitution
7 dead code eliminat ion
8 loop distribution
9 vector secularization
>> Would you like to start With vectorization ? (y/h): y (2)
$$ New focus : << vectorization »
— [Kffljow] —..............——-———--— —
— [Recommendat ions] ———~—------ —-—————
— [Informations] —— —------——^—— ---------—•™—
Target: Cyber205, Source: test, Explaination Degree: 2.
Screen 2: The system asks the user toconfirm itschoicc of-focus and control level. The 
user is free to change the focus if he doesn't agree the choice made by the system. The 
first operation chosen by the system is the vectorization. Actually, the term "yeetoriza- 
tion* is somewhat misleading here, because in this focus we •dejermine. thq. sequence' bf 
transformations for all kinds of target machines. Notice that the screen is divided into 
four sections: Actions, Reasons, Recommendations, and informations, sections.
\ < < Restructurer >>
--- [Actions] Control level: front end --------Focus: vectorizable —-------- =-<—
$ Applying rule 0. (1)
$ Applying rule 1. (2)
$ loading the inner most loop.,* (3)
$ innermost loop loaded. W
$ Press <Return> to continue. (6)
— [Reasons] ————-- Rule l ——*————-*™—^— ---—————------------
The loop is not vectorizable. (5)
Because statement 3 and statement 1has data dependence that prevent the vectorization. 
Statement Reordering 'may''he able to remove the dependence that cause the trouble.
— [Recommendations]——Rule 1--------- ————————
Check if the loop has cycle, if no cycle exists, apply Statements Reordering, (3)
— [Informations]———————-------—  ------- - —
Target: Cyber205, Source: test, Explaination Degree: 2.
Screen 3: The given loop is not directly vectorizable. Notice that whenever an explana­
tion or recommendation is given, the system waits until the user hits the < RETURN> 
key to guarantee that they have enough time to read the.informations.
< <t Restruciurer > I> ~~ — — ■ — —— ““ * ——
— [Actions] ------— Control level: Front end —- Focus: Vectorizable ———
$ Applying rule 0. • ’'
$ Applying rule 1,
$ loading the inner most loop.
$ innermost loop loaded, ^
$ Press <Return> to continue,
$Applying rule 2, ■. v-‘(l)
$$ The loop has cycle, (2)
Press <return> to continue, :(user kited <return> key)' (4)
■ '> > Do you agree to apply forward substitution then statethem. reordering t (yin) y (5) 
$$ New f ocus : « f orward Substitution > > (6)
— [Reasons] ——<-——Rule 2  ------— „
The loop has cycle. . (3)
We may apply Forward Substitution to reduce number of statements in the cycle!
Af ter apply Forward Substitution* we need to apply Statement Reordering to 
vector he the loop.
— [Recommendations] -— Rule 2
Apply Forward Substitution and then Statement Reordering, (3)
— [Informations]————
Target: CyberTOS, Source: test, Explaination Degree: 2,
Screen 4 : This screen is the continuation of the previous one. Since the loop has cycle, 
forward substitution was suggested to apply.
^rRFitTiiaWeF^^
--’‘ jActions] ——*”^-— Control level: f ront end —*••• Focus: f orward substitution 
$ appplying rule 1 (])
$ Statement 3 is acandidate for substituting, (2)
$ Press < return> to continue, (3)
— [/?faspns] Rule l ----—-----—-™-..
Statement 3 is the only statement in cycle has forward dependence relation, (2) 
So Forward substitution may be allowed for this statements
—-[Recommendations] —-Rule 1 —....------ -——
Try to substitute the ch3, of statements that dominate it into its rJhJ. (2)
— [Informations] — —-------------- --—-
Target: Cyber205, Source: test, Expiaination Degree: 2.
Screen 5 : Trying to break the cycle by substituting rhs. of definitions of the variables 
that were used in S3 into S3. "
• ■ < < Restruqturer > > u ■ .
—--[Actions] —~~——-- Control level: front end Focus .'forward subst
$ appplying rule 1 f/l
$ appplying rule check ^substitutable 1 (2)
$ appplying rule check^substitutable 2 (3)
$ appplying rule 3 (4)
$ fry to substitute the rJtJ. of statement 1 into statement 3. (5)
$ appplying rule 4 (6)
$ appplying rule 5 (7)
$ There are data dependence that prevent the substitution, (8)
Press <return> to continue. (9)
$$ applying statement reordering... //0J'
$ New statement order: [1, 3, 2]. (11)
--- Rule 5
The anti dependence relations from statement 1 so the following statement(s): (8)
l2] -■ ..
prevent the substitution of statement 1 info statement 3.
Apply siatenient reordering to move the statement(s): [2] to the end of statement 3. (8)
— [Inf or motions] -————-------------- -——»---------
Target: Cyber205, Source: test, ExplainationDegree: 2.
Screen 6 : The statement S2 blocks the way of substitution, so apply statement reorder­
ing to move it out of the cycle.
<< Restructurer >>
— [Actions] -------Control level: front end ——Focus: forward substitution —
$ Substituted the rJt.s. of statement 1 into rhs. of statement 3. (1)
$ End of forward substitution. (2)
> > Do you agree to apply statement reordering ? (y i n) : y (3)
$$ New focus : < < statement reordering > > (4)
— Rule ------------—————
— [Recommendations]...Rule ----------———————
— [Informations] — ------- ——------------—------ ------————-—
Target: Cyber205, Source: test, Explaination Degree: 2.
Screen 7 : After forward substitution, statement reordering is needed.
< < Restructurer>>
— [Actions] ————— Contra! level: from end —— Focus: statement reordering ™
$ New execution order of the statements is: [J, I, 2]i (!)
Press < return> to continue. (2)
> > Do you agree to exit the current control level? (yin) : y (3)
< < end of current level. > > (4)
--- [Reasons] —— Rule reordering 1 ————*———™—
The result of the statements reordering is as following: (1)
[3» 1» 2]
Since there is no strongly connected components in dependence graph, 
the resulting loop is directly vectorizdblel
— [Recommendations] — Rule reordering 1 — ------«—-———
Try transformations in the NEXT level! :(1)
— [Informations] ——————■*——
T or get: Cyber205, Source: test, Explaination Degree: 2.
Screen 8 : The loop is now vectomable, there is no need to apply other transformations 
in this level. So the system suggests to exit the current level.
<<Restructurer>>
— [Actions] Control level: front end —-<exit> — —~——






>> OK* which level do you like to enter ?0 (3)
$$ Entered level 0 : < < exit> > .... (4)
$$ Would you like to exit the restructurer ? y (5)
$$ See You Later!
[Recommendations] —— Rule —————--------
— [inf ormations] —————--------- ———-————----- ———
Target: Cyber205, Source: test, Explaination Degree: 2.
Screen 9 : End of demonstratioh.
Others
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A Prototype for an Expert System for 
Morphological Classification of Prehistoric 
American Pottery
Costas Tsatsoulis and King-sun Fu 
INTRODUCTION
1. Problem Statement
The purpose of the work presented was to design the prototype of 
an expert system that will arrive to a set of hypotheses about the form­
ing and decorating techniques used in designing a vessel, given a 
description of it. The'vessels (or sherds) studied are limited to prehis­
toric pottery of the Southwestern US and Central American regions (at 
the present state of the system a space limitation is not very neces­
sary). The hypotheses the system arrives at can also be used as inter­
mediate hypotheses of a larges system that does space/time 
classification of pottery. The designed prototype should have a good 
user interface, some explanation capabilities, should be fast by utilizing 
an efficient control strategy and be also able to handle uncertainty.
2. Importance of Pottery Studies in Archeology
Archeologists draw their knowledge of prehistoric cultures largely 
from the remains of material things.
Pottery sherds, being the most abundantly found artifact, are very 
important in archeological research and help establish relative chrono­
logies by serializing and correlating finds. The dependence of the 
research on sherds has forced archeologists to pay more attention to 
secondary features, such as rim shape, and to physical properties, such 
as hardness, luster and paste color. Technological analysis was a neces­
sary development in the period of concentration on the features that 
can be judged from sherds, leading to a close cooperation between 
archeology and analytical sciences like chemistry and petrography. 
The evidences collected threw light to trade relations, contacts of peo­
ple and interactions of cultures, and, of course, they became founda- 
mental to pottery classification. The specialization that followed drew 
the criticism that taxonomy might become an end to itself. In order to 
avoid that, in studying ceramic technology one should not only stress 
its accuracy and reliability, not the data it recovers, not even the spe­
cial advantages it offers for determining the sources and relationships 
of pottery, for these contributions are already recognized; rather, one
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should bring out an awareness of the potter's role, and view pottery 
both as a facet of culture and as a product of human skill and intelli­
gence.
All the above make pottery an exiting and necessary study subject, 
but, at the same time, a subject presenting many problems. The most 
important problem facing the study of ceramic technology is the lack of 
objectivity: "There is a deeply rooted, popular idea that the expert 
recognizes subtle characteristics that are significant but indefinable. 
This conviction is not infrequently shared by archeologists whose 
experience in pottery classification seems to support it...To the 
archeologist, the immediate, unreasoned recognition of licknesses and 
differences .frequently called 'pottery sense’, seems to be a special gift 
whithout which he would be unable to to get meaning from the bushels 
upon bushels of potsherds that pass under his scrutiny...It seems to me 
that we must recognize the value of the ability called 'pottery sense' 
and at the same time acknowledge its limitations...Pottery sense is 
characterized by a sensitive and receptive state of mind, and for­
tunately it is developed by experience. Its most conspicuous limitation 
is that it places pottery analysis on an individual, and therefore 
unscientific, basis. Often it does not aid in transmission of informa­
tion." [1]. A standardized method for pottery analysis would help some 
of the problems presented by relying on 'pottery sense’, but many have 
criticized that standardized methods are too mechanical, and not even 
objective. Even if this were true, it does not alter the fact that the pos­
sibility of agreement and of meaningful reporting are enhanced by the 
establishment of common standards. The recognition of the limitations 
of objective methods should not blind us to the fact that they afford 
data that cannot be obtained otherwise, and that they approach a com­
mon language more nearly than any other methods of description.
An expert system would help standardize the ceramic technology 
study and, eventually, pottery classification. It would also free archeolo­
gists from the tedious and repetitious work of sherd studying, without 
hindering further developments in the field; it may even add enough 
controversy to accelerate them.
A short description of ceramic technologies and pottery forming 
are in Appendix A.
Knowledge Base
1. Observations, Certainty, Importance and RRI
The observations are in the form of LISP symbols. At the initializa­
tion stage, the system defines every observation name it will accept, 
and connects it with a list of observations contradictory to it. So, for 
example, the observaUon>j^^®ic^i?^-/ir^5^mosp/ie're will be con­
nected to the NOT list (partiaily-oxidizing-firing-a.tniosphaTe, 
red^ing-firing-atmosphere). This is necessary for the rule description 
used, as will be explained later. Every observation carries also a cer­
tainty value C, in the range, between 0 and 1.
Rules can be viewed as frames, each with two subframes IF and 
THEN, Each subframe contains n slots for the antecedents and conse­
quents respectively. There are 98 such rule frames, named rl to r98, 
and listed in Appendix B. Each slot in the IF subframe is bound to an 
importance value I, in the range between 1 and 10. These values indi­
cate the importance of the antecedent filling the slot in the rule conclu­
sion, (importance values can be used even in the case of a single 
antecedent rule, and they then define the importance of the whole 
■'rule)/ t
Each slot in the THEN subframe is bound to a certainty value CC, in 
the range from 0 to 1. These values indicate the certainty of the rule 
conclusions.
The strategy for .'rule firing is. based on the Relative Hide Impor­
tance; (RRI), where RRI can be defined as the ratio of the sum of the 
product of the observation certainty times the antecedent importance, 
over the sum of the antecedent importance. So:
SCCjXlj)
RR1^~ : ■' ■
Siri=l ■ ■
.where RRI is the relative rule importance of rule r, Cj the certainty of 
the observation in slot j with importance Ij, and n the total number of 
slots in the IF frame of rule r.
This method was preferred over the probability and fuzzy set based 
methods, since they would both not fire in the case of a missing 
antecedent (C=0). Using the RRI method even rules with incomplete
antecedent lists may be fired.
The certainty of an observation as a consequent is simply calcu­
lated as the product of the rule RRI and the certainty of the consequent 
slot it is filling, if the observation already has a certainty value, the
largest of the two (existing and new) is selected.
2. Rules
The prototype is rule based, with a total of 98 rules, written in a 
PROLOG-like style, with the main difference that consequents are not 
restricted to an ORed format. The consequents are always a conjunc­
tion, and cases where the consequents are a disjunction are handled by 
splitting them into two or more separate rules (e.g. A V 
qC => A -» C , B C). Consequents can be in any kind of format 
(conjunction or disjunction). When a rule is fired, all consequents are 
added to the inferred facts list and at the end of the session the list is 
searched for inconsistencies. In this phase, if the inferred facts list 
contains both an observation and an observation belonging to the first 
one’s NOT list, the observations are ORed. So, returning to the previous 
NOT list example, if both re^irtgrfirjisrig-atmosphere and fully- 
oxidizing-firing-atmosphere were part of the inferred facts list, they 
would be ORed at the end phase.
An example of rule firing would be as follows ; ;
Suppose the observed facts list was [ paiht-sinks-in-clay [0.85], paint- 
is-a-suspension [0.45] h and the rule to be fired was r70.
RULE 7 0 , : ;
IF (paint-sinks-imclay) ( 8.0
; (paint-luster-and-texture-same-as-that-of-clay) 10.0 
THEN (paint-isa-suspension) 1 • 0 
(paint-is-iron-oxide) : ; 1.0
Then, RRI=(8.0x0.85) / (8.0+10.0) = 0.36, And we have the new facts 
paiht-is-a-suspehsion [(0.36x1,0)> 0.36], and paint-is-iromoxide 
[(0.36x1.0) = 0.36]. Since the previous certainty of the observation 




The rules are divided into 11 context lists: firing atmosphere, form­
ing and shaping methods, finishing techniques, luster, non-plastic inclu­
sions, strength, fracture, plastic decoration, paint type, painting tech­
niques and vessel form. A forward chaining procedure is used, but by 
handling missing antecedents, the technique also closely resembles
backward chaining. As an example, if the rules were:
RULE-1:




IF (clay-color-red) 10.0 
THEN
(clay-color-clear) 1.0
and the observed facts list were (clay-color-red [0.8], temper-color-grey 
[0.9]), then by firing RULE-1 first we would get: (clay-color-red [0.8], 
temper-color-grey [0.9], reducing-firing-atmosphere [0.405]). By firing 
RULE-2 and RULE-1 next, we would get: (clay-color-red [0.8], temper- 
color-grey [0.9], reducing-firing-atmosphere [0.765], clay-eolor-clear 
[0.8]). This example (even though it is practically impossible given the 
existing rule ordering), is very similar to backward chaining.
As mentioned above, a basic rule ordering strategy was used, wher­
ever possible, and rules are ordered in such a way so that the conclu­
sions of previous rules are antecedents of the rules following. This stra­
tegy proved not to be sufficient in limiting the iterations through the 
rule lists, so further controls were added.
If the object of the study is a sherd, the vessel-form rule list is not 
fired at all. After this first check, the system runs through all context 
lists, looping inside a context until no more rules are fired. A rule is 
fired if its RRI is greater than 0.2 and if its fire-flag is TRUE. Initially, a 11 
fire-flags are set to TRUE, but if a rule is fired with RRI greater than
0.98 the flag is set to FALSE. Some rules are also grouped, so that is 
one rule in the group is fired, the rest have their fire-flags set to FALSE. 
A representative group is the one concerning clay color. Obviously, if
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the clay color is red, there is no need to fire rules concerned with 
orange, white, black, etc, clay colors.
The above mixed control strategy proved to be very effective, since 
for the prototype with maximum observed facts the response time was 




An effort was made to make the system user friendly and accessi­
ble. So, when entering the system, the user is given the options of get­
ting information about the system, viewing the rules, gettirig examples 
of questions the system will ask, starting the session or exiting. (Flags 
-a and -s allow skipping of the introductory stages for experienced 
users). Before starting the session the system asks also for the name 
of the user, to make him/her feel a little bit more at home.
At the end of a session the user can choose between viewing the 
results, adding the results to a database, viewing a trace of the 
system’s inference procedure, starting another case or exiting.
2. Knowledge Acquisition
The system obtains the information it needs by asking the user 
questions. There are two main types of questions, information acquisi­
tion and questioning control. In the first type belong questions that 
directly ask the user for information about the object of study. The 
second type contains questions that control the sequence of questions 
asked (e.g. A positive response to the question "Is the vessel painted?", 
would be follow'ed by questions concerning painted vessels. A negative 
response would make the system skip these questions).
There are four kinds of information acquisition questions: yes/no, 
multiple choice, check list and certainty acquisition. The examples 
that follow demonstrate these four types of questions.
YES/NO QUESTION EXAMPLE
** Qi Cy/n)
Is the plastic technique used clearly stanping?
■ . : . ; ■■ • - 632 - .. .
MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTION EXAMPLE
«■* Q2 (give the ONE appropriate response) 
•'•..•■■■.''■■'Does-the vessel have a:




**Q3 (give all the appropriate)
How would you describe the texture of the vessel surface
1. grainy
2. smooth and carrpact
3. lustrus 
. .4. matte :
v
YES/NO questions expect either ’y’ (yes) or ’n’ (no) as response. 
Multiple choice questions expect only one answer, and have a lower case 
letter in front of every possible response. Check list questions accept 
any number of answers separated by commas, and have a number in 
front of every possible response. If the user prefers not to answer a 
question a 0 has to be given as response (actually, any kind of ’illegal’ 
response will produce the same effect with the 0, but consistency 
should be preferred).
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After every answer to an information acquisition question, the same 
certainty acquisition question appears:
** CERT
You can say that the correctness of your observation(s) 
could be described as:
1. you can’t get more certain than that
2. very certain
3. certain
4. a bit certain
5. uncertain
6. strongly uncertain
g. I prefer to give a numerical value
The question is in check list format to support multiple entries. A typi­
cal example would be (where ? is the system’s prompt):
Q3 (give all fhe appropriate)
How would you describe the texture of the vessel surface ?
1. grainy





You can say that the correctness of your observation(s)coultie 
described as:




4. a bit certain
5. uncertain
6. strongly uncertain 




The above example adds to the observed facts list the observations 
grainy, lustrxLS, srnooth and compact with respective certainty values
0.50, every certain> and 0.96. (every certain> is decoded as 0.85).
3. Displaying Results,'Fracing and Adding to Database
The results are displayed as english text, in user-friendly format,
ing factS: as, disjunctions.
The trace of the system’s inference procedure is very simple, and 
displays only the rules fired and the order in which they were fired.
The addition to the database adds the results to a mere library, as 
english text, and still heeds modifications to become a real database.
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1. User Interface
The user interface program was written in C language; mainly as a 
matter of personaTpreference of the language's word and text process­
ing capabilities. A LISP implementation would also be possible, if an 
environmental consistency is preferred or required. A complete listing 
of the user interface program is included in Appendix C.
2. Inference Machine
The program for the inference machine was written in FRANZ LISP 
language, but it is not dialect limited. The mixed C and MSP environ­
ment presents no problem on the VAX, but, in times of heavy load, it 
slightly increases the response times.
As previously described, observations are LISP symbols with one 
property list, NUMBER. NUMBER is one of fl to f 181, and stands for 
’fact number’. The fact numbers have properties: CERTAINTY, NOT, 
PRINT? (printing flag), CONTEXT and; FACT, This representation con­
nects both a fact "fact" with its fact number "fn" through the NUMBER 
property, and a fact number -fn" with its fact "fact" through the FACT 
property. The above method was preferred, to make programming less 
prone to typing errors ("f!2" is easier to type than "volcanic-sand- 
nonplastiC-inclusions").
Rules are represented as rl to r98 and have property lists IF, THEN, 
IMPORTANCE, CONSEQ-CERTAINTY and FIRE? (firing flag).' IF contains a 
list of the antecedents; THEN contains a list of the consequents; IMPOR­
TANCE a list with the antecedent importance Values; CONSEQ- 
CERTAINTY a list with the consequent certainty values. A property ’con­
text’ is not necessary, since rules are grouped into context lists.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Initially artificial cases were used for testing, and the results indi­
cated that the system worked according to specifications. Then, sherd 
cases from Pull trouser Swamp and the Chichen ltza area of Yucatan 
were used for testing, and the results showed that the majority of the 
system rules were leading to correct conclusions, but also that some of 
the rules had to be rewritten and some more should be added to pro­
duce correcter results. The main problem of the system shown by the 
testing phase was that some of the rules were too general and gave 
ambiguous results.
DISCUSSION
Since the initial goal was the design of a prototype that would pro­
vide intermediate hypotheses to a larger system, it can be said that it 
has been fulfilled. Still, a simple, rule base system may not be the 
answer if the expansion of the present prototype is desired.
The user interface is also not optimal. It should allow editing of the 
information given, addition or modification of rules, should have better 
explanation capabilities and a link to a real database. It should also 
give the option to experienced Users to skip the time consuming ques­
tion answering session, and input their observations directly.
The problems facing an expansion of this prototype to a pottery 
classification system are many. The disagreement of experts on many 
issues forces the designer, to almost become an expert himself, since 
this is the only way to distinguish between fundamental, conceptual 
differences and simple disagreements. One way to reduce such conflicts 
would be to focus on only morphological classification, avoiding contr­
oversial conclusions about cultural relations, trade, etc. Still, it will not 
be an easy task. Another big problem is the general distaste of the 
humanistic sciences towards computers and mechanized processes. 
The discussion in part 1 has already given an answer to this.
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A FEW WORDS ABOUT PREHISTORIC POTTERY ANALYSIS
1. Prefiring Treatment
1.1. Clay and temper
Clay is very difficult to exactly define, Since the word has been 
applied to a variety of materials, differing both in origin and eomposi- 
tion. It can be defined broadly as fine-grained, earthly material, that 
develops plasticity when mixed With water. Its chemical components 
may be silica, alumina, water, iron, alkalies and alkaline earths.
Temper is the word archeologists have used to designate nonplastic 
materials mixed with clay to counteract excessive shrinkage of ceramic 
bodies in drying and firing. It is readily identified microscopically and is 
one of the best means of distinguishing wares and sources of pottery 
types. Temper material has effect on the strength of the vessel, frac­
ture type and color.
1.2. Forming & shaping techniques
In the region and time of Study, the potter's wheel was not used. 
Main forming methods were Coiling, where clay coils are added over 
each other to form the Vessel, molding, where a vessel is formed using a 
stone mold (usually one part of the vessel molded, the other part 
formed by coiling) and the more rare technique of paddle and anvil. 
Each technique leaves distinguishing marks (coiling marks, junctures, 
anvil depressions) on both the exterior and interior of the vessel. Good 
finishing of the vessel surface, though, may destroy these marks.
1.3. Finishing techniques
Strictly speaking, the surfaces can be divided into polished and 
unpolished, and there are several polishing techniques. Polished sur­
faces usually have luster and the unpolished ones are matte. Depend­
ing on the finishing technique used, different marks are left on the sur­
face. A hard and smooth tool (like a pebble) leaves streaks and
■ ■ ■ - .642 - .
depressions, while a hand or a wet cloth leaves the surface matte and 
possibly grainy.
2. FIRING
The changes of clay and temper during firing of a vessel depend on 
the temperature and duration of firing. Usually clay contains iron and 
in a fully oxidizing atmosphere, the creation of iron oxides leads to 
bright clay colors. Partially oxidizing and reducing firing atmospheres 
lead to dull colors; or clear clay colors and dull temper colors, when the 
firing time was not enough for the oxidation process to penetrate the 
whole vessel. Smudging was also been used and has to be distinguished 
from naturally black or grey clays. Refiring a sherd and clay and 
temper color offer the most widely used methods for determining the 
firing conditions.
3 POSTFIRING TREATMENT 
' 3.1. Luster ^ :
The application of luster can be done both during and after firing. 
In the first case the lustrous material is a glass-like glaze which leaves 
tool marks matte on the surface. In the second case the lustrous 
material is a plant extract that burns and blackens by refiring.
3.2 Plastic decoration
Plastic decoration can be clay figures welded on the surface (rare) 
and plastic lines. Plastic lines can be mainly done either by stamping 
(obvious by a repetition of exactly the same pattern) or incising. Deep, 
narrow and strongly curved lines are results of a pointy tool; wider, 
asymmetric lines are result of a knife or gauge. We can also determine 
post^ or predtring incision: by comparing the color of the lines to the 
Color of the clay.
3.3 Paint types
The paint used was either a plant extract solution, which 
penetrates the surface, burns by refiring and is usually durable, or an 
oxide suspension, which deposits on the clay and usually becomes worn
and powdery with time.
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3.4. Painting styles 6\6'.“::
The major painting, styles are positive and negative. In the negative 
painting Style we can define background (figures painted on the back­
ground), foreground (background painted around figures) and resist 
painting techniques.
4. VESSEL FORM
/'There'"are'-‘four characteristic points on a vessel: end points/ 
inflection points, vertical tangent points and corner points/A vessel can 
be classified as unrestricted (if it allows access to its interior), indepen­
dent restricted and dependent restricted (if it has a neck). It can be 
further classified as simple, composite, inflected and complex, depend­
ing on the characteristic points it has. Vessels are usually represented 
as a combination of the following basic solids and surfaces: ovalloid, 
ellipsoid, sphere, cylinder, cone and hyperboloid. Rims are defined as 
direct (if there is no elaborate rim) and deviate, and different methods 
of rim forming can also be identified.
The above analysis descriptions are overly simplified, arid by no means 
complete, and are only intended to give a brief feeling of the work 
involved. A completer analysis would also have to include plastic and 
painted decoration forms (something that can be extremely compli­
cated), brush stroke types, colors, decoration fields, exact rim forms 
(since rims often served as the ’signature' of the potter), dimensions 
and proportions, exact type and percentage of nonplastic inclusions, 
etc. The complexity and diversity of the above may even necessitate 





















RULE 5 ■ ' . _
IP (clay-color—clear-cream) 10.0
THEN (clay-color-clear) 1-0
■■RULE 6 ; -V
IP (clay—color-1ight-grey) 10. 0
THEN (clay-coior-grey) 1. 0
/RULE. 7 : .
IF ( c lay-colbr-dar k-grey ) 10. 0
THEN (c lay-color-grey) 1. 0
RULE 8



















THEN (temper-co1 or—grey) 1. 0
RULE 13
' IF "'.'■ (clay—-coldr-clear) ^ IP- P
(temper—color—cTear) IQ. Q






IF ( e lay—color—brown) 6- 0
( temper— color-broum j 6. 0
(co1qr-changed-byrrdfiring) 10. 0


















IF (Ciay-cdldf-cl&at) . 10. 0
(teinper—doidr—grdy ) 10. 0
THEN (pertiSiig-dxidiiing-firing-atmosphere) 1.0
RULE 21
IF (c lay-c d 1 pr-b lac k ) 10- 0




IF ( c Idy-coldr —black ) 7. 0
THEN




(unevenly-colored ) 10. 0
THEN (smudging) 0.9
FI NISH INGTECHNI (SUES
















( loStrus-suT'face) 10. 0
(p61ished-and-uns1ipped-surface) 0.8
RULE 27
. IF . 
THEN
(matte-surf ace > 10.0





























IF (topi-marks-on-surface) 10. C
(lustrus-surFace) 10. C


























IF (weak > 6. 0


















( co nchoidal-break) 7.0
(hard-clay > 0. 7
(fine-nonplastics) 0.6
(rag g ed-break)
<very-c oarse-nonplastic s) 
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IF (coi 1ing-marks-on-surface> 1G.0










RULE -48' : ;
IF (one-part-of-vessel-assymetric) 8. 0
(one-part—of-vessel-symmetric) 10.0
THEN (vessel-formed-using-molding) 0.9


















THEN (model ing > 1. 0
(figure-hand-wcrked) 0. 8
rule so;






THEN (modeling) 1. 0
(molding ) 1. 0
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RULE 55






























( sharp—edg ed —lines) 10.0 
(edge-elevation) 10.0 
(up-and-down-strokes ) S.0 
(pointy-tool-used) 1-0
RULE 59
IF (sharp-e dg e d — Xines)
(edge-elevation) 
(back-and-forth-strokes)


























































IF C paint-not-burned~by-refiring) 10. 0
THEN (paxnt-is-iron-oxi.de) 1. 0
(paint-is-a-suspension) 1. 0
70
IF (paint-sink s-in-clay) 8. 0
(pa int-1 ustei—and-texture-same—as-that-of-c1 ay) 10.0
THEN (paint-is-a-suspension) 1.0
( pa in t-i s-ir ori-o x i d e ) 1.0
71
IF (pa in t-dep osi t-on-sur f ac e) 8. 0
(paint-1 uster-and-tex ture-different-than-clay) 10.0




























THEN (paint-is-iron~oxide) 0. 9
(pa int-is-a-suspension) 0. 9
77
IF (paint—has—red—or-broun-tones) 5.0
THEN (pain t—is~iron-o xid e) 0. 75
- op i -
(paint—is-a-suspension) 0. 75
RULE 78
IF (pa inted-surface-is^patchy) 5.0
THEN (paint-i s-iron-ox i de ) 0. 85
( pa in t-i s—a-suspensi on ) 0. 85
RULE 79
IF (paint-is-uorn) 5.0
THEN (pa int-is-iran-oxide) 0. 8
( paint-i s-a-auspena ion ) 0.8
.RULE 80 ■ , ■ ; .
IF (paint-is-soft-and-powdery) 5.0
THEN (pa int-is-iron-oxide) 0. 9
(paint—is—a-suspension) ..-0. .9
RULE 81 .





IF (dark-background) 10. 0
(1 i g h t-pa inteb-f i gures ) 10. 0

































THEN (v ess e1-o f-u n restrict e d-f o rm)
IF (positive—tangent-at-top) 10,0
(no-neck) 10-0
THEN (vesse1—of—dependent—r estricted—form) 1.0
90'
IF (neck) 10. 0
THEN (vessel-of“■independent—restricted-f orm> 1. 0
91" '
IF (no-I—point)

















' THEN (rim-is-direct) 1. 0
96
' IF . 
THEN
(r i m^-i s-e 1 ab ora ted ) 10. 0

































APPENDIX C Sampie Consultation 'Se’ssi on
$ PEGASUS.
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* * k k is is k k k k k k
is ir ★ is it k kk k it k it * it is k k k k k A k k k k k k k k k * ★ k * k k k kk kk k k
** it ★ k k k k k k k
is it •kit •A k kk . k k k kk kk kk k k kk kk kk kk kk k k k k kk k k k k k
k ft ★ is k k k
ho re — (S5% )
• le LI o* and w el co me to PEGASUS
-It the experimental
Expert System for Preh is to rl c American Pottery 
cl as si f i ca ti on • ,
To get Information about the usage of this system type ’info* 
To see a complete rule l is tiro type 'rules '
To start working i mmed iately type ’start'
To exit tne system type ’exit’
? in to
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Peqasus-I is the very first Expert System for P re hi s- 
to ri c American Po tt er.y cl cs si fi cati cn« It is rule based and. 
supported by a C and " Fft AN 72 LISP environment. In its 
present state it is on ly an e xd er im eh ta l node t that can 
in fere • the w ay a vessel was formed ci ve r in fo rmat io n about 
it s c lay and temper co lor* type of clast ic and pai nted 
deco ra ted line s» etc. Pe qa su s-I p ro vide s an sw er s to a ues- 
tions about vessel forminc technicues* tirira met boas *. fin­
ishing and luster applyird technicues* paint types and 
paintinq styles and form classification.
I t do es not u se any a ra ty ti c d ata i nf cr n a t ion * s in ce 
the very a.c au i s i t io n . of s tc t data r ecui re s an expert* which 
nullifies the need of an Expert System. Pedasus-1 will ask 
'the user to provide him with the in fo rm at ion he /needs using 
YE S/ NOV ch ec k: l1 st anomul ti cle eh bi ce
P .S . P EG AS US -I w as c on ce iv ed s ornet ime in e ar ly Se n-
te mo er 13 84 a nd D rouqht irtc the worlo in November 19 84 * by
Co st as T sa ts ou li s* w ho i s solely responsibe for the moods* 
be ha vi or a nd p er to rm an te o f t h e system.
P .P *S . " PEGA SUS" s ta ru s fo r pe ca su s* " 1" s ta nd s f o r 1.
To get i nf or ma t 1 on a bo ut t he u sa ge o f th is s ys tern 
To s ee a c om pi et e ru te l Is ti rq t ype * r ul es *
To start working immedia te ly t ype ’start 1 
Tb e.xi t th e syst em type *e xi t’ /.
■?/:slarf : V,'
ty pe in f o ’
del to. As you P ro ball y know my name is; Peoasiis-I* but my 
f r te rds call me S1 mp ly P eg as ts • Te to re w e st or t wd rk in g to qe th er ♦ could vc 
ol da se d iv e me; you r na me ? ( en d ydur ■ n am e wi th a ' .
TCostas %
0. K. C os ta s
I need to know as much as you do ab cut the vessel or 
sherd you want me to study with you. In crcer: to do that I 
wi It H ave to a sk you some cues tiers. T he y w il l b e y es /no* 
mu It io le ch oi ce o r ch ec k ti st a ue st ions . A ft er y ou give me
an a ns we r I wi LI a sk y ou f or h ow c er ta in y ou a re ab ou t it.
If you make any errors you w 111 ha ve a cha re e to v iew your




If you want to see the exanuit.es following* press 
•? ' *otherwise press any other key
O.K. Co st as •
The first t hi ng I need to k.row is the case narre/number we are studying 
?c 00 01
Are we working with a vessel (or a big piece from a vessel) or lust 
a sherd ? Pleases type ’vessel* or ’sherd’ accordingly*
?s he rd
-O st as s w e w1 11 fi r st w or k cn. t he f or mi ng a rd s ha pi ng 
technique information
** Q 1 (give the ON £ ae pr co r i at e response)
On the exterior of the sherd in cuesticn* there are:
6. wela rtcQes
b* coilinu marks 1
c« Junctures "a
i* CER T
, The correctness of y cur cb se rvat io n( s) could be described as: 
!• you can’t get more certain than that
2. very cert cin 




g® I D re f e r to give a hu ire ri ca l an sw er2
* 02 (give the* ONE appropriate response)
On the interior, of the sherd in cuesticn* there are: 
a«. weld rlcQts !
, b® c oi 11 nq marks 
c® 1 un ct ur es 
d® anvil deo re ss ions0
QUESTIONS 3 AND 4 CO NOT APPLY
Thank you*. Cos tas • le t* s talk new about -firing' conditions®'
■* Qb (give the ONE appropriate 'response.)
The clay color is t
r ed Qm 'dark crey
b* o ra ng e •h © b lack
c & yellow 1© b re wn
a* buff 1 • w h it 1 sh
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e» clear c r e k. white
f* .1 iq ht a re>
?qY ; . :Y . ■ , ■ ■
** CERT .
The correctness of ycur observcitioif s) cou Id be, oe.se ri be d as:
1. you can't get more certain than that 
■ 2. very certain
3* c er ta in
... 4. a. bit uncertain 
5« uncertain
6. stronuly uncertain
q. 1 p re f e r 1 o a i ve a nu me ri ca t an sw er
(q iy e the ONE apprcDri. at e respon se )
Tie temper c ol or i s :
.... red; r* dark crey
* k* ohanqt h. b la c k
c* y el low. i. b rown
cu but t V. i ♦ whitish
e » cTe hr c re am k. white
'V'f. l iq ht o re y
* * i CERT
The eorrec tnes s ot ycur observat ion( s) could be described as:
i. y ou can 't, qet mor e ce rt ai r than t hat 
2* very certain 
;; . 3. c er ta in
4. a bit unctrta in
5. u nc er t a in
^ b* stronul v uncertain
q» I d rete.r to give a nurreri ca l answer
?9 ; :. •■'■■■■ ; , . .
incofrect answer, please* ’try aqain
?q . ■ : . '.■■■ :■ Y . ' Y .. ... ' ;Y . . . :■
?i.u ■
va Cue ou ts id e TO *0 ♦! .0 } ra riq'e* pi ta se t ry a qa in
?i .0 . ■ Yk, . ■
** * 67 (y/n )
was the clay and/or temper color chargee! by re firing ? 
?y
** CER T
Th e co rr ec tn ess of y cur ob se rvat io r C i) cou Id b e ce sc ri be a as :
1. you coti't net ifiore certain than that
■ 2. very certain
3. certain
4• a b i t. u rc e r ta in \ ■
5» unc.tr tain
:V.':,.'-''.-.-':'.'fc..-'-e'tr'cinqly'.u:ncert'ai-ri.
■ I' prefer to give a nureri ca l answer
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* * 66 (y /n )
Is the clay unevenly colored ? (Please* note the difference re tween cl a 
n
h an k you* Costas * As you s «e * the whole thine is easier than it sounds, 
jet's go to f 1 n1 sh ing .te-ch ni cues..
* * G9 (give all the appropriate responses)
How would you describe the texture of the sherd surface ?
1. g ra in y
smooth an c co frp act 




The correctness of y cu r cb se rvat io n( t) could be ce sc ri be d as Z
1. you can't get more certain than that 
2» very certain 
3* c er ta in
4. a bit uncertain
5. u ric er ta in
6« strongly uncertain
«» I prefer to give a numerical answer
* Cl Q (y /n )
Would you say that there are tool marks on the surface ? 
(such as streaks* cr cove s* pits cr depressions)
CERT
The correc tness of y cu r observation^) coulo be ce scribed as ’ 
1» you can't get more certain than that
2 b very ce rt ci h
3 © certain
4b a bit uncertain 
5b uncertain 
6# strongly uncertain
Qb I prefer to give a numerical answer
Th an k you* C os ta s © Le t* s talk new alout Luster*
* Gil (y /n )
Was the un pa in te d (! ) surface of the clay burned by retiring?
<^n k you* Costas . The next question concerns the strength of the 
•ero we are studying. It is very subiective* but don't worry 
ou t it too much*
(give the ONE ap pr cp ri at e re seen se )




b. w ea k.
?.0
'Thank you» Costas ®The next cuestion concerns the fracture type of 
tne sherd:
**■ 313 (give the ONE apprco riate response-)
Does the sherd have a:




Tne correctness of y cu r obseryat ior( f) could be .describe a as 
1® you coh't &et more cert air than that
2. v er y ce rt ei n
3. c er t a in
4* a b it ur.c er ta in
5. uncertain
6. stronuty uncertain
0® I prefer to give a numerical answer 
?6 ■ 1 
Thank* you Costas •
Now we are getting tc the tricky part® First* let's find out 
a few basic things about the plastic decoration style.
***'■01.4 (give all the "appropriate responses)
Are there any:
1. human figures welded cn the sherd 
2® animal fi cures welded on the sherd
?G '
QJLSTIGN lb DOES NUT APPLY
* * * Q1 6 < y/n ) ■ .
’Is there any other clastic decoration cn the sherd* 
except welued figures?
?y
*'*. * Oil 7 (y /n )
Would you say that the technique usee was clearly stamping9 
?y
**'* Ql a (y 7n )
Are the stamped lines continuous ?
?y
** CE.R T
Tne correctness of y cu r observat ion( s) could be described
1 • y OU C dfl * t; Get rn o r o Cf4 rf i n fh An £ ha f
0 S *
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2. very certcin 
3« certa in
4. a bit u refer tain.
5. unc erta in
6® strongly uncertain
q® I prefer to give a numerical answer
• 5 0 '
* ul9 (y/n )
Is stamping the only technique usee?
* Q2 0a (give, all the ap p r op ri at t re tp on se s)
Ho w would you descriLe t he i nc is eg p la stic lines?
1. s t r on Ul y cu rv ed c.; • n arrow
z• s ha ro e cq es 6. h av e up -d ow n st ro k e




'The correctness ot y. cur cb se rvat io n( s) c ou Id b e ce scri be ci as:
1 * y ou c on H get mor e ce rt ai ri th ah t ha t
1 . 2© very cert tin
3. certain
a bit u nc er ta in
5# u nc er t a in
• 6* strongly uncertain
C3 • I d re fe r to give a nu ire ri ca l an sw er
a »3
make life easier* I decided to cut t h e pr tv io us guest ion
c» since it wa s a little t co l ong. S o * o nc e ogai r.:
* L2 Ob (give all the appropriate responses)
How would you tie sc ri i:e the incised plastic lines ?
1® t he y have asywetric cut
2. they incl ine toward the center of curvature, .
3® they incl ine independently from the center of curvature 
4« the end of the stroke is towards the worker 
5® the end of the stroke is away fr6m the worker 
6* the clay is pusheo inside the lines
7. there is chipping of the line edges
8» the color of the plastic tires is lighter than the clay
»8
CERT
The correctness of your op se rvat io n( s) could be oe serf bed as f 
1« you can’t get more certain than that 
2# very cert ci n
3. certa in








Thank you* Costas • Is the sherd we are studyina 
pa in te d (o re ss * y* or- • n* ) ?
? y
** * Q2 1 (y/n )
Was the pa intec area burned by refir in c ?
?n '
CERT : :'; ■
Tne correctness of ycur oh se rvat io r ( s> c ou Id be ce scribed as
1. you edit *t qet more certain than that
2. very ce rt ei n
3. c er ta in
4. a bit ' u r.c-er ta in
5. u nc er tain
u* stronuly uncertain
a. I prefer to dive a nu rre ri ca l an sw er
?i:. - : 1:; ;
** 3 22 (dive the ONE apprep ri ate re sponse )
Would you say that :
a. the point sinks in the clay
b. the paint oeocsits on the c lay surface 
?D
**- C ER I
The correctness of y cu r cb se rvat to n( s) could be 'described as 
1* you can't det- more certain than that 
2« v er y certain 
3* c er ta in 
4* a b it uncertain 
5. u nc er ta in 
6 • s t r on ci t y u n ce r t a i n
p. I prefer to (live a nu ire ri cal' answer
?1 '
** 0 23 (give the Olil'E' apprcb'ri ate’ response)
Would you say that:
a. the pai rtea surface has Luster and
texture c!i ff trent .than t ha t cf the unpairtea surface
t. the painted surface has luster and
texture sane as that of the ui caintecf surface?0:
** * u2 4 (give all the apprcDfiate responses)
Would you say that: '
1» the d ai rt; has blurred out lines 
• the center of painted Idne- lighter. th an e nci e
I f K xri ¥' o n r ^ f t k ' *
4. t he re i s feeding cf the pairt
5. the oai rt has red or brown tones
6. the Duirted. surface is rate hy
7. the 'Dai. nt is really worn
B. the Duir.t is soft and pen deny
S. the paint left only inside clay pores
CERT
The correctness of y eu r ob se rv at io r( s > c ou Id he
1. you can't get rpore certain than that
2. very cert ein
3. e er ta in :■ ' /
4» a bit uncertain 
5* u nc er ta in
6, strongly ■ uncertain
q. I prefer to a ive a nunerical answer
* 025 (y/n )
Is the clay surface in evenly ouirted?
Th ante you? Cos tas •
fe w wo rd s ab ou t pa in t i no t ec hn ia ue s ? n cw .
U2S (give the ONE apnrcpridte response)
Is t he b ac kq ro un a : 
a* d ar k 
b. light
C ER T
The correctness of ycur obse rvat ion( s) could be 
i. you can't get more certain than that 
2m very certain
3. c er ta in
4. a bit u r;c er ta in
5. u nc er ta in
6» strongly uncertain
«• I prefer to qive a numerical answer
Q 21 (give the ONE appropriate response)




The correctness of ycur obse rvat i o r ( s) could be 
• l. you, can't uet more certain than that
2. very certcin
3. c er ta in
ce sc ri oe d
ee sc ri be d
ce sc ri be a
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4 ® d Dit uncertain
-J * u nc er t u in
6. stronui v uncertain
a. I p re ter toqive'a-numerical answer
?1
** Q 26 (q iv e th e ONL appropriate response)
Wo ul d you say that the oaintinq techricue used was
a* f or eg ro in c
b # r esis t
?G
* * * 02 9 (y /n )
Ar e th e pa intea fi cures simple (squares* circles*
go ts t s 1 r a1 gh t lines* etc) ? ,
?0
** * G3 0 (y /n )
Is t he re a carbon tackurcund ?
?0
Thank you* Costas • ’ ha ve every thine I need.
I will start wor M rq now . Us ua It > the whole thine lasts 
a tew mi nu te s on ly i I * 11 let y ou k no w when I'm d one
Franz Li so* Opus 38.69
WORKING.. PI.L ASL WAIT........................
:: : I am f in i s he d ! :: ::
To see tne complete in f.o rm at io n ( s up p l ie c anc inferred) about 
the vessel /she ra type 'view*
lo out the information in the catabase type *acd’
To start werkinq on a new ease type 're-start®
To trace the execution of the rules type ’trace®
To exit tne system type ’exit*














d see the complete information (supplier otic in f e rr ed ) ab ou t 
it ve ss-el'/s he rd type ''view'.
p put the Information in the cat a base type ’acid’
3 start working on a tie w case type ’re-start*
3 trace the execution of the rules type ’trace*
3 exit the system type ’exit* 
vi ew
3 33 c DO' Gl. [ L[
»> Firing atmosphere <<<
-< * The tswer color is crcy (1.0)
-* The temper color is ca r k grey (1.0)
** The clay/temper color is changed by retiring (1.0)
» * The f i ri ng atmosphere ia s partially ox id iz in a ( 1 • 0)
=:
The fi ring atmosphere was reducing (1. 0)
>>> Forming techniques < <<
- * There are weld ridges cn the surface (0.85) 
« * The vessel was formed is in g mo Id in c (C.85)
»> Tenia er* Strength and Fracture <<<
* The break is square an c even (0.2 5)
»> Luster ana Finishing techniques <<<
"* The surface is grainy (1.0)
«* The surf ce is matte (0.P5)
« * The nonplastic inclusions are cf very fire size (0.2)
r *
: * ■
The nonp la st ic i nc lusi ens are of slit si ze (0.2) 
There are tool marks or the surface (0.55)
The surface was rubbed with a smooth tool before firing 
There was no luster applied (0.68)
»> Plastic decoration techriicues <<<
* A cylinder seal was used for stamping (C.25)
A flat seal was 'used fer stamping (C®25)
A roullette was used f cr standing (0 .2 5)
* The plastic stamped tires are continuous (0.5)
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... The incised Lines were made by a pointy tool (0.54)
*** The incised Lines are rarrcw CO ® 7) . <■
** * The inci sed U i,es fir e ceeo , ( 1.0
:<** The inci sec Lines are strongly curve o; '..(l.C.)
*** The cl ay i s pushed irs ide the inci seo lines (0 .4 )
*** The plastic tines are cf liphter color than the day (0*67)
*** The vessel was incised before tirircj (0.4)
OR ■
The vs sset w as i nc i s td a ft erf ir in c (G.268 )
»> Paint type a nd P ai r,t in c techr.icues <<<
»* * ' The ba in t is a susaer.s ion (1 .0 )
.**■*■' Th e pa in t is i ro ri oxide (1*0)
.*.*The paint was not nurned by refirirq (1.0)
•*.*,* The.'-paint' oe do sits on the clay surface (1.0)
** * The paint is left only inside the clay d cres : (0.8 5)
«* * TH e pa in te ti ba ck qr ou rd is dark (l.C)
** * The pa in ted f i qu re s ar c 11 qh t (1. 0)
The pa inti np style is neqative (1.0)
To s ee t he c om pi et e in to rm at io n ( s up pi ie c an c in f e rr-ed ) ao ou t 
in e vessel/sherd typo ’view*
To but the i nf or motion i n th e database type ’acti’
To start workiriq on a new case type *re-start'
To trace the execution of the rules type • trace’
To exit the system type ’exit*
? adu
> >> > Da ta ba se h as peer up da te o << <<
To see trie complete informat io n (s up r l ie c an c inferred) about 
th e ye s.sel /s he rd t ype ’view’
To out the information in the database type tacd*
To start w or ki r»q i) n ane w case typ e * re-st ar t ’
To trace the execution of the rules type ’trace’ 
lb e xi t the sy st em t ype ’e xi t’ — ’
? ex i t ■
BY E
Chapter 17
Expert System for Contract Bridge Bidding
L. Y. Chang and C. F. Yu
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Expert System for Contract Bridge Bidding 
L. Y* Chang and C. E. Yu
i* Introduc 11 on
The game of bridge 1s played by 1 players often desig­
nated 1n the literature as North? South? East and West 
depending on their positions around the card table* North 
and South are partners? playing against the partnership of 
East and West. The goal in bridge is to maximize the score 
or minimize the loss for your partnership by an appropriate 
sequence of bidding followed by a proper sequence of card 
playing following the agreement of a contract by one 
partnership. Card playing may be classified as declarer 
playing or defense playing depending on which partnership 
opens the bidding. Although declarer playing and defense 
playing are important aspects Of bridge game? it has been 
found that in approximately 60* of the games the result 
depends on bidding. The reason for this is that bidding 
limits the the best outcome that may be achieved? regardless 
of the skills exhibited in declarer olaying or defense play­
ing.. Also? bidding is the first activity carried out dur­
ing a game of bridge and should be the first portion of a
bridge playing system. E!ven so* the situation is very com­
plex in the presence of possible interference by the oppos­
ing Partnership in the bidding process* To restrict the 
scope of the problem to that solvable in a semester project 
we have only considered bidding when the opponents always 
pass*: .
In chess and many other games* complete information is 
always available to the player* In bidding the information 
available to the player is incomplete* Only the thirteen 
cards that comprises the player's hand and the previous bids 
are known to the player* In such circumstances* heuristics 
are necessary for a good bidding system*
There are several widely used bidding systems* We have 
used a variation of American Standard Bidding System* In 
this bidding system* most bids have their natural meanings* 
that is* a player has a good suit when he bids the suit* 
The exceptions are:
i* strong 2 club opening
11. weak 2 (spades* hearts and diamonds) opening 
iii* Stayman inquiry after notrump opening* and 
iv* 3 notrump opening*
Some of the bids that follow these artif1cial bids may also 
be artificial.
2. Work Distribution
The div tsi pfi of labor i n this project was partly deter­
mined by the knowledge of the game possessed by L* Y* Chang 
and the lack of by C.F. Yu at the Initiation of this pro^ 
ject• Thus* the definition of the game variables and the 
rules in pidgin English was carried out by L*Y* Chang*f G*
_ Yu was responsible for translating these Into Lisp as 
well as the rest of the Lisp code* L* Y» Chang also 
designed the examples used to test the program*
3. Issues in the Des 1 qn o£ a Brldse BIMina Sysiem
3*1* Knowledge E££££S£fii2.i.IS2
Production rules were chosen as the books on bridge 
that we were able to obtain expressed their advice in the 
■ "IP-THEN." ' form* Typical of such advice Is
If you have a even distributed hand and high card 
point is between 16 and 18* then open 1 notrump*
In addition* production rules are relatively easy to add* 
delete and modify during testing and debugging. This is 
useful since we believe that this project is Oriented 
towards producing a prototype which will be subjected to 




The appropriate next bid depends largely on the own 
hand held by the player and the previous bids. Thus? for­
ward reasoning is employed in the system.
3.3. Knowledqe acouisit ion
v;'
The knowledge was extracted from several books on bid- 
dinq in bridge (Cl 3* C2T* C 3 3) • This extracted knowledge 
was supplemented with the personal knowledge of L. Y. Chang* 
who plays the game of bridge.
fs.
The advice given in bridge books are normally expressed
as English statements which contain qualitative descrip­
tions. These qualitative descriptions have to be translated
into the equivalent values or range of values for the game 
parameters which describe the hand held by the player. An 
example would be the statement If partner responds 2 notrump 
to your weak two opening and the opening is sound* you may 
show a side feature such as K-J-x* or Q-x-x-x if you do not 
have a solid suit or a strong suit with a sure re-entry
To write this as a production rule* the terms "solid suit"* 
"strong suit”* "sound weak two opehing" and "re-entry" have 
to be rewritten using the game parameters. The "sound weak 
two opening hand" becomes a hand with
^ I 9 C HCP <= 11 f and
11 a side suit with length >= 3 and HCP in the suit is 
greater 2
white "re-entry" implies the presence of a quick trick < Ace 
or KQ ) in a suit* Si mita rly * a "sot id su 1t" in<J1cates a 
suit with ■
i length of suit >= 7 *and
1i contains an Ace* a King and a Queen?
while a "strong suit" 1s a suit that contains a AK'.Q* A KJ» 
AQJ* or KQd? The game parameters used are described in 
further deta 11 in Appendix
3.1. Control Strategy
3* A • 1 • Conflict Res o tut ion ■.
The nature of the problem domain suggests the use of 
context limiting as a conflict resolution strategy* The 
rules that are' ap'bti cafbte dt any time depends on the round 
of bidding at that particular instant. The set Of bidding 
rules? P» can thus be partitioned Into dlsjoint subsets PI 
, 92 * .** * Pn where Pi is the set of applicable rules in
round 1* The first four rounds are often also referred to 
as the opening* response* opener’s rebid and responder’s 
rebid respectively. Pi can be further partitioned into dis­
joint subsets (which we shall refer to as clusters) Pi 1* 
PiS f **. » Pik based upon the previous bids* For example*
the set of rules applicable during the response may be par­
titioned Into notrump opening response* strong two 
ooehing response* weak two response and one level suit open­
ing response based upon the opening bid* Thus* the rules 
should be organized into clusters and the system only allows 
rules in the current cluster to participate In the matching 
proc ess*
Within each cluster* the conflict resolution scheme 
chosen is rule ordering# The rules in each cluster are 
arranged according to their priority whereby rule 1 will 
have higher priority than rule (1 + 1). The rule set is 
scanned linearly from rule 0 and the first rule triggered 
will be fired# This reduces the overhead in the search pro­
cess within each cluster# The disadvantage of this scheme is 
the need to maintain the ordering of the rules whenever 
rules are modified or added to the cluster#
4. Iimi£!S£Qiaiiot2
At the time of this report* we have Implemented a pro­
totype of the bidding system# This prototype contains rules 
for four rounds of bidding# The current prototype is our 
third prototype and should be regarded as one of a whole 
series of prototypes. The bidding system prototype was 
whi t tew i n Fr an z Lisp on a VAX 11/780 running 4Y2BSD Uni x#
The organization of the implemented
I 8 SyiAia OrfoniswAfiwi
system 1s is shown in Figure 1* The global database con- 
sists of the garnet history and bookkeeping var1ables while 
the rule base contains the production rules. Based upon the 
values Of the variables in the global database the control 
system selects the appropriate rule and fires it* The trace 
mechanism shows the sequence of firings that lead to a par- 
t i c u l a r de cl s i on a s we l l a s o th.er--p.er 11 hen t i n for mat i on * We 
hesitate to call this'an explanation system as it is rather 
primitive in its present form and requires knowledge of the 
system as well as some effort to interpret* A proper expla­
nation system will require a filter between the user and the 
trace ,.S;ySjtem*; -
The system operates in two modes* default and dual* 
The normal mode is the mode in which it wiIt operate when 
and if 1t progresses beyond the prototyoe stage* The system 
pnly Plays the position designated by the user* that is* 
either South or North* This mode is cumbersome for proto­
typing since it oueries the user for the bid by its partner* 
TO get round this* the dual mode can be used* In the dual 
mode* the system plays both North and South. The user is 
only required to tell the system whether to continue or to 
stop (to prevent the system from continuing into the rounds 
for which the rules have not yet been entered).
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A«lw THe global Database
In the default mode* the global database consists of 6 
(lisp) vectors named Mst* Cst* Spades* Hearts* Diamonds and 
Clubs* Mst contains the system bookkeeping and history 
variables* Cst consists of the game and history variables 
that describe the entire hand white Spades* Hearts* Diamonds 
and Clubs contains the game variables that describe eaph 
suit of the hand* The vectors Spades* Hearts* Diamonds and 
Clubs are also ac cessible as Isult* 2suit * 3suit * and Asuit* 
isuit ppihts to the suit vector corresponding to the longest 
suit and Asuit to that of the shortest suit* Ties are bro­
ken by the rank of the suit* A complete description of 
these vectors can fc>e found in Appendix 3*
In the dual mode* the global database .'■'■consists of 11 
vectors Mst* nCst* nSpades* nHearts* nDiamonds* nClubs* 
sCst* sSpades» sHearts* sDiamonds and sClubs* As before* 
the suit vectors can also be accessed via nlsutt* n2suit» 
nisult* nAsuit* slsuit* s2suit* s3suit and sAsuit* This 
increase in the number of vectors is due to the need to 
retain game variables for both North and South* To retain 
compatibility with the code for the default mode* Cst* 
Spades* Hearts* Diamonds* Clubs* Isuit* 2suit* 3su1t and 
Asuit are retained and point to the appropriate lisp objects 
depending on whether South or North is bidding*
4.2. Bu te Base
As discussed before♦ context'limiting is used as a con­
flict resolution strategy and rules are collected Into clus­
ters* Bach cluster is implemented as a lisp vector. Bach 
element of this vector is bound to a 11st representing the 
corresponding rule in the cluster. A rule is Implemented as 
a lisp list of 2 elements. The first element of this list 
is tie condition portion of the rule. The second element is 
the action portion of the rule. Each of these elements are 
themselves lists of clauses. There is an implied coniunc- 
tion between the clauses in each list. The clauses are 
vaLid 11sp s t at ements. Fo r ex ample♦ t h e Pid gin Engl1sh rule
IF (16 <= CP <=" 18:)
' ■ .i.'-:'/; "(suit-'i.sv.maJor).
(length of suit >- 5i'
THEN (raise to 3)
resides in the rule base as
(t member (vref Cst Cp) * (16 17 18 ) 3 
Cmember (vref Cst Csuit) *(SoadeS Hearts 13'
C> (vref (eval (vref Cst Csuit)), xlnth) 43)
. ■. ■; ’ t hen.;;
(tvset Mst Bsuit (vref Cst Csuit)3 




The rules In the rule base are of two types* bidding 
rules and context-determination rules# Context-
determination rules are used to determine the correct con­
text while bidding rules determine the bid* Context limit­
ing was also used for the context-determination rules* We 
have used the term super-cluster to refer to the disjoint
subsets of context-determinatjon rules* ,7
' 4.3* 'ton'trol System
The context-determination process is carried out in two 
sfeps.l
i the super-cluster corresponding to the round is deter­
mined
"S' V ■ ■ / ■: .>■•> .
ii the correct context (rule cluster) is determined by
firing the triggered rule in the super-cluster*
Having determined the correct context* the triggered bidding 
rule is then fired* The global database is the updated* 
The above three steps are repeated until the bidding ter­
minates or is terminated by the user*
.4. Trace System
Three levels of tracing are available on the system : 
default* verbose and screen* In the default mode* the iden­
tity of each rule that was fired is printed*
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More Information is provided In the verbose mode# The 
/'•'""N verbose mode 1s invoked by
-> (verbose)




When It 1s either North’s or South’s turn to bid» the con­
tents of the global database are printed* This will be fol­
lowed by the identity each fired rule* the variables changed 
by the firing of the rule and their new values* A sample of 




Althou g h» t he ve rb os e
mode provides sufficient information to debug the-rules* it 
does so in a Inefficient fashion* The user has to create a 
script of the session and print opt the script on a printer 
to extract the required information since the information 
exceeds the limited display area of a terminal* This prob­
lem is partially alleviated with the screen mode*
The screen mode activates a primitive screen oriented 
monitor of system execution* The screen mode is invoked by
■ -> ■ ( sern)
^ and deactivated by
^ (unsern)
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1 Figure 2a Example of output produced in the
mode (continued in Figure 2(b>)v
-} (novice)
■WesF
lsuit 2suit 3suit 4suit
xSuit Spades Clubs Hearts Diamonds
xLnth 6 3 2 ■' 2
xStrn moderate weak weak weak
xHcp 6 2 1 0
xRank ' ' i ‘■ a 2 3 4 ' ■■■'
xSup verygood moderate little little
xTrek 1.5 0-' 0 : 0
Spades (flee Queen 10 8 7 2)
Hearts (Jack 6)
Diamonds(9 7)
Clubs (Queen 10 9)
m .
Name south Part north
Csuit nil CJevel nil Psuit nil Plevel nil
Even nil Dist (6 3 2 2) Hep 9 Open nil
Qtrck 1.5 Ov nil Cp nil Vuln nil
ISP5. ..
Rnd nil Play south lhand 1 mSet nil
mOpenr nil mGame nil Bsuit nil Blevel nil
V® nil rl " nil r2 nil r3 nil
r4 nil r5 nil r6 nil r7 nil
=) Rset@ : rule 8 fired 
MstimSet = (Rset0i)
=) Rset01 : rule 0 fired
CstrDv = 2 Cst:Cp = 11 Wst sraSet = (Rsetl0)
=} Rsetl0 : rule 25 fired 
■ list iBlevel =0 Mst:Bsuit = pass 
*** Player south bids 0pass ***




ciqure 2b Example of output produced in the verbose
mode C continued)
■m
*** Player west bids 0pass ***
Continue ??? y/n : y
,
tsuit 2suit 3suit 4suit
xSuit Clubs Spades Diamonds Hearts
xlnth 5 3 '■ 3 2
xStrn weak weak weak weak
xHcp : 3 1 2 3
xRank ■ i ■■■■'■ 2 3 4
■ ■ xSup verygood moderate moderate littlexTrck 0.5 0 0 0.5
Spades (Jack 5 3)
Hearts (King 8)
Diamonds (Queen 5 4)
Clubs (King 7 5 3 2)
©IP* .
Naae north Part south
Csuit nil Clevel nil Psuit pass Plevel 0
Even t Dist (5 3 3 2) Hep 8 Open nil
irts/ ■ Qtrck 1.0 Dv nil Cp nil Vuln nil
Rnd ‘ nil Play north lhand 3 mSet nil
iflOpenr nil rnGame nil Psuit pass Plevel 0
,r0 nil rl nil >2 nil r3 nil
. r4 nil r5 nil r6 nil r7 nil
==) Rset® : rule 0 fired 
MstriuSet - (RsetCl)
“) Rset01 : rule 0 fired 
CstsDv = 1^ Cst :Cp = 9
==) Rset10 : rule 25 fired 
Mst."Sieve! = 0 MstiPsuit = pass 
#** Player north bids 0pass ***
WstsmSet = (Rsetl0)





























































sth Csut nil V; Rnd nil r® nil
9 Clev nil Plyr sth rl nil
nil Part nth 4 lhnd l r2 nil
nil Psut nil : ■ Bsut nil r3 nil
nil Plev nil Blev nil r4 nil
nil Chst sCt S; mOpn nil r5 nil
nil Phst sPt ;*i fflBwe nil r€ nil
1.5 : Shst r7 nil
(6 3 2 2) r ' Lhstf , mSet ■mmm
fSwyi<WMpW’lW- rTWl,t»M»HWyWTO!*lntl
Context : :f§et®? 'PifFfP 
IF (null (vref Cst Csuit))







An example of the screen display produced in the screen mode 
is shown in Figure 3. Three windows are assigned to Cst* 
Mst and the suit vectors respectively. A fourth window is 
assigned to the display of rules* Currently all windows are 
displayed simultaneously since there is sufficient space on 
the terminal to display them simultaneously. As each rule 1s 
execu t ed * t he clause and affected variables are highlighted 
for a short period to allow for an easy check of why a rule 
fired or did not fire. This facility is extremely primitive 
at this stage. It only allows the user to watch. The 
extension of this monitor to a interactive debugging 
environment has not been carried out at the time of this 
report.
5. Performance £ valuation
As noted earlier* we were only able to implement the 
first 4 rounds of bidding. At first glance* l rounds of 
bidding seem insufficient to lead to any testable results. 
In Practice* 4 rounds Of bidding may be sufficient to reach 
game if the hands held by North and South are strong enough. 
This occurs when the opener opens with either a notrump or a 
two level (weak) bid. When this occurs* both the high card 
points and the distribution of the hand of the opener are 
made known to his partner and the desired result should be 
determined within 2 or 3 rounds of bidding. Similarly* a 
response of a limited bid (e.q. simole raise* double raise* 
bid 1 or 2 notrump over partner's 1 level suit opening)
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indicates a parti cutar range for the high card points and a 
particular set of possible distributions® Based upon this 
information* the opener can then decide to continue bidding* 
bid game directly* inquire more about partner’s holding or 
simply pass in the following few rounds. Bidding will also 
end within 2 or 3 rounds if both hands are weak.
Four rounds arb not 'enough when both hands are fairly 
strong. Limited bids are not longer suitable to describe 
the hands and more investigation or exchange of information 
is needed leading to more than i rounds.
He have tested the program with more than- a hundred 
examples. Some of these consist of weak or uninteresting 
hands l which result in a throw in* that is* four consecu- 
tive passes ) leaving 35 interesting examples. These 35
examples and the corresponding response are Shown in Appen­
dix 2. In each of these examples* the cards for North are 
shown above those for South. The bidding sequence shown is 
that generated by the program. A represents a bid of 
pass. The optimal contract is the desired result as deters 
mined by L» Y. Chang (the "expert" >. The conclusion is 
the result of comparing the bidding seauence with the 
optimal contract. A conclusion of "successful" indicates 
that the contract reached by the bidding sequence is the 
same as the optimal contract. The conclusion will be 
"incomplete" when more than 4 rounds Of bidding are required 





Of the 35 ex amplest 25 of them is successful*. 3 are 
incomplete* T are unsuccessful. This suggests that further 
debugging and refinement of the rules are necessary. This 
has not been completed at the time of this report. Also* at 
about the time that testing was carried out* it was realized 
that a more compact set of rules can be obtained if inter­
mediate values of the deduced hand of the partner are used 
explicitly. It was decided that the affected portions of 
the rule set should be replaced. This is discussed in 
further detail in the next section.
*4 6. Cone ludi ng Remarks .
There are over 400 rules in our bidding system. It is 
estimated that another 300 or so rules will be needed to 
complete the bidding system? If the opposing partnership is 
^ allow to interfere with the bidding process* an additional
800 rules may be needed.
For future revisions of this prototype intermediate 
conclusions should be used. Th1s will reduce the number of 
^ rules required. Some of these should be
^ i 01stribution of partner’s hand Cl suit* 2 suits* 3
suits and even distribution )
i 1 Strength of partner’s hand
iVl Current status (forcing one round* forcing to game* 
non-forcing? slaming? gamereached)
1v Suit determined (soades? hearts? diamonds? clubs? some 
combinations of the suits? notrump or undetermined)
v - Stopper in' each.suit ■
The use of these Intermediate conclusions will 
represent a significant departure from the normal approach 
used in bridge books.
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Appendix 1
/“•V ; Parameter def ini t ion
■ ■ ■ .
[I] . HCP: high card point <A=4 K = 3 Q = 2 J=D
'' '
C23 HV* distribution value Cvoid ♦5f singleton t-i* 
t on 1* 4-3“ 3-3 “1) •
-
C3 3 CP* adjusted HCP £=HCP>DV)«
^ £4] Strength of suit
solid; length of suit greater than or equal 
*** suit contain AKQ
strong: length of suit greater than or equal
ifoi'y'j.-" contain AKQ»AKJ»or KQJ
moderate: length of suit greater than or eoual 
contain AK* AQ* AJ* KQ* KJ* QJ10
weak: length of suit greater than or equal
other than strong or moderate
■m
15 ] Distribution





1/2: forKx* QjXt Kdx
i:- ' for A* KQ
1- a nd-l/2:fo r AQ i AJ10




#% C71 Supoort of suit










good: Q Jx ♦ Jxx xyQxxx * KJx ♦ Kxx x * Axxx * A Jx » AQx * AKx » KOx
very-qood:QJxx»KJxx»KQxx»AJxx?AQxx>AKxx (and longer)
C8 3 Game reached: all contract above(Include) 3NT except 
4 C * 4 D
Z91 Identity: the hand to bid (south or north).
C10 □ History of bidding sequence
cin Vulnerabl11t y
C12 3 Last bid by own hand
Cl 3 3 Last bid by partner
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Appendix •?'
More examples in evaluating the system'
<**• ,:Exi■ s: a
: HI A K 10 8 7
D: '.8 5 ■
e*. V::" : C: A. J 9 8 2 ■
"$5 K A 3 2
O - ' h: 6
d: Q J 10 6 32 
Cl K 5
S W N E 
1C - 
ID - 1H -
Optimal contract: 3NT 
Conclusion: unsucessful
>X2: -■ s: Q J 7 6
H: K Q .8' 7 5 :;
r'. ■ o: k' q:
c: K Q ■ S W N E.
.v ; ■. ; .■ - - ,1H -
^ K';; s: A 10 9 5 is - 3S -
H! 0 9 A .AH.” - -
io '
'• : c: 9 8 .6 A • .
:v Optimal contract: AH or AS
' Conclusion: successful
Ex3: s: io a
" 'H: J 9 7 6 2
■ . o: A.. K J. 9 5
c: 10 S W N E
■ s: k, j 5
; H: K 8 5 :.
es' , ■ ■ p: 0 10 6
c: K 8 A 2 ... -
; Optimal contract: 2H or 3H 
Conclusion: unsuccessful
" ExA: ' : S'J A 1-
Hi K 10 8 6 2 
o: 8 7 3 . .
. . c: Q J 5 ■■
: St - K 0 8: A
^ " H: a 9
d: io a 2 ;
■■■■ C: A K -8'3 ■
S W N E 
IN. - 3H -
3N - - -
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Optimal contract: -3N.T 
Conclusion: successful
■V ExSt s: K 9 8 2 .
Ht K. Q J 7 6 . V 
D: A 7
c: 9 3 s w
S! J 6 5 . 3H “
HI A 10 ,4 ' 2 ■. ~
d: Q 6 3 
c: A 7 2
Optimal contract: 4H
Concusion: successful
Ex6 S: K 98 6
H: 0 J 53
o: k a 4
C: 5 3
s:A J 7 5 
h: k io 3 





Optimal contract: 4S 
Conclusion: successful
r x 7: s: G 10 7
h: A 3
o: 8 6 4
c: K Q 9 7 3;
$: A K 9 8
h: k io 3 
; D: A Q J




optimal coot ra ct: 6NT 
Conclusion: successful
EX8: s: 4.2 
H: K 5 32 
d: J 6 4
c: 10 8 54
s: A K G 10 7 63 
h: a 4 
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Conclusion: successful
’ /"N EX9: Si J 5 3
h: k 8
m d : Q 5 4
c: K 7 5 3 2 S W N E
S: A Q 10 8 7 2
h: j 6
D : 9 7
^ c: Q 10 9
Optimal entract: 2S? but probably are not allowed to o
EX10: S: K Q d 7 5 4
*v . . H: 972
D * B
c: K Q d s W N E
. i c ■ - i s -
$: A 9 6 2 S - 4S -
h: a j 6 - -
. D: K Q 7 3
c: 9 6 5
Opt ima l cont ra ctt 4S.
Conclusion: successful
. EXli: s: A K d 8 6
Hid 3
d: 6 2
<m c: K Q J 10 S ' W N E
■ “ - is -
s: 0 10 32 2S-3S-
0* ■ ■ ' H: 10 7 4 f - - ■




Con elusion;. successful .
s: A 10 9 5
H: d 9 4
d: d 10
c: 9864 S y N E
■ 1H - IS -
s: Q d 7 6 3S - 4.H
h: K Q 8 7 5
0b D : K Q








~\ EX 13 s: Q 10 9 3
h : j & 2
o: Q 5 4c: K 7 5 3 2
s: A J 6 5
h: A K 9 3
d: k q j
c: a 3
S W N E 
2N - 3C - 
3H - 3N -
Optimal contract: 3NT 
Concusion* successful
h: 9 5
o: A K 852
c: 7 5 2
s: A J 3
h: a k q io 2
d: 7 4
c: A 0 3
S W N E 
1H 2D -
3N - - -
Optimal contract: 3NT 
Conclusion: successful
E XI5 s: 3
H: A K 8 5 2 
D: A 10 7 4 
c: 10 8 4
s: K Q 8 7
H: Q J 10 94
o: 8 3
c: A 9
S W N E 
1H - 2H -
Optimal contract: 4H 
Conclusion: un successful
EX 16 s: K J 4 2 
h: Q 8 2 
d: K 3 
c: 75 42
s: AO 3
h: A K 10 75 4
S W N E 
1H - IS - 
2H - - -
0%
690 -
o: j 10 5
c: 6
Optimal contract: 4H 
Conclusion: unsuccessful
exit:. . s: Q 8 7 .
m ' . .■ Hf-Q J 5.. ■
■ D: 7 2
c: A K 106 S y N t
3N - - -
, s: :K 3 
Kr 'io'^5 2
m; d: a k q io 9 6 5
c: 3
ODtimal contract: 3NT 
Conclusion: successful
■
EX18: $: j 64
H! 9 5 3 2 
D: K 0 65
c: j 6
m ' ■ s: A 9 2
H: A Q 7
^ ■ d: a 8 4^ ; ' c: q 7 3 2
S W N E 
IN - - -
Optimal contract: 3NT 
^ Conclusion: successful
** ■ rxi9: ■ s: K 0 7 6. . .
h: A" K 9. 2 
DT A J 6 5
c: 10 S U N E
- - . .is -
S5 A J 3 2S - 3H -
' h: ;8. 6 4 3s ’
d: 7 ■■■■'■■
c: A J 9 8 42
Optimal contract: 4S
Conelus 1 on: 1ncomplete bidding
EX20: s: A K Q
m " h:‘ 9 4
d: Q 7 6 2
c: K 10 8 5 S W N E
' 1H 3N “
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s: 9 7
H? A K 10 5 2
d: k j io
c: Q J io
Optimal contract: 3NT 
Conclusion: successful
■S
FX21: s: A J 9 7 6
h: Q J 7 5 
o: 7 2 
c: K 7
s: K 2 
h: a io 6
o: J 5 3 
C: A Q J 6 2
Optimal contract: 2H or 
Conclusion: successful
EX22: s: Q 5 3
h: k q 9 
o: 4 2
c: A K 7 54
s: K 9 8 
h: A 8 
d: A K 8 3 
c: Q 9 8 3
Optimal contract: 3NT
Conclusion: successful
S W N E 
IN•- 3N -
S W N E 
1C - IS - 
IN - 2H -
EX2 3 s: 7 5
H: J 6 4
d: a K 8 5 4
c: K J 7
s: 3
h: K Q'9 7
o: J 9 7 3
c: Q 10 9 5
Optimal contract: 20 or 30 
Conclusion: successful
S W N E 
- - ID -
■ 2D
EX2 4: s: a
h: io 8 2
d: a Q J 9 8 2
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c: Q J 7 s. U N
IS - 2D
S:K106543 ' 2H - 3D
H: Q J 7 3
d: -
c: A K 10




S: o 1-0 8 6 5
m ' h: k 3
D: K 6 2
c: 9 8 3
Optimal contract* 2H or 3H 
Conclusion: unsuccessful
s: K
h: Q 10 9 7 5 2 
d: a Q j
c: A 4 2 S W N
EX26: s: Q 7 6




K Q 4 3 
A 5 3 
K T 6 3 2
S W N 
1C - 1H 
2H - 4H
Oo tima l contract: 4H
Conclusion: successful
EX?7: s: A 8 4
H: K 8 6 4
m D: K 9 8 2
c: io 5
m s: q 6 3
h: a Q 7 2 
D: A Q 10





FX28 S: 108 65
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H: 7 6 3
o: A K Q 5
er a 4
s: A K 9
h: K J 94 2
D: 8 7 3
c: 6 5
Optimal contract: 2H 
Conclusion: unsuccessful
EX29:
HI 3 8 6 - 
d: k o J 4 .
c: A K J 10 5 3 S W
. :■ ■- ' ik -
s: A K 4 2D ”
. h: Q 10 -5. 2 V 
D: A 1086
c: 8 4 '
Optimal contract: 3NT
Conclusion: imcomplete bidding
EX30: s: 9 65
h: K 10 32 
0: A K Q 10
: ■ c: 8 - 3 . ■ S w
s: A K 8 3. is -
H: 9 7 , " ~
d: Q J. 7 6 2 .
c: 3 2
Optimal contract: 2D 
Conclusion: unsuccessful
5X31: s: K Q 8 2
H: 9 2- '
D: Q 10 8 4
c: Q 4 s w
: 1C -
s: - 20 -
h: a j 3
. Dl A J 9 7 2
- c: A K 9 ; 8.. 6














EX32: s: K J 9 8 6 4
h: A Q 5 
D: 7 5' ;
; . c: Q 7
s: Q 5.
H: K d 8 4 2 
, o: J 10 8 3 
c: A 10 ,
Optimal contract: 4H 
Conclusion: successful
u
S W N E 
- - IS"
2H - 3H - 
4H
EX33: s: 10 9 7 6
■ H: 8-43''
o: 10 2 : ■
Ct .A a 5 4
’■ s: J 5
m, ■ ■: h: A: K 10 9
. . d: ' -A 9 5.
. c: K J 8 3
Optimal contract: 1NT
Conclusion: successful
S W N E
IN - - -
0%
EX34; s: a 10 8
h: K 10 9 8 
o: A 10 6 
■ c: Q 6- 3 ,
' . s: J 8 6 5 
H: A J 7 4 
. o: ■ K J 4
■. c: J 2
S U N E
Optimal contract: 2H 
Conclusion: unsuccessful
EX35: ■ v s: K 8
H: 10 8 742
m ■ . ■ . , ■ ■ o: g .io 3
c: j 5'2
-S: : A .9 2
h: a q 7 
: ,d: A 8 4 .
m..: c: Q 7 3 2 .
S U N E 
IN -
Optimal contract: 1NT 
Conclusion: successful
AfiE£niii£ 3 • Description of G lob a l Database Vectors 
1 Mst contaifis tiie follow ing elements
1 Rnd
2 Play Name of player who is supposed to bid
3 Ihand Number of consecutive passes
4 B-su.1t”. Suit of current bid
5 Blevel Level of current bid
6 mSet Context list
7 mOpener Name of player who opens the bidding
8 mGame Has game being reached?
9 Shist History of suit of bids of all players
10 Lhist History of level of bids of all players
11 r0— r7 Scratch registers
2 Cst contains the following elements
1 Even Is the hand even?
2 Hep Total HCP of hand
3 oist Distribution of hand
4 Dv OV of hand
5 Cp ■ Total CP of hand
6 Open Is Hep $>=$ 11
7 Vuln Vulnerable or not?
8 Name Name of owner- of this hand
9 Part Name of partner
10 C s u i t Suit of last bid by owner
11 Clevel Level of last bid by owner
12 Psuit Suit of last bid by partner
13 Plevel level of Last bid by partner
14,Qtrck Sum of quick tricks in. hand
15 PHst History of bids by partner
1$ Chst History of bids by owner
Spades* Hearts* Diamonds and Clubs have the following 
elements
1 xSuit Suit represented by this vector
2 xLnth Number of cards in suit
3 xHep HCP in suit
4 xCard List of cards in this suit




Rank of this suit Isult '->■ 1 * 2su1t
• • * )
Support In this suit 
Quick tricks 1n this suit
Chapter 18
Air Flight Scheduler Expert System
A. J. Vayda and W. Y. Kim
AIR FLXGHT SCHEDULER EXPERT SYSTEM 
Alan J. Vauda Whj3i_-Yul.
1- INTRODUCTION
1. 1. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
A serious problem facing the airline industry today 
is the increasing demand that is being placed on the air­
ports. Following the deregulation of the industry there 
has be a significant increase in the numberof airlines in 
the business and in the number of flights that are made. 
This increase has continued to such levels that the 
demands for service at many airports have severely 
strained their resources.
The primary symptom of this problem is the delay of 
most flight departures and arrivals because of limited 
runway facilities and air traffic controllers. Currently 
there is no method for airlines and airports to work 
together to address this problem. The standard procedure 
at all airports is to provide service to incoming and out­
going flights on a first-come-first-serve basis. This 
often results in taxiways full of planes waiting to take­
off and a number of planes in holding patterns around the 
airport waiting to land. A tremendous amount of plane 
fuel is was ted because of this* and it is impossible to 
measure the cost of the waste of time (not to mention the 
irritation) for the people involved. While most airlines 
are concerned about this problem there is not much that 
can be done about it. The intense competition in the
7
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industry makes it difficult for cooperation in the 
scheduling of flights. Each airline has too much to lose 
in allowing a competitor a slightly better flight 
schedule.
i. 2. MOTIVATION
The need for a.universal flight schedule for all air— 
lines and airports is evident but the necessity that it be 
fair to everyone has prevented it from happening. The job 
is too complex to be handled by any standard scheduling 
algorithm. The many interrelationships that must be taken 
into account require a scheduling system that makes deci­
sions as a human would but can handle the overwhelming 
84 complexity of the data. What is required is a system to
schedule a time slot for each flight's departure and 
arrival at the appropriate airports. The system should 
flatten out the peaks and valleys in the flight schedule 
so that a steady load is maintained on the airport and its 
maximum capacity is never exceeded. Airports would still 
serve flights on a first-come-first-serve basis, but the 
flight load would be steady instead of cyclical as is 
currently the case. There will always be some variability 
in flight times due to weather conditions and other fac­
tors but the congestion due to uncoordinated flight 
scheduling is the biggest problem. An expert system is 
well suited for a task such as this.
the major problem to be overcome in the development 
of an expert system tor this task is that there are no 
experts currently working on this topic. The only people 
who have any experience at all in this area are airline 
executives and airport managers. However these people 
only have experience in their area of the problem. Thus 
it became necessary for us to become experts ourselves 
Ci,21. This required a great deal of research of Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA> reports* Department of Tran­
sportation (DOT) reports and conversations with an >mf 
air-traffic controller at the West Lafayette airport and 
an professor of Aeronautical Engineering C3-93.
1. 3. GROUP MEMBER RESPONSIBILITIES
Responsibilities were divided evenly between the 
group members throughout the execution of the project. 
Whenever a task needed to be done one of the partners 
would volunteer to take the primary responsibility for it. 
The other jb^ftOer would then offer help as necessary as 
well as offering suggestions and criticism. For program 
code there was a continual tradeoff of programs where each 
person made improvements to the other's code. Him took 
primary responsibility for the initial research and inter­
views/ and in the programming of the scheduling expert. 
Alan took primary responsibility for the programming of 
the knowledge base procedures* the weight experts# and the
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/*** " inputs output/ and user interface procedures.
2. SYSTEM ORGANIZATION
This System falls into the basic category of design 
or resource allocation applications where the goal is to 
configure a group of objects under various constraints. 
The block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1. R1 is 
an example of another system in this category. The main 
difference between our system and R1 is that.R1 configures 
a variety of components with different constraints for 
each component 111. Our system configures flights which 
all are affected by the same type of constraints. Each 
flight to be scheduled has a requested time as a goal but 
it is expected that not every flight will be scheduled at 
it's requested, time. (otherwise the system would not be 
necessary) The constraints are the availability of run­
ways for liftoff and landing and are affected by all other 
, ■ f 1 igh ts. . .
2. 1 EVALUATION
A simple measure that could be used to evaluate the 
success of the system in scheduling a group of flights is 
the factor that is obtained by dividing sum of all of the 
differences in scheduled flight times from the requested 
times by the total number of flights scheduled. A more
useful evaluation function would need to take into account
S-s". ' ' , '
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the importance of the various flights. It is expected 
that less important flights (those assigned lower weights 
by the system) will be moved more frequently and farther 
in time than the more important flights. Both of these 
methods also overlook the difficulty of the original 
scheduling task. One measure of the difficulty of the 
Original scheduling problem is obtained by dividing the 
number of flights requesting location in time slots where 
there is no room by the total number of flights to be 
scheduled. This is a very simplistic approach but it 
might provide some useful information.
The third method that can be used for evaluation is 
that of comparing example schedules with schedules 
prepared by scheduling experts. This is the most reason­
able approach because the measurement of the difficulty
and the success of the scheduling problem and solution is 
actually just as complex as the scheduling task itself.
g, a. ■ IMPLEMENTATION
The program is implemented in Lisp. It contains oyer 
750 lines of code which include approximately 90 function 




The knowledge base consists of three parts: the, 
flight data base* the airport data base* and the schedule 
data base.
The flight data base consists primarily of informa­
tion supp1 led by each airline in the form of requests for
flights to be scheduled. It contains:. "
1) flight number - The flight number is a combination of 
numbers and letters which identifies a specific flight 
and should be distinct from all other flight numbers, 
the flight number is used as the key for accessing the 
other information in the data base.
2) airline name - The airline name is the name of the air- 
line making he flight.
3) origin - The origin is the name of the airport at the 
origin of the flight.
4) destination - The destination is the name of the air­
port at the destination "of-the flight.
5) departure time — The departure time is the desired 
departure time as requested by the airline.
6) flight time - The flight time is the length of the 
flight from the origin to the destination. The arrival 
tinie may be calculated by adding the flight time to the 
departure time.
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7> scheduled departure time — The scheduled departure time 
is the actual departure time that has been assigned by 
the scheduling system.
8) weight - The weight is a weighting factor that is
assigned by the scheduling system and is used to guide
scheduling decisions for resolving conflicts.
Items one through six are obtained directly from each 
airline. The scheduled departure time and the weight are 
assigned by the system.
The airport data base consists primarily of informa­
tion obtained from each airport. It contains:
1) airport name - The airport name is the name of the air­
port The airport name should match with the origin
and destination elements in the flight data base.
2) maximum rate of arrivals and departures - The maximum 
rate of arrivals and departures is the maximum number 
of flights that may takeoff or land at the airport in a 
time slot of given size.
3) time zone — The time zone is the time zone that the 
airport is located in. The time zone is used to make 
conversions so that arrival and departure times are 
always correct for the time zone in that location.
4) departure list and arrival list— The departure list 
and the arrival list contain entries -For each flight 
scheduled for arrival or departure at the airport. The 
flights are grouped, and sorted according the appropri~
. ate time slot.
5) _weight — The we i ght is a weighting factor assigned by 
the scheduling system and is used to guide scheduling 
decisions for resolving conflicts.
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Items one through three are obtained directly from 
each airport. The departure and arrival lists and the 
weight are created by the system. The time slot is a 
basic system parameter which defines the grain of the 
scheduling system. It is the interval of time between two 
adjacent locations on the schedule. Normally the size of 
the time interval is in the range of one to ten minutes. 
This parameter would have to be agreed upon by all air­
lines and airports because it is used in the data files 
that they must supply.
The schedule data base is actually implemented 
through extensions to the flight and airport data bases. 
It consists of:
1) scheduled flight times - from the flight data base
2) flight weights - from the flight data base
3) departure and arrival lists - from the airport data 
base
4) . airport weights - from the airport data base
These values are assigned by the system and vapy as 
the system proceeds in the scheduling of all flights. 
They define the state of the flight schedule at #ny time.
Data is accessed and stored through the use of "get" 
and "put" routines which store the information as property 
values for each flight and airport. For flights. the 
flight number is used as the key. For airports* the air­
port name is used as the key. The flight lists are stored 
in the form of association lists. The actual manner of 
storage in property lists is shielded from the rest of the 
program by a group of "get" and "put" routines so that a 
different or more efficient data storage format may be 
implemented by simply changing the access and storage rou­
tines. Property lists were used for the sake of flexibil­
ity in the design of the system.
4. INFERENCE ENGINE
The rule based approach to expert system design was 
ruled out for this project for a number of reasons. The 
large number of flights and airports would create a very 
large data base. The relationships between the flights
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and airports are sufficiently complex to make the formula­
tion of rules a very difficult task. The large search 
space combined with the large number of very complex rules 
would produce an inefficient system. Instead it was 
decided to build the system around a "scheduling expert" 
that would be designed to perform the scheduling in a 
manner similar to the way a human expert would. It would 
not use brute force trial and error, but a group of effec­
tive heuristics. In order to make the system flexible the 
scheduler was designed to make decisions regarding con­
flicts in the scheduling of flights by checking a weight 
value for each flight. This method allows the scheduler 
to work without the need to access many different values 
from various databases. It only needs access to the 
weights of the flights. The scheduler could then be
designed without worrying about the changes in the rest of
th e system.
4. 1. SCHEDULING EXPERT
The basic method that the scheduler follows is to 
schedule all flights to meet the constraints at the busi- 
est airport, and then repeating the process for the rest 
of the airports in an order defined by the airport weight 
expert. The scheduling of any airport could cause con­
flicts to arise at other airports so the scheduler contin­
ues to loop through all airports as long as any conflicts
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site present. The flow chart of scheduling expert is shown 
in Fig. 2,
For each airport the scheduler schedules flights for 
each time slot in order. Typically it would start at mid­
night and schedule flights through the day until the next 
midnight. As each time slot is examined to make the 
necessary schedulings a group of four rules are used to 
make the decisions. These rules implement a strategy that 
is comparable to buoyancy,. Flights with heavier weights 
sink to the bottom of the slots and are less likely to be 
moved than flights with lighter weights which will float 
to the top of the time slots. Flights above the maximum 
level for flights in a .Slot, . will be moved to adjacent 
slots until they sink below the maximum level.
1) The number of flights to be scheduled in the time slot
is compared to the maximum number allowed at the air-
por t.
a) If it is less than or equal to the maximum then the 
flights are scheduled as requested. The scheduler 
then moves on to the next time slot.
b) If the number of flights to be scheduled in the time 
slot is greater than the maximum allowed then one 
flight at a time is selected to be scheduled. The 
flight to be scheduled is selected by sorting all of
■ the flights in the slot according to weight and
choosing the one that is ranked at the position one 
greater than the maximum number of flights that may 
be scheduled in the slot. The scheduler then moves 
■ on to the rest of the rules to schedule this flight.
---2) If 'tha current slot is full then the number of avail- 
able locations in the preceeding and following time 
slots are compared. .
a) If there are openings in either or both slots then 
the flight is scheduled in the slot with the most
■.openings..,
b) If there are the same number of openings in both 
slots then the flight is scheduled in the slot where 
its weight has the the best rank.
c) If the rank is the same for both slots then schedule 
the flight in the later slot.
d) If the flight has been scheduled then the scheduler 
selects the next flight to be scheduled for the time 
slot and repeats the process.
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el If there are no openings in either slot then the 
scheduler moves on to the rest’ of the rules.
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3) If both the proceeding and following slots are filled 
with flights then the rank of the weight of the flight 
in both slots is compared with the maximum allowed in 
those slots.
a) If the rank in either slot places the flight under 
the maximum then schedule the flight in the slot 
where it will be placed the lowest,
b) If the rank of both flights is the same and is under 
the threshold then schedule the flight in the later 
slot. ’■
c) If the flight has been scheduled then the scheduler 
will use the same procedure to schedule the flights 
in the slot where the flight has been scheduled. 
The scheduler will then return to select the next 
flight to be scheduled for the current time slot and 
repeat the process.
d) If the flight cannot be scheduled in either slot 
then the scheduler moves on to the next rule.
4) The flight cannot be scheduled in either the earlier or 
later time slot so the scheduler will use the same 
rules <1» 2 and 3) to attempt to schedule the flight in 
time slots one slot earlier and one slot later.
a) The scheduler will continue to expand the area of
testing -for scheduling a flight until it schedules 
the flight or reaches a spec if led limit. The 1imit 
would typically be one hour from the requested time. 
If the flight cannot be scheduled within that rang© 
then its weight is increased and the process starts 
over at the requested time slot.
The scheduler uses both iteration and recursion to 
carry out the scheduling process. It iterates through all 
of the time slots of an airport in order. It calls itself 
recursively when it schedules a flight in a slot that is 
over the limit or if there are more flights to be 
scheduled in the current slot. It uses iteration to 
expand the distance of the slots that it tests from the 
requested slot. This method of combining iteration and 
recursion results in a depth first type of scheduling 
scheme. It has reasonable efficiency and handles the 
scheduling in much the same way as a human expert would.
4. 2. FLIGHT WEIGHT EXPERT
The use of weights by the scheduler requires that 
another part of the system assign the weights to each 
flight. The "flight weight expert" part of the system is 
used to make initial assignments of weights to each 
flight. It follows the basic rule based method and is 
designed so that rules can be modified easily. It uses
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the information provided by the airlines and airports to 
calculates weight for each flight. The rules are divided 
into two groups. The first group is used to make weight 
adjustments due to factors that are particular to each 
flight. The second group is used to make weight adjust­
ments for all flights at a particular airport.
Each weight is a number greater than or equal to one. 
The scale is open ended but typical weights are in the 
range from one to two. Weights are usually modified 
through multiplication by a factor in the range of one to 
1. 25. The scheduler may modify the weights of flights 
during the scheduling process so that the weights at the 
end of the process are different from those assigned at 
the beg inning.
One of the rules used increases the weight of a 
flight by an amount that depends on the airline for that 
flight. Bigger airlines get higher preference. A second 
rule increases the weight of a flight by an amount that 
depends on the length of the flight. Longer flights have 
get higher preference. Another rule increases the weights 
of flights that have as an origin or destination one of 
the busier airports. Although these rules seem decep­
tively simple they have a large affect on the scheduling 
of the flights.
±. 3. AIRPORT WEIGHT EXPERT
The airport weight expert assigns weights to each 
airport that are then used to set the order in which the 
scheduler schedules the.airports. Currently this system 
uses only one rule to make its assignments. It assigns 
weights according to a factor obtained by dividing the 
total number of flights using the airport by the maximum 
number of flights serviced per time slot. This factor is 
an excellent indicator of how busy each airport is. The 
use of one rule does not make this and actual expert. It 
is expected that this part of the system would be expanded 
to expert status by making use of more information avail­
able from the airports. Other factors which could be con­
sidered are: variations due to seasonal weather condi­
tions* the importance of the airport as a hub for connect-' 
ing flights* and air traffic that is not covered by the 
scheduling system.
5. KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
The input for this system is provided directly by the 
airports and airlines. It is assumed to be error free as 
there is no method to check for errors. Data is provided 
in files that are loaded into the system on request.
Currently the system operates only in a batch mode. 
All flight and airport information must be entered before
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any scheduling may be done. It mould not be too difficult 
to modify the system so that it could be used in an incre­
mental mode. This mould allow new flights and/or airports 
to be added to the schedule with minimum disruption of the 
rest of the flights which have already been scheduled. 
Eventually the system could be modified to handle real 
time operations. Then it could use information about 
current flights and conditions toad just the schedule on a 
minute to minute basis. This could be very useful when 
flights are disrupted by bad weather* or a closed airport. 
It could be used to automatically reroute flights to other 
airports and make other necessary adaptations to the 
schedule.
6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A demonstration of the system scheduling 20 flights 
at 4 airports is useful in the understanding of the opera** 
tion of the system. It is complex enough to make the sys­
tem do some work but easy enough for someone to under­
stand. For the sake of simplicity, the time slot size has 
been selected to be one hour and each flight has a length 
of one. two. or three hours.
Table 1 contains a table of the flights that the air­
lines have requested to be scheduled. Table 2 contains a 
table of the flights as scheduled by the system. Table 3 
contains the schedule output by the system for the
airports. Table 4 contains the schedule output by the 
system for the airlines. Appendix A contains a trace of 
the program with messages printed at various parts of the 
scheduling process. Some definitions that are used in the 
trace:' ”■
i > length - the vndMef of f l ights to be scheduled in the 
current time slot
2> thresh - the maximum input and output rate for the air- 
p ort -
3) flight-1ist-in-flat-aux - the list of flights that is 
given to the procedure flat—aux
■4).. time-slot - the time slot that the scheduler is 
currently trying to schedule
5) sorted—flight-list - when rule 3 is called the system 
sorts the weights of the flights in the earlier and 
later slots in order to compare them with the weight of 
the current flight
<b> early-num and later-ruim - the number Of spaces avail­
able for flights in earlier or later time slot
it can be seen from the trace how the scheduler 
attempts to schedule each time slot in order but when it 
is resolving conflicts it calls itself recursively.
[ . ' . Requested Flight bchedule 1








































































Table 1. Requested flight schedule
Schedule Des igned by System
!
........ .
100 1 200 i 300 ! 400 1 500 i 600 1 700

























































*h3n4 J ■st4h5 ?*h4n5 j
The symbol designates the flight number from original feques
Table 2. Scheduled flight by system Air—Scheduler
Airport: NY
Departures:
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Time FIight-Number Airline .Destination
100









Time FIight—Number Air1ine Orig i n
300
t2c3 USA PT





Table 3. Airport Flight Schedule
' ' ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ t
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AIRLINE FLIGHT SCHEDULES 
Airline: EST
Flight Number Liftoff-Time Origin Dest:
c 1 n4 100 CH NY
n4h5 100 NY PH
c2t3 ■ 200 CH PT
n2h3 200 NY PH
n4t6 500 NY PT
Airline: UAL
Flight Number Liftoff-Time Origin Destir*
t4n6 400 PT . NY ■
c3t4 ■ 500 CH PT














Air 1 ine: TWA
FIight Number Liftoff-Time Origin Destir
h21c4 100 PH CH
c 2n5 200 CH NY
h22c4 300 PH CH
. n3h4 300 NY PH
Airline: USA
Flight Number Liftoff—Time Origin Destir*
< t2t3 ■ 200 PT CH
c4t5 400 CH PT
t4h 5 500 PT PH
Table 4. Airline Flight Schedule
Z- CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK/ :: ... 1 ■1
7. 1. CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this project was to build a prototype 
expert system that would do a good job of scheduling 
flights and was flexible enough to be improved to a truly 
expert level of proficiency without the necessity of mak­
ing major modifications to the program. We have been suc­
cessful in achieving this goal. Although there is always 
room for improvement/ the system does an outstanding job 
of constructing a flight schedule. The program was 
designed for generality and adaptability throughout so it 
should be easy to make improvements.
the scheduling expert received the most attention 
during the development of the project. It is believed 
that this part of the system does not need many more 
improvements. The flight weight expert and the airport 
weight expert on the other hand were designed to be flexi­
ble as it is expected that these parts of the system will 
need to be altered as conditions in the industry change. 
Our development of these experts was not as complete as 
the development of the scheduling expert. The completion 
of the flight weight expert and the airport weight expert 
would require the agreement of all airport managers and 
airline executives involved. The expertise that this sys­
tem is attempting to capture is actually the consensus of
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the expertise of the managers and executives. The few 
rules that are used do produce a very proficient system. 
It is expected that more rules will not significantly 
improve the schedules developed by the system hut will 
help the system adapt the schedules to the desires of the 
airports and airlines. This is the type of fine tuning 
that can be carried out very easily on our expert system,
73 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
The first area that should be considered for further 
work is the addition of more rules for the flight weight 
expert and the airport weight expert. The rationale for 
this has been explained above. A second area for improve­
ment is the user interface. The system should be Switched 
from a menu driven system to a simpler "start it and watch 
it go" type of system. This would allow inexperienced 
users access to the system. It would only require the 
answering of a few prompts by the user to make the system 
work. A third area that could be improved is the format­
ting of the output by the system. Currently only two out­
put formats are available. One output format is designed 
for use by the airlines and the other is designed to be 
used by the airports. It would be useful to have the user 
specify exactly what is desired in the output and how it 
should be arranged. The creation of a time zone compensa­
tion routine is the fourth improvement that should be made
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to the system. Current 1 y a dummy routine is used. oihi.ch 
makes no compensations. This simplifies the evaluation,, of 
the output schedules because all airports are assumed to 
be in the same time 2one.
The next major step in the evolution of -the system 
mould be to make it operate in an incremental mode. This 
uiou 1 d a 11 oin it to make additions and corrections to a 
flight schedule with a minimum disruption of currently
I
scheduled flights. A long term goal for the system would 
be the conversion to real time operation. As a real time 
flight control system it would use information on the 
status of all flights# weather conditions#., unexpected 
delays# and unscheduled aircraft to make decisions that 
are currently made by air traffic controllers. These 
would be decisions involving when and on what runway to 
land# what route to take to the destination# and when a 
flight should be delayed because a connecting flight has 
been delayed. This type of system would be particularly 
useful- in emergency situations when there are major' disr­
uptions in the. flight schedule.
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APPENDIX A
5 A Demonstration » r
Please enter the number of the desired option
1 - Exit
2 - Initialize global variables
3 - Load flight data file
4 - Load airport data file
5 - Set time slot size •
6 - Schedule all flights as reauested
7 - Compute weights for airports and sort list
8 - Print weights for airports
9 - Compute weights for all flights
10 -- Print weiahts for all flights
11 - flatten all airports
12 - Print schedules for airports
13 - Print schedules for airlines
Op tion: 11
FLAT-ALL called 
Flattening NY Airport *
Hise slot: 3
Flight list in flat-aux! nil 
Length! 0 Thresh! 2
888 < flights_scheduled_in_slot > is ! nil
888 < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is ! 0
Timeslot! 100
Flight list in flat-aux! nil 
Length! 0 Thresh! 2
888 < flights_scheduled_in_slot > is ! nil
888 < slot-they“were-scheduled-in > is ! 100
Time slot! 200
Fliaht list in flat-aux! <n2h3>
Length! 1 Thresh! 2
888 < flights_scheduled_in_slot > is I (n2h3)
888 < s lot -1 h ey-we r e-s ched,u Led-in > is ! 200
Time slot! 300
Flight list in flat-aux! <n3t5 n3c6 n3h4)
Length! 3 Thresh! 2
Sorted flight list! (n3c6 n3h 4 n3t5)
Current flight! n3t5 
k! 1
888 < earlier-time-slot > is ! 200
88h < later-time-slot > is ! 400 
.8 8 8 < earl y-num > is ! -1
888 < later-num > is ! 3
888 < weight-of-cflight > is ! 1*333904
888 < weight-list-in-early > is ! C1•273272)
888 < weight-list-in-later > is :
(1*420848 1*297758 1*333904 1.308736 1.273272) 
888 < ranke-of-c-flight-in-early > is ! 1
tttttt < ranke-of-c-f light-In-later > Is : 3
tttttt < Scheduled-in-early > is : n3t5
Time slot: 300
Flight list in flat-aux: (n3c6 n3h4)
Length: 2 Thresh: 2
tttttt < flights_scheduled_in_slot > is : (n3c6 n3h4) 
tttttt < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 300
Time slot: 400
Flight list in flat-aux: '(cln4.h3n4.t2n4' n4t6 m4h5)
Lenath: 5 Thresh: 2
Sorted flight list: <cln4 t2n4 n4t6 H3n4 n4h5)
Current flight: n*t6
k: .,.'1, ■■ . '
tttttt < eartier-time-slot > is : 300 ' 
tttttt < later-time-slot > is : 500
tttttt < early-num > is : 0
tttttt. < later-num > is : 0 ,
tttttt < we igh t-of-cf l igh t > is : -l* 308.7.36 
tttttt < weight-list-in-early > is t <1*448172 1*34673)
< weight-list-in-Later > 1s : (1•50282 1*248786)
tttttt < ranke-of”C“flight—in-early > is : 3
tttttt < ■ranke-of-c-'f light—in-later.•>' is : 2
tttttt < Scheduled-in-later > is : n4t6
Time slot* 500
Flight list in flat-aux: (c2n5 h4n5 n4t6)
'Length:: 3’ Thresh: 2
Sorted flight list: (c2n5 n4t6 h4n5)
Current flight: H4n5
'T'. k : 1 ■ ' . .
tttttt ;< earlier-time-slot > is « 400
.tttttt < later-time-slot > is.: 600 
###..■'< early-num > is... : 2
tttttt < later-num > is : -T 
tf,## < we ighft-of-cf light > is : 1.248786
’■ tttttt < we igh t-11 st-1 n<-ear l y > i s : ( 1*420848
';"i*.29.7758.'..i*333964" 1»?7327.2> . . 
tttttt < weight-1ist- in-later > i s : ( 1*283568 )
■..tttttt < ranke-of-c-f light-in-ear ly > is : 5
tttttt < ranke-of-c-flight-in-later > is : 2
tttttt < Scheduled-in-later > is : h4n5 '
Time slot : 50 0:
Flight list in flat-aux: (c2n5 n4t6)
Length: 2 Thresh: 2
tttttt < fl1ghts_scheduled_1n_slot X is : (c2n5 n4t6) 
< s 1 ot-1hey-were-scheduled-in 5> i s : 500
Time slot t 400
Flight List in flat-aux: (cln4h3n4 t2n4 n4h5)
Length: 4 Thresh: 2
^ Sorted flight list: <cln4 t2n4 h3n4 n4h5)
Current flight: h3n4
k :i" :' v. ;L.
tttttt < earlier-time-slot > is : 300 
tttttt. < la te r-t i me-s lot > i s : 50 0 
Jtttttt . ebr l y-hum ; : i s v:: 0.
■ tt tttt < La ter-num > i s : 0
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n»U < weight-of-cflight > 1s : 1.297758
UttU < weight-list-in-early > is * <1* 44817 2 1* 3487 3 )
'UUU', < weight-l1st-in-later > is : ( 1*50282 1*308736)
ttUtt < ranke-of-c-flight-in-early > is : 3
UUU < ranke-of -c-f tight-in-later > is : 3
. k: 2
UUU < earl ier-t 1 itte-s lot > Is ! 200
HUH < later-time-slot > is : 600
UUU. < early-num > is 0 •
UUU < tater-num > is : 0
HUH < weight-of-cf light > is : 1*297758
UUU < weight-list-in-early > is <1.273272 1.333904)
HUH < weight-l1st-1n-later > is : (1*283568 1*248786)
#«« < ranke-of-c-flight-in-early > is : 2
tutu < ranke-of-c-f light-In-later > is i 1
UUtt < Scheduled-in-later > is 1 h3n4
Time s lot: 600
Flight list in flat-aux: (t4n6 h4n5 h3n4) , ;
Length: 3 Thresh: 2
Sorted flight' list:'-<h3n4 t4n6 h4n5)
Current flight: h4n5
k: : i . ^ .
HUH < earlier-time-slot > is : 500 
UUU < tater-time-slot > is : 700
tutu < early-num > is : 0
uuu < tat.er-num > is : -2
nun < weight-of-cfiight > is l 1*248786
tftut < weight-li st-in-early > is: ( 1*50282 1*308736)
UUM < weight-list-in-later > is : CO)
UUH < ranke-of-c-flight-in-early > is : 3
UUtt < ranke-of-c-f light-in-later > is : 1
uuu < Scheduled-ln-rtater > is ? h4n5
T1 me s lo t : 6 0 0
Flight list in fla t-aux:(t4n6h3n4)
Length: 2 Thresh* 2
UUtt < f l ights_s chedu led__ 1 n__slot > 1s : (t4n6 h3n4)
uuu < slot—they — were—scheduled — in > is : 600
Time slo t: 40 0
Flight list in flat-aux: <cln4 t2n4 n4h5)
Length: 3 Thresh: 2
Sorted flight list: <cln4 t2n4 n4h5)
Current flight: n4h5
k: i
UUU < earlier-time-slot > is : 300 
UUU < later-time-slot > is * 500 
UUU < early-num > is : 0
UUU < later-nurn > is : 0
Uuu < weight-of-cflight > is : 1.273272
< weight-list-in-early > is : (1.448172 1.34673)
UUtt < weight-list-in-later > is : (1.50282 1*308736)
UUtt <; rank e-of-c-f l.i gh t-i n-earl y >• i s : 3
UUU < ranke-of-c-flIght-in-later > is : 3
k: 2
UUU < earliei—time-slot > is : 20 0
utttt < later-time-slot > is : 600
UUtt < early-num > is : 0
UUU < later-hum > is : 0
UUU < weight-of-cflight > Is : 1.273272
UUU < weight-ti st-in-early > is 7 ( 1* 273272 1. 3339 0 4 3*
nun < weight-15 st-in -later > is : Cl. 283568 1.297758)
< ranke-of-c-f L i ah t-5 n-ear ly > 5s : 3 
UUH < ranke-of-c-f Hght-5n-later > 1s 3
k: 3
nun < eartier-time-slot > is - 100
nun < later-t ime-slot > is : 700
nun < ea rt y-num > 5 s : -2
nun < later-num > is: -1
nun < weight-of-cftight > is : 1.273272
nun < weight-list-in-early > is : CO)
nun < weight-15.st-in-later > is : <1.248786)
< ranke-of-c-ftight-in-early > is ‘1
nun < ranke-of-c-fLight-in-Later > is : 1
nun < Scheduled-1n-early > is : n4h5
Time slot: 100
Flight list in flat-aux: Ccln4 t2n4)
Length 12 Thresh: 2
nun < fLights^scheduted_1n_slot > is: Ccln4 t2n4) 
nun < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 400
T 5 me slot: 500
Flight list in flat-aux: Cc2n5 n4t6)
Length: 2 Thresh: 2
nun < flights_scheduled_in_slot > is : < c 2 n 5 n 4 16)
nun < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 500
Time s lot t 600 ..
Plight list in flat-aux: Ct4n6 h3n4)
Length: 2 Thresh: 2
nun < f l igh t s_s chedu le d_5 n__s l o t > Is : < t4n& h3n4) 
ttun < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 600
Time slot: 700
FUaht list in flat-aux: Ch4n5)
Length: 1 ThreshT 2
nun ■<■ flights_scheduled__in_slot\> is : Ch4n5) 
ttuu < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 700
Time slot: 800
plight list in flat-aux: nil
Length: 0 Thresh: 2
UUU < f 15ghts_sehedutedj_in__slot > is : nil
ttnu < s l ot -1 h ey-we re-s cbedu led-in > is : 800
Time slot: 90 0 . t
Plight list in flat-aux: nil
Length: 0 Thresh: 2
nun < flights_scheduled^in^slot > is : nil ^
UUU < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 900
Ti me slot: 1000
Flight list in flat-aux: nil
Length: 0 Thresh: 2
nun < flights_scheduled_in_slot > is : nil
nun < slot-they-were-scheduled-in ) is : 1000
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Flattening PT Airport 
Time slot* 0
Flight list In.flat-aux: nil 
Length: 0 Thresh: 2
##8 < flights _s cheduled_in_slot > is' : nil 
### < s l ot-t hey-we re-s chedu led-in > is : 0
Time slot: 100
Flight list in flat-aux: nil 
Length: 0 Thresh: 2
#8# < f1ights_scheduled_in_slot > is : nil
autt < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 100
Time slot: 200
Flight list in flat-aux: (t2n4 t2c3)
Length: 2 Thresh: 2
#8# < fliqhts_s cheduled_in_slot > is : (t2n4 t2c3)
888 < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 200
Ti me s lo 11 300
Flight list in fLat-aux: <c2t 3 h2t3)
Length: 2 Thresh: 2
#88 < flights _scheduledi_1nii_stot > is : (c213 h2t3) 
#8# < s l ot-t hey-we re-scheduled-in > ..is : 300
•Time slot: 400
Flight list in flat-aux: (c3t4 ri3t5 t4h5 14n6)
Lenoth: 4 Thresh: 2
Sorted flight list: (n3t5 t4n6 t4h5 c3t4)
Current flight: 14h5
k: 1
88# < earlier-time-slot > is : 300
##» < later-time-slot > is : 500
#8# < early-num > is : 0
### < later-num > is : -1
### < weight-of-cflight > is: 1*2501216
### < weight-list-in-early > is : ( 1*226534 4 1* 2269712)
#88 < weight-ITst-in-later > is : (1*2737088)
unn < ranke-of-c-flight-in-early > i s : 1
### < ranke-of-c-flight-in-later > is : 2
### < Scheduled-in-later > is : t4h5
Time slot: 400
Flight list in flat-aux: <c3t4 n3t5 14n6)
Length: 3 Thresh: 2
Sorted flight list: (n3t5 t4n6 c3t4)










earlier-time-slot > is l 300 
later-time-slot > is : 500 
early-num > is : 0 
la te i—num > 1s : 0 











i s s 3
k : 2
nun < earlier-time-slot > is : 200
< later-time-slot > 1s ! 60 0 
tittn < early-num > is ! 0 ,
tititt < later-nun > is 2 *2
Uti» < welght-of-cflight'>.Is ■: 1*2029472
tititt < weight-li st-in-early > 1s ! <1®6006848 1*2737088)
tititt < weight-li st-in-later > Is : < 0)
tititt < ranke-of-c-f Light-in-early > 1s ! 3
nan < ranke-of-c-fliqht-in-la ter > is : 1
nun < Scheduled-in-later > is : c3t 4 ■
Time slot: 400
Plight list in flat-aux: in3t5 t4n6)
Length: 2 . Thresh: 2
nan < flights_scheduted_in_slot > is t Cn3t5 14n6) 
nun < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 400
Time slot: 500
Flight list in flat-aux! <c4t5 t4h5)
Length! 2 Thresh! 2
tititt < flights_scheduled_in_slot > is ! Cc4t5 t4h5)
tititt < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 500
Timeslot! 600 ..........................
Flight list in flat-aux! Cc3t4)
Length: 1 Thresh: 2
nun < flights_scheduled„in_slot > is : (c3t4) 
titty < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is ! 600
Time slot: 700
Flight list in flat-aux! (n4t6)
Lenath: 1 Thresh: 2
#ttt* < f l ights_scheduled_in__slet > i s : Cn4t6> 
tttiti < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 700
Time slot!.800
Flight list in flat-aux! nil
Length: 0 Thresh: 2
Fts« < flights_schedu le d_in_s lot > is ! nil 
tititt < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is ! 800
Timeslot: 900
PIight list in flat-aux! nil
Length: 0 Thresh: 2
tititt < flights _s cheduled_in_slot > is : nil 
ttnn < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 900
Time slot! 1000
Flight list in flat-aux! nil
Length: 0 Thresh: 2
titttt < fl ights_scheduled_in_s 1 ot > is ! nil
ttutt < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is ! 1000
Flattening PH Airport 
Time slot! 0
Flight list in flat-aux: nit
Length: 0 Thresh! 2
tititi < flights_scheduled_in_slot > is : nil 
tititt < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is: 0
Time slot: 100 - 732 -
pl1ght list in flat-aux: nil
length; 0 1 .Thresh: 2
tititi < flights_scheduled_1n_s lot > is : nil 
tititi < slot-they-were-scheduled-ln > is : 100
Time slot: 200
Flight'list', in' flat-aux: (n4h5 h 2t 3 h22c4 h21c4)
Length: 4 Thresh: 2
Sorted flight list: <n4h5 h2t3 h21c4 h22c4)
Current flight: h21c4
k: 1
tititi < earlier-time-slot > is : 100 '
tititi < tater-time-slot > is : 300
< early-hum > is : -2
ftstt < later-num > is : “1 
tititi . < weight-of-ofligbt > is : 1.385208 
tititi < weight-list-in-early > is : CO)
tititi < weight-list-in-later > is : (1.5279264)
tititi < ranke-of-c-flight-in-early. > 1$ : 1 
tititi < ranke-of-c-flight-in-later > is : 2 
«»# < Scheduled-in-ear ly > is : h21c4
Time slot: 200
Flight list in flat-aux: (n4h5 h2t3 h22c4)
Length: 3 Thresh: 2
Sorted flight list: (n4h5 h2t3 h22c4)
Current flight: h22c4
k: l
tititi < earlier-time-slot > is : 100
< 1 ate r-t ime-s lot > i s : 300
tititi < early-hum > is : -1 
tititi < later-num > is : -1 
tititi < weight-of-cflight > is : 1.385208 
#8# < weight - list-in-early. > is: (1.38520 8 )
tititi < we iaht-1ist-in-later > is : (1.5279264)
tititi < ranke-of-c-fligbt-in-early> is : 2 
tititi < ranke-of-c-flight-in-later > is : 2 
tititi . < Scheduled-in-later > is : h22c4
Time slot: 200
Flight list in flat-aux: (n4h5 h2t3)
Length: 2 Thresh: 2
tititi < ftights_scheduled_in_slot > i SI (n4h5 h2t3) 
tititi < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 200
Time slot: 300
Flight list in flat-aux: Cn2h3 h22c4)
Length: 2 Thresh: 2
tititi < flights_scheduled_in_slot > is : (n2h 3 h22c4) 
tititi < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 300
Ti me s l o t: 4 0 0
Plight list in flat-aux: (n3h4)
Length: 1 Thresh: 2
titia < f l ight s_s cheduled_in_slot > i s : Cn3h 4) 
tititi < slot-they-were-scheduled-in >.is * 400
Time slot: 500
Flight list in flat-aux: Ch3n4)
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Length! 1 Thresh: 2
ass < flights_s che duled_1n_s to t > is : Ch3n4>
S#s < slot-they-we re-scheduled-in > is : 500
Time slot: 600
flight list in flat-aux: <44h5 h4n5>
Length: 2 Thresh: 2
a S« < f l i g hts_s chedu le d_in_slo t > i s : C t4 h 5 h4n5) 
ttttu < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is ■% 600
Time slot:700
Flight list in flat-aux: nil
Length: 0 Thresh: 2
sss < flights_scheduled_in_slot > is : nil
slot-they-we re-s chedu led-in > is : 700
Time slot: 800
Flight list in flat-aux: nil 
Length: 0 Thresh: 2
tttttt < f l igh ts__s cheduled_i n_s lot > is : nil
ass < stot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 800
Time slot: 90 0
flight List in flat-aux: nil 
Length: 0 Thresh: 2
SSS < flights_scheduled_in_slot > is : nil
ass < slot-they-were-scheduled-in > is : 900
Time slot: 1000
Flight list in flat-aux: nil
Length: 0 Thresh: 2
ass < flights_scheduled_in_slot > ^s.*




Diet Expert System in Hospital
L. Chang and S. J. Lin
DIET.EXPERT SYSTEM IN HOSPITAL
Shiang-Jiun Lin and \iwu Chans
A. INTRODUCTION ' .....  — - '■ - .. ■■*/,y-
A.l. Statement of the Problem
The object of this system is implement a small scale expert 
system, demonstrating the feasibility of a computer-based model 
of expert reasoning for diet diagnosis.
This problem can be considered as an extension of the system 
MYCIN, which takes the result of the diagnosis from the system 
MYCIN as the input and generate a diet for a patient as the out­
put. To simplify the problem, the uncertainty of the diagnosis 
is not used in our system. That is, the data from the diagnosis 
is considered reliable with 100X certainty.
This expert system'for diet can tackle real-life problems with 
realistic models of reasoning.
A. 2. Motivation
A diet whose aim is to maintain a healthy person in a state of 
nutritive sufficiency. It should provide amounts of energy, pro­
tein , vitamins, minerals, and other nutrients sufficient to meet 
the needs of the individual in his life cycle. Diet should be 
prescribed in qualitative and quantitative terms. The diet may 
be modified in individual situation, especially when one is ill. 
In this project, we design the expert system with knowledge base 
for qualitative consultation, the da.ta base for the quantitative 
would not be considered so far.
In order to be practical and meaningful, a standard such as 
the Recommended Dietary Allowances must be translated into guide­
lines for the proper selection of diet.
However how to modify the normal diet to fit the individual in
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dietitian to make the decisions based on the experience which is 
constructed in knowledge base.
The most important reason to implement the diet expert system 
is the formalization and clarification of knowledge that results 
from having the human expert make his reasoning explicit. Anoth­
er reason for building expert systems is the possibility of com­
bining the expertise from many human experts into a shared 
knowledge base that can be then studied for consistency and reli­
ability Of its advice.
B. SYSTEM ORGANIZATION
A variety of languages, representations and tools are used to
build expert systems and a particular one is selected for the 
special purpose. Using LISP as programming language, hierarchi­
cal production system as representations and backward chaining as 
tools. Production system are used to describe the knowledge and 
use the knowledge by inference machine in a consultation session. 
An expert system requires two major components : an inference en— 
gin and a body of rules<knowledge base).
B.i. Knowledge Base
The basic problem is to express the knowledge about choosing a 
source-Tocation strategy in the rule language. This is generally 
best done in a top-down(hierarchical) fashion, the first step be­
ing to identify the top-level hypotheses. In the example, this 
is dene as follows :’;v-
Hi : diet knowledge base is inadequate
H2: full liquid diet for oral feeding 
H3:.: tube-feeding; .
Evidence exists that might support or rule out each of these
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top-level hypotheses and one usual ly tries to identil a s&iiili
number of general factors that bear on each hypothesis.
Hierarchical methods have been used in several expert systems, 
so does in this diet expert system. Since the intermedial—level 
concepts are the most important tool available for organizihg the 
knowledge base. Abstract descriptions for intermediate Hy­
pothesis can be used to achieve hierarchical reasoning. The ad­
vantage for the hierarchical reasoning is to reduce the search in 
many kinds of problem—solving and applies a powerful pruning 
rules early in the deduction process. generation process.
B.2. Knowledge Representation
This problem-solving systems are based on matching rules, 
called production system. The rules can have two parts to its 
conditions : a uncertain procondition check and a certainty con­
dition in the production. In this system whose knowledge- 
carriers(rules) have a great deal of structure, knowledge ac­
quisition becomes a process of filling in the schemata. The rule 
is corresponding inference, rather than as a static statement. 
The classification model has proven to be an excellent represen­
tation for expert system problem of diagnosis or interpretation.
What we are interested in the type of pattern—invoked program 
is production rule, a degenerate program of the form.
IF condition THEN, primitive action
(rule <name>
(if <...>}
(then <. .:.>) )
The basic control strategy employed in the production is 
backward-chaining, ahd one can infer that the rules are not too 
branchy in that direction. The goal of backward is to determine 
the variant diet of patient by using the tree search procedure,
starting with the hypotheses. The intermediate
hypotheses(conelusions), which is used, is the feature of the ex­
pert system. No uncertainty is associated with hypotheses in our 
system. The advantage of the knowledge
representation(hierarchica1 rule-based) in our system is modular­
ity, explicit knowledge flexibility and efficiency.
Another control strategy employed by this project is conflict
resolution ■■ which is guided by specificity ordering<<>r. and. de­
fault in order). If more than one rule's IF parts -are satisfied, 
use a conflict resolution strategy to eliminate all but one.
'B-.3. Inference Machine
Much of the power of an expert system comes from properly ap­
plying good reasoning techniques to a large store of problem- 
specific knowledge. The inference engine does pattern matching 
for retrieval and rule application and controls the process of 
deduction and transformation of the data base. The semantic net­
work description is constantly trying to establish the possible 
existence of sifcuabions.
A consultation narrows down the list of goal hypotheses con­
tinually working to establish the true or falsity of the most 
promising ones. In order to use the knowledge in the consulta­
tion session. ranking and selection of conclusion ordering of the 
rule should be done at first. Once the goal-hypotheses H has 
been chosen, the program enters the question-asking mode (in some 
kind of ordering). A "yes/no"answer as expression of the obser­
vation would then be taken to establish the existence satisfiable 
description.
C. KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
Knowledge acquisition process is one of the most difficult
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phases of expert system building, In this system, the applica- 
tion is a diagnostic problem(not interpretive problem).
Since much of our knowledge about decision-making can be ex­
pressed in rules of if—then form, there are often other kinds of 
information that human experts te11 us are important in reasoning 
: hypotheses, functional relations among evidence. This
knowledge typically under lies and supports the infereritial 
knowledge expressed in rules. The systematic type of description 
as rules are used in the expert system. The rules is a modular 
collection of personal expertise, knowledge.
Knowledge acquisition is the transformation of problem—solving 
expertise from some knowledge base. The expertise to be eluci­
dated is a collection of specialized facts, procedures, and judg-^ 
mental rules about the narrow domain or common sense knowledge 
about the world.
C.l. Observation(findings or evidences)
The yes/no question is used as observation expression. Stra­
tegy for asking question :
1. Ask the least costly question at first
2. Ask the question affect the current highest conclusion
3. Ask the question affect the current highest finding
4. Significant increasing or decreasing the current conclusion
5. More popular one should be asked later
C.2 RULE 739 -
KOI—If the ag® of the patient is less than 18
Then the "Diet knowledge base" is inadequate for the pa­
tient.'
R02--If the patient is pregnant
Then the "Diet knowledge base" is inadequate for the pa­
tient.. ■
R03—If the patient is surgery medicine ; ■ :Then the "Diet for surgery" is needed for the patient.
pn^i—Tf the patient is internal medicine
and "The diagnosis is acute illness 
Then the "Diet for acute illness" is needed for the patient.
RO0_„If the "Diet for internal medicine" is needed 
and "The diagnosis is chrenic illness"
Then the "Diet for chronic illness" is needed for the pa—
3. © t* «
R07_-if the "Diet for surgery" is needed for the patient.
and "oral surgery" . „
Then "Full liquid diet for oral feeding
R00__If the "Diet for surgery" is needed for the patient, 
and "palstic surgery of face and neck"
Then "Full liquid diet for oral feeding"
R09__If the "Diet for surgery" is needed for the patient, 
and "surgical treatment of pharyngeal areas"
Then "tube feeding" is needed for the patient
. rj.0—if the "Diet for surgery" is heeded for the patient.
and "sever burned patients"
Then "tube feeding^ is needed for the patient
R11__Xf the "Diet for surgery" is needed for the patient.
Then the "High protein, high kiloculorie diet" is needed for
the patieht
Ri2—-If the "Diet for surgery" is needed for the patient, and "gastrectomy operation" 1
Then "Carbohydrate restricted diet" is needed, for the pa­
tients
R13—xf the "Diet for acute illness" is needed^ 
and "severe inflammatory bowei disease"
Then "Total parental nutrition" is needed for the patient
.R14__If the -Diet for internal medicine" is neede4
and "constipation"
Then "High fiber diet" is needed for the patient
R15——If "Diet for acute i1lness" is needed for the patient
1 Then the
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and *into1erance for food"
Than "Clear liquid diet for oral feeding" is needed for the
'patient
R16-—If "Diet for acute illness" is needed for the patient 
and "severe gastroenteritis"
Then "Sucrose restricted diet" is needed for the patient
R17—If "Diet for acute.illness" is needed for the patient 
and "ulcerative colitis"
Then "Fiber restricted diet" is needed for the patient
R18—If "Diet for acute i11 ness" is needed for the patient
Then "general diet for acute illness" is needed for the pa­
tient .. v; '
R19—If the "Diet for the chronic illness" is needed
and "the diagnosis of chronic duodenal ulcer disease" , 
Then "Milk rich bland diet for oral feeding" is needed for
the patient
R20'—If the "Diet for the chronic illness" is needed 
and "chronic pancreatitis"
Then "Fat restricted diet" is needed for the patient
R21-—If the "Diet for the chronic illness" is needed 
and "gallbladder disease"
Then "Fat restricted diet" is needed for the patient
R22—If The "Age of the patient is less than 55" 
and "obesity-
Then "Special diet for individual patient"
R23—If the "Diet for the chronic illness" is needed 
and "Coronary heart disease"
Then "diet for coronary heart disease" is needed
P24-—If the "Diet for the coronary disease" is needed 
and "Age of the patient is less than 55"
Then "Chrolesteral and fat restricted diet" is needed
R25——If the "Diet for the coronary disease" is needed 
and "Age of the patient is over 55"
Then "diet for elder" is needed
R26—If the "diet for elder" is needed J
and "Kidney disease" ^ :Then "Special diet for individual patient" j ':
R27— If the "diet for elder" is needed . ':'7: ' ■
and "Diabetic disease"
Then "Special diet for individual patient"
P28— If "Diet for acute illness" is needed for the patient 
and "Diet for chronic illness" is need 
then "Composition diet" is needed for the patient
C. .y Hypothesisfhe hypothesis have been arranged as follows :
"Diet knowledge base” is inadequate for the patient.
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"Full liquid diet for oral feeding" '‘
^Tube feeding" is needed for the patient
I'High protein, high kiloculorie diet" is needed for the patient 
^Carbohydrate restricted diet" is needed for the patient 
Total parental nutrition" is needed for the patient 
"High fiber diet” is needed for the patient
;ciear liquid diet for oral feeding" is needed for the patient
"Oucrose restricted diet” is needed for the patient
^Pihen restricted diet is needed for the patient
’’General diet for acute il Iness” is needed for the patient
"Milk rich bland diet for oral feeding" i's needed for the patient
"Fat restricted diet is needed for the patient
"Controlled protein, potassium and sodium diet"
"Chro1estera1 and fat restricted diet” is needed for the patient 
"Special diet for individual patient"
"composition diet for different classfication" is need for the pats
C.3.1 Intermediate hypotheses '
the "diet for elder” is needed
the "Diet for surgery" is needed for the patient, 
the "Diet for internal medicine" is needed for the patient, 
the Diet for acute illness" is needed for the patient, 
the "Diet for chronic i1Iness” is needed for the patient.
Cy]*Conflict Resolution Strategies
The specificity ordering is used in conflict resolution stra­
tegies for this system. One of the purposes of conflict resolu­
tion is it can allow the interpreter to do some of the processing 
automatically. * •
As the number of rules in the expert system grows, it becomes 
less practical to test the conditions of every rule each time the 
situation changes slightly. The specificity ordering(or, and 
default) is the way to find the relevant rules quickly.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
D.l. Demonstrative Examp 1
m
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CASK STUDY
(Please refer to Plow Chart G.1)
I. SIMPLE CASE STUDY
% ------------- ----------------------- -
r, .(1) nf) “ ..
" Age younger IS (y/n) ? An s : "y
Si et is not suit able nit
(2) -> < <:i ft )
" A ae younger 15 (y/n) ? An s : "n 
" pregnant ( y%n) ? A ns : " y
L i et 1 s no t . su It nb leni l 
( 3) -> < a 1 et )
" A ue y o j ng nr , i L. <y/n) ? / n :: ; >'u
M i r v<j no nt LyX r>) ? Aim; : " r,
Is the fact : (t he patient is sure rry recicine)
y/n ? 4 ns : n
these facts have b ten checiee so far t auto to «•<) / us r/ li !-/ U ;;p/l oo p 3
! [ t us l /u sr /1 in/ I i s t /to op . o I •
Q C-t as l /u sr /1 ib /1 1 s !,•/na ch oc ) s .o 3
% • .
* 1 (t he .pnt ie nt 1 & su rg t r y n c t i c 1 ia* )
Is the fact l (the patient i (I internal medic in e) 
y/n ? 4 ns I n
these facts, move oeen thee he c so far 
1 (the patient is internal rnioicine) 
a ( t he p at 1e nt i i: su rg er y ne ci cl ne )
Is t ne fact : (obesity)
y/n ? A ns 1 li
these to c t s. ha ve . b ee n ohcchn. so far
1 (o ne si ty )
2 (the patient is internal r.ieuicine)
3 < t he patientis.su rg er > r; e c i c i i.-e )
No suggest iori can be mace 
You may try ag a i nn i l 
(4) -> ( rii et >
". Age younger 15 (y/n) ? iris : " n 
" t r eg na nt ( y% n) ? Art; : "t
Is the fact : (the patient i surgery n.ecicire)
y/n ? A ns : y
A *
1.
following s t.a ck s noks t .,c t s 
fr on w he re i nt < r ne ni d » core In <•: i c n 1 s 
t h e p t i o n t is s i r go r y n; < o i c i te )
c e cu co o * *•
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ru te i til
■*s true® The conclusion isle let for suroery)
Is t ne fact l (oral surgery) 
y/n ? 4 ns : n
these tacts have been checkec so far 
1 (ora l sj rg er y)
Is the fact ; (palstic surgery for face one 'r.e ck) 
y /n ? 4 ns : n *
these facts have been checkec so far
1 (pal Stic surgery for face an u neck)
2 (oral sjrgery)
Is the fact : (surgical treatment of pharyngta l areas!
y/n ? A ns : y
** fol lowing stack shows tacts
iron where intermediate conclusion is cecuceo ** 
1® (surgical t re at me nt of ch eryngeal areas)
. 2® ( ci et for surgery)
3® (the patient is surgery m calcine)
• ru te i a7
is true® The conclusion is (tube feeding)
** following stack shows facts .
froti where i nt er me ci at e conclusion is cecuced **•
■ 1* (tube f ee di hg )
2® (surgical treatment of pharyngeal areas)
3® (diet for surgery)
.4® (the patient is surgery medicine)
The suggestion is (tube feeding)
(5) -> (diet)-------- -------- ------——i-------------- -——---------------------------(default case)
" Age younger lb (y/n) ? An c : wr>
" pregnant (y%n) ? A ns : r ■ . .
Is the fact : (the patient is surgery me ci cine)
y/n ? A ns : y
•** following stack shows facts
.froti where intermediate conclusion is cecuced **
1® (the patient is surgery meuicine)
i ■ ■
ru le i cl




Is the fact t (oral surgery) 
y./n ? Ans Z n
these facts have oeen checkec so far 
1 <o ra l surgery)
j Is the fact Z (pal st 1c surgery for face and neck)
• ■ W' y/n ? A ns Z n
{ . ■ ■ -
j these facts have beejv checkec so far
;■ W 1 (palstic surgery for face and reck)
| (oral surgery)
| W Is the fact i (surgical treatment of pharyngeal areas)
! y/n ?’ A ns : n
' W these facts have been checkec so far
] 1 (surgical treatment of pha ryngea l areas);
2 (palstic surgery for face eno neck)
} W ■ 3 (oral surgery)
j Is the fact Z (sever burnec patients)
;■ W ’ . y /n ? A ns Z n
| these facts have been checkec so far
} W I (sever lurned patients)
( 2 (surgical treatment of pharyngeal areas)
| 3 (palstic surgery for face and neck)
j • A (ora l sj rgery)
I is the fact Z (gastrectomy operation)
j .W ■ ■ ■" y / n ? A n s Z n
* these facts have been checkec so far
| .W 1 (gas tr ec to my operation) .
l 2 (sever o ur ne d patients)
■ ■ 3 (surgical treatment of pharyngeal areas)
:! W' '' 4 (pal stic surgery for face and neck)
: 5 (oral sjrgery)
;■ W. . rule., id-10.. ■
1 is true® The conclusion is (high protein -ana high kilocul
•
W following stack shows facts
from where intermediate cone lu si on is cecuced **
.: 1® ( hi gh. o ro te in and high ki loculorle diet)
' 2® (diet .for surgery).
3® (the patient is surgery medicine)
W The suggestion is (high protein ana high kiloculorie diet)
ie diet)
" " . . - 746 -
‘(6) -> Sdi et ?
" Age yojnger 15 <y/n) ? An s : *n 
*' pregnant (y%n) ? A ns : "r
Is the fact : (the patient is surgery me ci cine)
y /n ? A ns : n
these facts have been ch ec ke c so far 
1 (the patient is, surgery me ci cine)
Is the, fact :. <trHe patient is internal medicine) 
y/n ? 4ns : y
*> f ot lo wi ng s ta ck shohs facts
from where intermediate conclusion is cecuced 
!• (the patient is internal medicine)
rule ic2
is true'. The conclusion is (diet for internal medicine)
Is the fact : (constipation)
y /n ? A ns : y
** following stack shows facts
from where intermediate conclusion is cecucea
1. ( co ns ti pa ti on 5 
2* (diet for internal medicine)
3. (the patient is internal medicine)
ru le i dl2
is true* The conclusion is (high fiber diet)
** following stack shows facts
from, where intermediate conclusion is ciecuceo
1. (high f ioer diet)
2. ( co ns ti pa ti on)
3* (diet for internal medic ire)
4* (the patient is internal medicine)
-./The suggestion is (high fiber diet)
(7 ■) “> .< al et?
" A ge y ou ng er 15 (y/n) ? An s f "n 
’* pregnant (y%n) ? A ns l "n
Is the fact : (the patient is surgery me ci cine) 
y/n ? 4ns : n
these facts have been checked so far 
1 (the patient is su rgery mecicine)
Is the fact * (the patient, is internal medicine) 





these facts have d ee n checkec so far
1 (the patient is internal medicine)
2 (t he p at ie nt i s su rg.er y ire ci c1 ne )
Is the fact : (obesity) -
y/n ? A ns T y
** following stack shows facts
from where intermediate conclusion is de cuced 
1. Cob es i t y)
Is the fact : (age of the patient is less than 55)
y /n ? A ns t y
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■ ** following stack shows facts
from w he re i nt er me cfi at e conclusion is de'cuced ' **
W 1. (age. of the patient is less than 55)
2. ( ob es it y)
W ■ ru le i dl 9
is.true. The conclusion is (s pe ci al diet for in ci vi dual patient)
n
^ ** following stack shows facts 
fron where intermediate conclusion is ce cuced 
(special diet for Individ cal patient)
(age of the patient is less than 55)
( ob es i t y)
**0
The suggestion is. (special diet for individual patient) 
(8) -> (-diet)
11 Age younger 15 (y/n) ? An s J' "n 
•* pregnant ( y% n) ? A ns l " n
Is the fact : (the patient is surgery medicine)
y/n ? A ns : n
these facts have Deen checkec so far 
1 (the patient is sy rg.er y me ci cine)
Is the fact : (the patient is internal medicine)
y/n ? A ns : y
** following stack shows facts
from where intermediate conclusion is de cuced 
■ l. (the patient is internal medicine-)
ru le i g2
is true. The conclusion isldiet for internal raedicine)
W Is the fac.t : (const ipat ior)
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thtse facts have oten checkec so tar 
1 (c on st i o at io n)
\ 2 (the patient is su rg er y me ci c ire )
Is the fact i (the diagnosis is acute illness) 
y/n ? Ans f y
** following stack shows facts
froTi where int.-rmeci at t- cone 1 u s i on i s ce cuccd- **
1. (the diagnosis is acute illness)
2. (diet for internal re o id re)
3» ( the pa t1 en t is i nt cr nd l ne i, i 11 ne )
ru le i d3
is true* The conclusion if; (diet fur acute illness)
y/n ? A ns in ■? m
Is t he fact ! (sever'1 in f l am n a 1 o r y b o k c l d i s ea :,e) 
y /n ? 4 ns i y
** following stack s hows facts
Iron where intertdeuiati conclusion is ce cu ce o 
I* ( severs i.nf la mm at or y bo we l di *;e as e)
2. ( di et f or a cu te 1 ll ne ss )
3. (the diagnosis is acute illness)
4 * ( o.i et for 1 n t er na l me <! 1 si re )
2* (the patient is internal ce di <: 1 ne )
ru le 1 cl 1
is true* The conclusion is (total parental nutrition)
** following stack shows facts
from where intermediate' conclusion is deduced **
1. (total parental nutrition)
2. (severe inflammatory bowel disease)
3. (diet for acute illness)
4. (the diagnosis is acute illness)
5. (diet for internal medicine)
6. (the patient is internal medicine)
The suggestion is (total parental nutrition)
II. COMPLICATED CASE-STUDY
(diet)
" Age yoanger lb (y/ri) ? ;ns i "n 
” pregnant <y%n) ? 'Ans Z " n •
Is the fact i (the patient i s surgery me ci cine) 
y/n ? 4 ns Z n
these facts have been checkec so far 
1 (the patient is surgery me ci cite)
-V
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Is the fact : (the patient is internal medicine)
y/n ? A ns : y
** following stack shows facts
iron where intermediate conclusion is cecuced 
1. (the patient is internal rredicine)
W rule ic2
is true# The conclusion is (diet for internal medicine)
w
Is the fact : (c on st ip at io r)
y /n ? ft ns “ n
these facts nave been checkec so far
1 (con st io at io n)
2 (the patient is surgery me ci cine)
Is the fact : (the diagnosis is acute illness)
y /n ? A ns I n
W
these facts have been checkec so far •
1 (the diagnosis is acute il Iness)
2 (c on st io at io n)
2 (the patient is su rg er y irecicine)
Is the fact ; ’ (chronic illness) i
y/n ? 4 ns : y
** f ol lo wi ng s ta ck shows facts
■from w he re i nt er me c;i at e conclusion is cecuced
la (chronic illness)
2. (diet for internal medicine)
3*-.. (the patient is internal medicine)
ruIs i ai
is true* The conclusion is (diet for chrori c il Iness)
Is the fact : (the diagnosis of chronic duodenal ulcer disease)
y/n ? ins : n :
these facts have been checkec so far
1 (the diagnosis of chronic cuodenal ulcer disease)
2 (the diagnosis is acute illness)
3 (constipation)'
4 (the patient is surgery me ci cine)
Is the fact : (chrortk pancreatitis)
y/n ? ft ns : n
these facts have seen checkec so far
1 (chronic pancreatitis)
2 (the diagnosis of chronic cuodenal ulcer disease)
3 (the diagnosis is acute i l Iness) .
.4 (con st i-oat ion)
5 (the patient is su rg er y me c i erne )
Is the fact i- (gall bladcer oiseac-e)
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these facts have Been checkec so far 
1 (gall bladder disease)
(chronic pancreatitis)
3 (the diagnosis of chronic cuodenat ulcer disease) '
4 (the diagnosis is acute illness)
5 '(const i.oat 1on)
6 (the patient is surgery rrecicine)
Is the fact : (coronary heart disease) 
y /n ? ft ns : y
** f ol lowing stack shows facts
Iron where intermediate conclusion is decuceo . **
. 1. (coronary heart disease)
2. (diet for chronic illness )
3. (ch'ronic -illness),
4. (diet for internal medic ire)
5* (the patient is internal medicine)
ru le i o2 0
is t ru e • The c on c l us io n i s (die t for corona ry h ea rt d i s ea se )
Is the fact (age of the patient is less than 55) 
y/n ? ft ns : y
** following stack shows facts
from where intermediate conclusion is oecuced **
> 1. (age of the patient is less than 55) ■
2. (diet for coronary heart oi seas e)
3. (coronary heart disease)
4. (diet for chronic i llness)
5. (chronic illness)
6» (diet for i nt er na 1. me di ci re )
7® (the patient is internal ire oi cine)
rule 1d2l-
is true® [he conclusion i s (c hr ol e s te ra l eno fat restricted diet)
y/n ? A ns : n
** following stack shows facts
from where intermediate conclusion is decuced ** 
1® (ch rols steral and fat restricted oiet)
2* (age of the patient is less than 55)
3® (diet for coronary heart disease)
4» (coronary heart disease)
5* (diet for chronic illness)
£.* (chronic illness)
7 © ( ai et for internal me di ci re )







The suggestion is (chrolesteral and fat restricted diet) 
-> ( tii et )
" Age younger It ..(y/n) ? An s ) "n 
u pregnant <y%n) ? A ns »"n
Is the fact : (the patient is surgery me ci cine) 
y/n ? A ns : n
these facts have Been checkec .so far 
1 (the patient is surgery me ci cine)
Is the fact i (the patient 1 s' internal medicine) 
y/n ? 4 ns « y
** following stack shows facts
t r o ti where inter me d1 at e cone tu si on is oecuceo ** 
1» (the patient is .internal rredicine)
rule i 02
is true. The conclusion is (diet for internal medicine)
7
Is the fact : (c on st ip at ion)
y/n ? ins : n
V ■
these facts have been checkec so far
1 (c on st 1 o at io n)
2 (the patient is surgery me ci cine')
v Is. the fact : (the diagnosis is acute, Hines
y/n ? 4 ns : n :
s)
%&.
these facts have been checkec so far
1 (the diagnosis is acute illness)
2 (c on st io at id n)
3 (the patient i s su rg er y me ci cine)
Is the fact. : (chronic illness)
y/n ? A ns l y
a a following s, ta ck shows facts
fron where intermediate conclusion is
1. (chronic illness)
2. ( di et for i nter r.a l roedicire)
3. (the patient is internal rredicine)
de cu ce d
■'
ru le i c4
is true* The conclusion is (diet for chronic, it tnes s)
w Is the fact : .(the' diagnosis of chronic 
y/n ? 4 ns : n .
cu oden a l ulcer disease)
these fact s have been checke c so far
1 (the diagnosis of chronic cu odenal u leer d is eass )
2 (the diagnosis is acute illness)
3 (const ioat ion)
A (t he.; p at ie nt is surgery me ci cine )'
Is t he fac t : (chronic pancreatitis)
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these facts have Been checkec; so far
1 (chronic pancreatitis)
2 (the diagnosis of chronic cuodenal ulcer disease)
3 (the diagnosis is acute illness)
4 (c on st i o at io n)
5 (the.' pat tent. 1s surgery rreclcine)
Is the fact : (gall bladoer disease)
y /n ? A ns ; n
these facts have been checkec so far
1 (gall Oladder oi sease)
2 (c hr on ic pan crea ti ti s)
3 (the diagnosis of chronic cuodenal ulcer disease)
4 (the diagnosis i s acute il Iness)
5 (c on st io at io n) ,
6 (the patient is surgery rnecicine)
Is the fact : (coronary heart Disease)
y/n ? A ns : y
** following stack shows facts
froT! where intermediate conclusion is decuced **
1. (coronary heart disease)
2. ( di et f or c hr on ic ill ne ss )
3. (chronic illness)
4* (c1 et for internal medicare)
5* (the patient is internal medicine)
ru le i d2 0
is true. The conclusion is(diet for coronary heart disease)
y /n ? A ns : n
Is the fact l (age of the patient is. less than 55) 
y /n ? A ns 7 n
these facts have been checkec so far
1 (age of the patient is less than 55)
2 (gall bladder disease)
3 (chronic pancreatitis)
4 (the diagnosis of chronic, cuodenal ulcer disease)
5 (the diagnosis is acute illness')
6 (c on st ip at io n)
7 (the patient is surgery me ci cine)
Is the fact t (obesity) 
y/n ? A ns : n
these facts have been checkec so far
1 (o be si ty )
2 (age of the patient is less than 55)
3 (gall bladder disease)
4 (chronic 'pancreatitis)
5 (the diagnosis of chronic cuodenal ulcer disease)
6 (the diagnosis is acute illness).
7 (c on st i p at io n)
8 (the patient is surgery rnecicine)
w
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Is the- fact. : (age of the patient is over 55)
y/n ? (ns ; n
these' facts have been checkec so far
1 (age of the patient is over 55)
2 (obe si ty )
3 (age of the patient is less than 55) '
'h (gall bladder disease)
5 (chronic pancreatitis).
6 (the diagnosis of chronic cuodenal ulcer disease)
7 (the diagnosis is scute illness! .
SCconstioatio'n)
9 (the patient is surgery me ci cine)'
rule i <32B
is true* The conclusion i s (i rf or tna t i on from co ct or )
%0 ** following stack shows facts
fron where intermediate conclusion is decuced 
1. ( infornation from doctor)
2« (diet for coronary heart disease) 
b. 3® (coronary heart disease).
4* ( ci et for chronic illness)
W 5* (chronic illness)
fa® '( ai et for internal meai'ti re )
7. (the patient is interna l necicine )
The suggestion is (information from doctor)
■ . . ( ci et )
W ” k ce yojnger 15 (y/n) ? An s I "n
" pregnant (y%n) ? Arts • "n
Is the fact : (the patient is surgery me ci cine)
W y/n ? A ns n
t h es e facts ha ve b ee n ch ec ke c so far 
1 (the patient is surgery me ci ci ne.)
Is the fact : (the patient is internal medicine)
W y/n ? A ns l y
** following stack shows facts
f r on w he re i nt er me di at e conclusion is ce cuced 
1. (the patient is internal medicine)
W ru le i 52
is true® The conclusion is (diet for internal medicine)
Is the fact T (c on st Id at io r) 




these facts have been checkec so- far
1 (c on st i o at io n)
2 (the patient is surgery me ci cine)
Is the fact : (the diagnosis is acute illness)
y /n ? A ns : y
** following stack shows facts
from where i nt er me di st e conclusion is tie cu ce a 
I. (the diagnosis is acute illness)
2s (diet' for internal medicine)
3. (the patient is internal nedi ci ne ).
ru le. i d3
is true* The conclusion is (diet for acut e illness)
Is the fact : (severe inflammatory bowel Disease)
y/n ? A ns : n
these facts have seen checkec so far
1 (severe, inflammatory bowel disease)
2 ^ (const i a atIo n)
3 (the patient is surgery me ci cine)
Is the fact : (intolerance f cr f cog)
y /n ? A ns : n
these facts have been checkec so far
1 (intolerance for food)
2 (severe inflammatory bowel disease)
3 (c on st i o at io n)
4 (the patient is surgery me ci cine)
Is the fact : (severe gastroenteritis)
y/n ? A ns : n
these facts have Been checkec so far
1 (severe ga st roenteri ti s) .
2 (intolerance for food)
3 (severe inflammatory bowel disease)
4 (c on st io at io n)
5 (the patient is su rg er y red cine 5
Is the fact : (ulcerative colitis)
.'y/n ? A ns i n
these facts have been checkec so far
1 (ulcerative colitis)
2 (severe gastroenteritis)
3 (intolerance for fooo)
4 (severe inflammatory bowel Disease)
5 (c on st i p at i o n)
6 (the patient is surgery me ci cine)
Is the fact : (chronic illness) 
y /n ? A ns : y **
** following stack shows facts





2. (diet for acute illness)
3• (the diagnosis is acute i 11 ne ss ) <
4, ( ci et for internal medic ire)
5. (the patient is internal it calcine)
ru le i ai
is true® The conclusion is (diet for chronic illness)
Is the fact * (the diagnosis; of chronic cuodenal ulcer d isease) 
y /n ? A ns l n
these facts have been checkec so far 
V 1 (the diagnosis ,o f chronic cuodenal ulcer disease)
? (ulcerative colitis)
2 . (severe gast roenteri tis)
4 (intolerance for food)
5 (severe in f l am ma to ry bowel disease) 
fe (c on st i o at 1 o n)
7 (the patient is su rg er y rrecicine)
Is the fact : < c hr on ic p an cr es ti t i s).
W y/n ? A ns : h'
th es e fa ct s ha ve o ee n ch.ec ke c so f ar
1 (chronic pancreatitis) .
2 (the diagnosis of chroni c cu odenal u Ic er disease) 
'3. (ulcerative colitis)
4 (severe gastroenteritis)
5 (intolerance for food)
C> (severe inflammatory bowel disease)
7 (c on st i o at io n)
P (the d a tie fit is su rg er y me c 1 c 1 ne )
Is the fact: (g a t l o t ad de r a i sesse)
y/n ? fins : n
these facts have been checked so far
1 (gsll bladder disease)
2 (chronic pancreatitis)
5 (the Diagnosis of chronic oiodenal ulcer disease)
4 (ulcerative colitis)
5 (severe gastroenteritis)
L (i nt ct er an ce f or food)
7 (severe inflammatory bowel disease)'
8 (const b3t ion)
9 (the patient is surgery ire ci cine)
■ Is \t he f ac t - 
W y/n ? A ns
(c or oh ar y he ar t ui se as e) 
n
these facts, have been checked so far 
W I (cor on ar / heart disease)
. 2 (gall bladder disease)
. 3 (chronic pancrea ti ti s)
W** -i (the diagnosis of chronic cuodenal ulcer disease) 
h (ulcerative colitis)
£. (s e.v e r e ga st ro,en te ri ti s)
W 7 (intolerance for food)
& (severe in ft am ma to ry bowel disease) '7
9 ■ (c on st i o at 1 o n)
10 (the patient is surgery medicine)
"% Is the fact : (obesity)
y/n ? A ns : n
these facts, have been checkec so far
1 (o be sity )
2 (coronary heart disease)
3 (gat l bladder di sease)
4 (chronic pancreatitis) .
5 (the diagnosis of chronic, cuodenal ulcer disease) '
6 (ulcerative colitis)
7 (severe gastroenteritis)
8 (intolerance for f oo c)
9 (severe .'inflammatory bowel disease)
10 (constipation)
11 (the patient is surgery medicine) 
ru le i d29
is true® The conclusion is (c cmpo si ti on diet for different classification)
** following stack shows facts
from where intermediate conclusion is aecuceo **
1. (composition diet for different, classification)
2® (oi et for chronic illness)
3. (chronic illness)
4 ® ( c-i et for acute i Uness )
5. (the diagnosis is. acute illness)
6® (diet for internal medicare)
7. (the patient is internal meal cine)
The suggestion is (c ompo s1 ti cn diet tor different classification) 
(H)“> ^diet7
- i*' Age younger 15 (y/n) ? An s : ”n 
’* pregnant (y%n) ? A ns l "n
Is the fact (the patient is surgery mecicine) 
y/n ? 4ns : $ .
these facts have been checkec so far 
1 (the patient is surgery ire ci cine)
Is the fact t (the patient is internal medicine)
y/n ? A-ns X y
** following stack shows facts
from w he re i nt er me di at c conclusion is oecuced **
1® (the patient is internal medicine)
\ tu
ru le i d2
is
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true® The conclusion i s (d i e t for in te rn at m eti 1 c ine)
Is the fact t (c on st ip at io r) 
y /.n ? A ns : n
th ese facts have been checkec so far
1 (c on st I o at io n)
w • , .2 (the patient i s su rg er y ire cl ci ne )■
w
Is trie fact : (t he diagnosis is ac ut
y/n ? Ans : n '
e it tries 5)
t h ese facts have been checkec so far
I (the diagnosis is acute Illness)
o (c on st ioat ion)
(the patient is su rg er y rue ci ci ne )
Is t he f ac t *« (c hr on ic i line ss ) 
y /n ? A ns : y
** following s ta ck. .shows facts 
f r of where i nt erme di st e cone lu s i on i s ce cu ce d
; 1® (chronic 'illness)
( di et f or 1 nt er na l me ci c i re )
o # ( th e p 3 ti en t is i nt er na l ire o.i cine )
ru Le i d4
is t ..ru e• T‘he c oncl us io n is (die't for. chro.ri c. i l In es s)
•V Is the fact * (the diagnosis of ch ro ni c duodenal u Ic er
w y/n ? h ns : n
th ese. facts have been checkec so far
1 (t he d i a.gn os i s .• o f chronic cuodenat u 1 c er d Is ea se )
9. (t he d ia gn os is is ac ut e i l In es s) :
Tf (c on st 1 o at ion)
' ■ ■ 4 C t he p a t 1 e nt 1 s su rg er y rre c i c 1 ne )
' Is' the fact. * (chr on ic pan crea ti ti s)
, y /n ? A ns n
these facts nave Dee n checkec so far
i (chronic pancreatitis)
**
2 (t he diagnosis of ch ro ni c cu cd en a l u leer d is ea se )
3 (the a la gnosis is acute illness)
•'! (c on st i o at io n)
3 (the pat. is nt is surgery ire ci c1 ne )
W Is the fact t (gall bVadcse r disease) 
y/n ? A ns i n
these, facts have beer,' ch.ec ke c so far
1 (gall bladder disease)
2 (c hr on 1 c p an cr ea t i t i s)
3 (the oiagncsis of chronic cu carnal ulcer disease)
4 (the diagnosis is acute illness)
5 (const bat ion)
f- (the patient is surgery ire ci cine)
Is the fact : (coronary heart disease),
y/n ? A ns : n
these fact s have been checker;, so far
1 (coronary heart disease)
2 (gall bladder disease)-
3 (chronic pancreatitis)
4 (t he d i 3 on os 1 s of ch roni c tu od en at ulcer d is ea se >
5 (the diagnosis is acute illness)
6. (c onstioat ion)
? (the patient is surgery me ci cine)
Is the fact : (obesity)
y/n ? ft ns : n
these facts have peen checker so far
1 (o be si ty )
2 (coronary heart disease)
3 (gall bladder disease)
4 (chronic pancreatitis)
5 (the diagnosis of chronic cuodenal ulcer disease) 
fc (the diagnosis is ac ut e i l In e.s s)
7 (constipation)
3 (the patient is su rg er y . me c i ci ne )
rule 1d2 8
is true*' The conclusion i s (i rf or rna t i cn from co ct or )
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** fol lowing" stack shows tacts
.fron where intermediate conclusion is oecuced 
1* (in to mat ion from doctor)
2. (diet for chronic illness)
3. (chronic illness)
"4. (diet for internal meat ci re)
5* (the pa ti en t is i ht er na l rrecii c i ne )
The suggestion is '(1 nf or rr>a ti on from coder)
(12)-> (diet?
" Age younger 15 (y/n) ? An s. t Mn .
*' pregnant (y%n) ? A ns ' "n
Is the fact t (the patient is surgery me ci cine) 
y/n ? A ns t n
these facts have been ch ec ke c so far 
1 (the patient is surgery rrecicine)
\-
Is the fact : (the patient is internal medicine)
y /n ? A ns : t




following stack shows facts 
from where i nt er me cii at e ' cone lusi on is oecucec 
1. (the patient is internal, ire ci c i.ne )
ru le i d2
is true# T he c on cl us 1o n is (d 1 e t for in te rn at m eci i c ine)
Is the fact : (constipation)
'y/n ? Arts : n
these facts have been chec ke c so far •
1 (c o n s t i o a t i o n)
2 (the patient is surgery me ci ci ne )
Is t he. fact : (the oia gnosis is scut e il ines s)
y/n- ? ins : y
. ** following stack shows facts ' ■
from where 1 nt er roe di at e conclusion is decueed 
1* (trie d i ag no sis is acute i llness) •
2a (diet for .1 n't er na l mecicire)
3. (the patient, is internal rredl cine)
ru te' i c3
is true® The conclusion . i-s (die t for acute illness)
Is the fact : (severe in ft am rra to ry bowel disease)
y /n ? ft ns-, : n •
these facts have beer- ch ec ke c so far
1 (severe in f l am na to ry bowel disease)
2 (con st ioat ion)
3 It he p at is nt is surgery me ci ci ne )
.Is the fact : (i nt ol e r an ce f cr fooc)
y/n ? ft'ns i -n
these facts ha ve d ee r. ch ec ke c so. far •
1 (intolerance for food)
2 (severe inflammatory bowel aisease).
3 (const ioat ion).
• 4 (the oat lent Is surgery ire ci cine)
Is the,fact t (severe gastroenteritis) 
y/n ? ft.ns : n
these facts nave, been ch ec ke c so far
1 (severe gastroenteritis)
2 (intolerance for too a)
3 (s ev e r e in 11 am ma to ry b ow e l d is ea se )
4 (c on st'ioa.t ion)
.2 (t he p at ie nt i.s su rg er y me ci ci ne )
Is t he fact : (u.lc er at ive co li ti s) . 
y /n ? A ns 1 n




3 (intolerance for food)
4. (severe inflammatory bowel disease)
5 (con st lost ion)
6 (the patient is surgery free! cine)
1st he f act s (c hr on ic i 11 ne ss ) 
y/n ? A ns ' I y
** following stack shows facts
.fran where 1 nt er me di at e conclusion is deduced .**
1. (chronic illness)
2. .(diet, for acute illness)
2. (the diagnosis is acute 1 line ss )
4® (diet for internal medic ire)
5» (the patient is internal medicine)
ru le i d4
is true. The c on c 1 us io n 1 s (ci 1 e t for chroric illness)
Is the fact .: (t he . d ia gr* os is of chronic duodenal ulcer disease) 
y/n ? Ans : n
these facts have been checked so far
1 (the diagnosis of chronic cucdenal ulcer disease)
2 (j Ic er at 1 v e co li t i s)
3 (severe gastroenteritis)
4 (intolerance for too a)
5 (severe inflammatory bowel- ti tsea se )
6 (c on st 1 o at 1 o n)
7 (the patient is surgery ire ci cine)
Is the fact. : (chronic pancreatitis)
y/n ? Ans : n '' - ' .
these, facts have beer: checked so far
1 (chronic pancreatitis)
2 (the diagnosis of ch.roni c cucdenal ulcer disease)
3 (u le er at 1v e c,o li ti s)
4 (severe gastroenteritis)
5 (intolerance for too a)
6 (severe inflammatory bowel disease)
7 (const ioat ion)
8 (the patient Is. surgery medicine)
Is t he f ac t : (gal l bl adoer di seas e)
y/n ? Ans n
these facts have been checked so far
1 (gall, bladder disease)
2 (chronic pancreatitis)
3 (the diagnosis of chronic duodenal ulcer disease)
4 (ulcerative colitis)
5 (severe gastroenteritis) 
b (intolerance for f oo a)
7 (severe inflammatory bowel disease)
8 (constipation)
9 (the patient is surgery medicine)
w
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Is the fact I ' (coronary heart disease) 
y/n ? A ns : n
these facts have been ch ec ke c so far
1 (coronary heart disease)
2 (gait bladder disease)
3 (chronic pancreatitis)
4 (t he diagnosis of chroni c cuodenal ulcer d isease )
5 (ulcerative colitis)
6 (severe gastroenteritis)
7 <i r.t ol er an ce for food)
8 (severe in f l am ma to ry bowel cisease)
9 (constipation)
10 (the patient is surgery medicine)
Is t he f ac t : (obe sity )
. y.'/rv ? A-ns . t n .
n
these facts have been, checked so far
1 (o be si ty )
2 (coronary heart cisease)
.3 (gall bladder cisease)
4 (chronic oancrea t.1 ti s).
5 (t he d i a gn os i s of ch ro n i c cu c-d en al ulcer disease)
6 .(ulcerative colitis)
7 (severe gastroenteritis)
B (intolerance for food) ‘
9 (severe inflammatory bowel disease)
10 . ( co n,s t i pa ti on )
11 (the patient is surgery medicine) 
rule ta2 9 . .
is true* The conclusion is (c cmposi ti on diet for different cl as si f 1 ca t
** f ol to wi ng s tack s ho ws facts
^ f r on where intermediate conclusion is deduced **
1. ( co mp os it ion diet f or different classification)
.2® (diet for chronic illness)
W 3. ( ch roni c it Lnes s) .
• 4. (diet for .acute illness)
"n» (the diagnosis is acute illness)
W fc* C di et . f or 1 nt erna l me cii ci re )
7® (the' patient is internal medicine)
w ■/Th e , su .gees ti on i s (ccmposi ti cr. diet for different classification)
(13 Y-> < ci et )
,v ■' " 4 oe y oanger 15 <y/n) ? An s : "n
Ww " prey riant ( y% n) ? A ns : »' r.
Is the fact- 1 (the patient 1 s surgery' mecicine)
. y/n ? . 4 ns f n
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these facts ha v.e been checkec so far
1. (the patient is surgery tre ci ci ne )
Is the fact ; (the patient is internal medic in e) 
y/n ? ft ns : y
** ■■following stack shows facts
f r oti w he re i nt er me di at e co nc lu si on is ce cu ce d 
1* (the patient is internal medicine)
ru le i d2
is true. The conclusion is (diet for internal medicine)
Is the fact : (constipation)
y/n ? ft ns l n
these facts have been checkec so tar
1 (c on st io at io n)
2 (the pat ie nt . i s su rg er y me ci ci ne )
Is the fact 'I (the diagnosis is acute illness) 
y/n ? ft ns : y
*■* following stack shows facts
from where intermediate co nc lu si on i s cecuced
1. (the diagnosis is acute illness)
2. (diet for internal medicire)
3. (the patient is internal nedicine)
ru le i d3
is true. The conclusion is (diet for acute illness)
Is the fact t (severe inflammatory bcwel disease) 
y/n ? ft ns. t . n
these facts have been checkec so far
1 (severe inflammatory bowel disease)
2 (c on st io at io n)
3 (the patient is surgery tre ci cine)
Is the fact : . (intolerance f cr food) 
y/n ? ft ns ; n
th ese fa ct s ha ve been checkec so far
1 (intolerance for food)
2 (severe inflammatory bowel disease)
3 (c on st io at io n)
4 (the patient is surgery me ci cine)
Is the fact (severe gastroenteritis) 
y / n ;? ft ns ': n
these facts have been checkec so far
1 (severe gastroenteritis)
2 (i nt cl er an ce for food) .
3 (severe in f l am rra to ry bowel disease) 
ftCconstloatlon)
5. (the patient is surgery me ci cine)
w
A.
Is t he f a'c t t (u it er at i v e co li ti s)
y/n ?■ A ns : n
th.es e facts ha ve o ee n eh ec ke c so f a r
1 (ulcerative colitis)
2 (severe gastroenteritis)
3 (intolerance for food) ■
4 (s ev ere in f l am rna to ry bow el o isease )
5 (c on st i 3 at i o n)
6‘ . C.t he patient is su rg er y me' c i c i ne )
Is the fact :■ (chronic ill ness)






tot Lowing stack shows facts- 
•fron whe re- i nterniediot e core lusi on i s cecucec 
(■chronic it ln.es’s) ”
( ai et for acute illness)
(the diagnosis is acute illness)
( di et f or inter na l me d i ci re >
( the pa ti en t is . 1 nt er na l ire ai ci ne )
ru ie 1 c?4
ru e The c on c l us io n is (diet for c h ro r ic illness)
Is the. fact t (the • d ia on os is of chronic cucd en al ulcer disease) 
y /n ? A ns : n
these facts have been checkec so far'
1 (the diagnosis of chronic- cuodenal ’.u leer disease)
2 (ulcerative .colitis)
3 (severe ga st ro en te ri ti s)
A ti nt-ol eran.ee. for' too o)
f (severe, in f tarn n;a t o ry bowel disease)
S (const ioat ion)
7 < t he pat ie nt 1 s su rg er y me ci ci re )
Is the fact : (chronic p an cr ea tills) •
y/n ? Ans ; n
these facts have b ee n checkec so far
1 (chronic o an cr ea t i ti s)
2 (the 'diagnosis of chronic cuodenal ulcer Disease)
3 (ulcerative coli t is) • •
A (severe ga ,sf ro en te r i t: 1 s)
5 (intolerance for .food) '
6 (severe in f l a mm a to ry bowel disease)
7 (c on st i o at 1 o h)
3 (the p at i e nt I s su rg er y 'me ci ci ne )
Is the fact : (gall b'ladoer disease)
W ■ y/n ? "A ns ': n "
these facts- have - Dcerr.chec^ec so tar 
1 (gal l bladder, oi sease) ■
• 2 (chronic o an.crca ti ti s)
3 (t ne diagnosis of chronic cuoaenal ulcer Disease) 
w 4 (u l c e r a t \ v e c o i i t i s)
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(severe ga st roen te ri ti s)
(i nt ol er an ce f or 1 oo a)
(severe .in f l antma to ry bowel disease) 
(c on st 1 o at ion)
(the pat ie nt i s su rg er y me c i ci. ne )
Is t he fact 
y/n ?. Uns











ese tacts have beer: checkec so far 
(coronary heart disease)
(gall bladder .ai sease)
(chronic pancreatitis)




(severe Inflammatory bowel disease)
Cc on st i d at io n)
(the patient is surgery medicine)
Is the fact : -(obesity) 
y/n ? 4 ns : y.
jck fol lowing stack shows fac ^s
fron where intermediate conclusion is cecuceo 
1* (obesity)
-2. (diet for chronic illness)
3® (chronic illness)
4® (diet for acute illness)
5® (the diagnosis Is acute illness)
6* (diet, for Internal medic ire)
7« (the patient is internal medicine)
Is the fact : (age of the patient is less than 55) 








es e fa ct s ha ve bee n ch ec ke c so far 
< a ge of th e pa t i en t is less th an 5 
(cor on ar y he ar t c i se ase)
(gall Dtadder ci sease)
(chronic p an c r ea t i 11 s)
(the diagnosis of chronic 
(j Ic erat iv e colitis)
(sev ere ga st rocnte ri ti s) 
(intolerance for food)
(severe i n f l am ina to ry b o w e l
C co ns t i pa t i on )
( th e patient is surgery medicine)
cu od tn a
disease)




The conclusion is '(c cmpo st t1 on diet for different classification)
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V
*+ fol towing stack shows facts . /
1rov whe re 1 nt erme-di at e cone tusi on 1 s de-cu.eed 
1* < co n;p o3 it ion ci et f or a if 1"e rent c lass if it at ion) 
2* ( ob es i t y)
3# ( di et f or c hr on 1c 1 ll ne ss )
4 * (chronic it In ess)
5. (oiet for' acute i Llness)
(the diagnosis is acute illness)
7. ( di et f or Inter-ns l- mecii'ci re )
S«. (the patient Is internal creel cine)
**
The suggestion is (c om no si t i on . d 1 e t for ci ft erent ' cl as si f1 cati on) 
(.14) -> (cl et) .
" Age . younger 15. (y/n) ? Ans I ’'n 
pregnant ty%n) :?; Ans :V Is the fact : (the patient is su rcer y me.ci cine)'
y /n ? A ns : n
^ these tacts have c-een checked so far
1 It he p at ie rst i s su rger y. me ci ci ne )
^ Is the fact 1 (the p at te nt is in tern si medicine)
y /n ? A ns- ■ * y
.V* ** f-61 to wi ng s tack shows, facts
froTi where intermediate conclusion is cecucea ■ ** 
I* (the patient, is internal, medicine)
w ■ rule 1 c2. \ :is true* The conclusion is (diet for internal medicine)
"■i--. :1s ,t he f ac t ! (constipation) 
y/n ? Ans I n
th es e f a ct s : ha ve b ee n ch e.c ke c so f ar .•
W - 1 (con st io at ion)
2 (the pat is nt is surgery me ci cine)
i *** ■; Is the. fact : (the diagnosis is acute illness)
y/n ? A ns : y
^ ** ' fol lo wi -ng s ta ck shows facts
tr on where i nt er ms ci at c conclusion is oecucecl ★ * 
■. 1» ;(t-hc- di ag no si s is a cute illness)
^ 1 «• (diet for. i nt er.na.ld /mb di ci re ) '
3. (ttit patient is . .i nt er na .1 me ol c Ine )
V - rule i c3 .
is true* The conclusion is (diet for acute illness)
■w
Is the fact l (severe inflammatory bowel disease) 
y /n ? A n s ; n
these facts have been checkec so. far
1 (severe inflamro lory bowel disease)
2 (constipation)
- 76fe-,-.
3 (t he p at is nt i s su r-6 er y ire cl cine)
Is the fact (intolerance :f cr; foot) 
y /h ? A ns . ’ n
these tacts have been checkec so far 
1 (i nt ol er an ce for food)
? (sever e,'. in -ft am ma to ry bowel d'isea se )
3 . (c on st io at 1 o n) .
A (t he p at 1,e nt 1 s' surger y me ci ci ne )
Is . t he f act :: (sev er e ga st ro en te ri ti s) :
y /n ? A ns : n
these tacts have been checkec so far 
X (severe gastroenteritis)
2. (intolerance for fooc)
3 (severe inflammatory bow el a isea se )
’ A (const ip at-ion)
h (the patient Is .surgery medicine)
Is . the f act l . (ulcerative colitis)
'' y /n ? A ns * n
these facts have been checkec so far
1 (ulcerative, colitis) ■
2 (severe ga st roen te ri ti s').
3 (Intolerance for food)
4 (s evere in f l am. rra to ry bow el disease)
. 5 (c on st io at i o n)
k. 6 (the' patient is: surgery rrecicine)
Is t he fact -t (chronic illness)
■ y./n ? A ns y
** following stack shows facts
from where 1 r*t er me a1 at e . cone lu si on is cecuced 
.1® ( ch.ro ni c 11 In ess)
2® ( tii et for a cute illness) -
3. (the -..diag no-si s- is acute illness) 
i» (di et f or interna l .medicine) .
5® (the patient is internal nedi cine )
ru le 1 d4
is true® The conclusion, is (diet for ch.ro ri c il Ine-ss)
Is the fact l (the diagnosis of ch ro ni c tiu od en a l u Lc er disease) 
■ y./n ? A ns In' ■
these .facts have been checkec so far '
.1 (the diagnosis of chronic cu od en a l u lc er disease.) : .
2 (u lc er at.iv e c.o ti ti s)
3 (severe gastroenteritis)
; 4 (intolerance for food)
*1. ' -5 (severe inflammatory bowel disease). .
■ 6 (constipation)
7 (the ;pat lent is surgery rrecicine)




y/n ? A ns : 
W th es e facts ha ve b c e r, ch-ec ke <: so i sr
1 (chronic pancreati ti s)
2 (the diagnosis of -:h roni c cuodenat ulcer oisease)
3 (j Icerot is/e colitis)
A (severe' qa st roen te ri ti s)
5 (intolerance for f dog)
W '■ / 6 (severe 1nf.l amt-.a tor'y bowel disease)
7 (con st loot ion)
S- (the patient is su rg er y ire ci cine)
Is the fact : (gall bladder disease)
y/n ? A ns : n
th es e fa ct s ha ve c- ee n ch ec'ke c so t ar ■
1 (gall o t ad oe r oisease)
W. 2 .(chronic pancreatitis)''
3 (t he diagnosis of chronic cu odenal ulctr disease) 
A (ulcerative colitis)
W b (severe ga st roen te ri ti-s)
t (intolerance for toon)
7 (severe in f L am r; a tc ry 5 ow c t oisease)
W ■ 2 (constipation)
Q (the patient is surgery medicine)
W' ' Is the feet : (coronary heart di seast)
y/n ? Airs X n
these facts have been checker; so far 
Lj 1 (coronary heart disease)
. 2 (galIdbl ad de r' oisease)
W 3 (chronic p.an cr ra t iti s) •
a (t he . d 1-3 gnosis of chronic cu caenal u-.lcer disease)
,5 (ulcer at ive co.li tis)
• 6 (severe gastroenteri tis) •
7 (1 nt pi er an cc f or food)
8 Is ever * in t lamina to ry bowel disease)
W ' - 9 -'(cori st ioat'ion)
10 (the patient- is surgery medicine)
W Is the fact •; • (o be s i ty)' ..
y /n ? A ns l y
W •' ** tot towing, stack shows, tacts
froth, wn e r e i r; t e r m e di at e c o n elusion is o e c u c e c * *
1» C obes it y)
.2® (diet for c hr on ic..; i ll r.e ss )
3® C chroni c it tness) ■
A® (diet for acute illness)
W ' 5* (the di agnosia is acute 1 It ness)
fc» ( di et f or- i.ht er'na l raedi ci re )
' 7* (the patient is internal medicine)
Is the fact *, Cane of the patient is less than 55) 
y/n ? A ns l y •
** ' following' stack s hens facts
from where .1 nt er rr-e-di at e conclusion is cecuceb
1. (age of the pet ie nt is less than 15)
- Ybd
2* CoDesity)
3* C cii et for c hr or i c ill ne ss )
4» ( c h r o n i c i l l n e s s)
5* (diet for acute illness)
6* (the diagnosis is acute 1 ilness)
7* ( ai et for internal medic i re)
8* (the pa ti en t is internal rreoicine)
ru le i dl 9
is t ru e* The cone l u s 1 o n 1 s (s c e e i a l d i e t for .1 n o i v i dual p at i e f-t )
** fol lowing stack s ho v:s facts
f r on n he re i nt er re oi et e conclusion is eecuced . *
1* (special diet for indiv ideal p a t i en t)
2 9 Cage of the p at ie nt is less than bb )
3* . Cob es11y)
4* (diet for chronic Illness)
5# ( chronic 11 Iness)
6* Coiet f or acute illness)
'?* (the diagnosis is acute illness)
8* (diet for internal, rreaicire)
9® (the oa ti en t is internal fierd cine )
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S l i sp
Franz Lisp? Opus 38.69'
-> (Include 11*0- 
C load 11.13' . 
t
-> (diet) •
H Age younger 15 (y/n> ? Ans: ; 11 n 
" pregnant (y%n) ? A ns : w 
n ■
Is the fact : (the patient is surgery medicine)
• . y/n ?. Ans n 1
these facts have been checked so far Cautoload /us r/l 1b/l1 sp/.lo 
[fast /usr/lib/ti sp/ioop.o 3..
[f ast /us r/li b/1 i sp/maefiacks . o3
1 (the patient is surgery medicine)
Is the fact : (the patient is internal medicine)
y/n ? Ans * y
** ; following stack shows facts
from where Intermediate conclusion is deduced **
1. (the -patient is internal medicine) ■
rule id2
is true® The conclusion is(diet .for internal medicine)
Is the fact : (constipat 1 on) 
y/n ? Ans Z y
*■* following stack shows facts
from where intermediate conclusion is deduced ** 
1® (constipation)
2.' (diet for 1nte r.na I. medicine).
3® (the patient is internal;medicine)
rule 1di2-'
is 'true. The conclusion is(high fiber diet)
* * following stack shows facts
from where intermediate conclusion Is deduced ** 
1® (high fiber diet)
2® (constipation)
3. (.diet for ..Internal medicine)
4. (the patient is internal medicine)
The suggestion .is. (high fiber diet)
-> >D
Script started on Sun Dec 2 15t15:14 1984 
$ t i s p
Franz' Lisp* Opus 38*69 
.-> line tude l i * t >
C load fi .13 
t
-> <diet)
" Age younger 15 (y/n) ? Ans 1 " n
n pregnant (y%n) ? Ans : 53 n
Is the fact : (the patient is surgery medicine)
y/n ? Ans * n
these facts have .been checked so far fautoload /usr/l1b/l1sp/loop3 
t fast /usr/li b/i i sp/loop.* o 3 
Cfasl /usr/tib/lisp/maehaeks.o3
1 (the patient is surgery medicines
Is the fact 't (the patient is internal medicine) 
y/rt ? Ans if'
** .following stack shows facts
1 from where Intermediate conclusion is deduced **
1 * (the patient . 1 s internal. medicine)
rule id?
is true® The conclusion Is (diet- for Internal medicine)
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Is the fact: (constipation)
y/n ? Ans in.
these facts have been checked so far
1 {cons11 pat 1 on)
2 (the patient is surgery medicine)
Is the fact ; (the diagnosis is acute illness)
y/n ? Ans : y
** following stack shows facts
from where intermediate conclusion is deduced 
1® (the diagnosis Is acute illness)
2® (diet for Internal medicine)
3.* (the patient I s i nternal medicine)
r u le 1d3
is true. The conclusion istdiet for acute illness)
Is the fact : . (severe inflammatory bowel- disease)
- y/n ? Ans : y ■
** following stack shows facts
from where Int-ermedi at e cone lu's ion.-1s deduced
1, ’(severe inflammatory bowel disease)
2* (diet for acute Illness)
3. (the diagnosis is acute Illness)
4* (diet for internal medicine)
5. (the patient Is internal medicine)
- 771
ruleldll
Is true* The conclusion 1s< total parental .nutrition)
* * follow in9 s t a ck s hows fa cts
from where intermediate conclusion is deduced 
1 .*• (total parental nutrition)
2* (severe inflammatory bowel disease)
3* (diet for acute illness)
4 * (the d i a gn os1s 1s acute i 11 ness)
5» (diet for Internal medicine)
6* (the patient is internal medicine)
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Script started on Sun Dec .2 lb!6bZ48 1984 
$ lisp -
Franz Lisp? Opus 3 8•6 9 
<inc-> tude i 1 » l)
CLoad li» L 1 
t
-> (diet)
>* Age younger 15 (y/n) ?' Arts ? ” n 
M pregnant (y%n) ? Arts I ” n '
Is the fact ; (the patient is surgery,medicine) 
y/n ? Ans !.n
these facts have been checked so far CautoLoad-/usr/l1b/t1sp/toop3 
Cfast /usr/lib/tisp/loop.ol 
Cfasl /us r/11b/lisp/machacks•o 3
1 (the patient Is surgery medicine)
Is the fact : (the patient :1s Internal medicine)
y/n ? Ans : y .
** following stack shows facts
from where intermediate conclusion Is deduced **
1» (the patient is Internal medicine)
rule 1d2 „
is true. The conclusion. isCdlet for internal medicine)
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Is the f act ; ! ( cons 11 pat ion.) 
y/n ? Ansi n
these facts have been checked so far
1 {constipat1 on)
2 (the patient is surgery medicine?)
Is the fact ! (the diagnosis is acute Illness) 
y/n ? Ans ! n
these facts have been checked so far
1 (the diagnosis is acute illness)
2 (constipation)
3 • (the'patient is surgery medicine)
Is the fact : (chronic. Illness)
< y/n ? Ans : y
** following stack shows facts
f row where inter'inedi ate conelusion is deduced
1. (chronic illness)
2* (diet for Internal medicine)
3, (the patient is internal medicine)
rule 1d4
is true* The conclusion isldiet for chronic illness)
Is the fact I (the diagnosis of chronic duodenal ulcer disease)
y/n ? Ans In
w
,-V
■ - 773 -
these facts have been checked so far
1 (the diagnosis of chronic duodenal ulcer disease)
2 (the diagnosis is acute illness)
3 (constipation) ' •
4 (the patient is surgery medicine)-
Is the fact ■: (chronic pancreatitis)
^ - y/n ? Ans. I y
.** following stack shows facts
from where intermediate conclusion is deduced
1. (chronic pancreatills)
,2* (diet for chronic 11 tness)
^ • 3* (chronic illness)
' 4a (diet for internal medicine)
5®. (the patient Is Internal - medicine')
r u l e 1 d 17









following stack, shows facts 
from where intermediate conclusion is deduced 
(fat restricted diet)
(chronic pancreatitis)
(diet for chronic Illness)
(chronic illness)
(diet for internal medicine) •.
(the patient is Infernal, medicine)
*
The suggestion is (fat restricted diet)
: -> *0. ... , ■
^ Goodbye
$ I'D
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Script started on Sun Dec 2 15:32:11. 1984 .
$ lisp
Fran? Li spy Opus '38* 69 ' ■
-> (include Ini)
Cload li* U 
t
— > (diet)
" Age younger 15 (y/n) ? Ans : ” n 
11 pregnant (y%n) ? Ans : " n
Is the fact * (the patient is surgery medicine) 
y/n ? Ans : n
these facts have been checked so far [autoload /usr /1 i b/.li sp/loop 1 
Cfasl /usr/l.i b/11 sp/toop*o 3 
C f a s l / u s r / 11. b / 11 s p / m a c h a c k s * o 3
1 (the patient is surgery.medicine)
Is the fact : (the patient 1s 1nternal medicine)'
y / n ? A n s : y
** following stack shows facts
from where intermediate conclusion is deduced **
1» (the patient Is interrial medicine) •
ru le i d2
is true® The conclusion is(diet for internal medicine)
Is the fact : (constipation)
y/n ? Ans in
these facts have been checked so far
1 (constipation)
2 (the patient is surgef y roed1c1ne)
Is the fact : . {the cl! a g n o sis 1 s a cute illness)
y/n ? 'Ans : h
these facts have been checked so far
1 (the diagnosis is acute illness)
2 (constipation)
3 (the pat 1ent 1s surgery medic 1ne)
Is the fact : (chronic illness)
y/n ? Ans : y
** following stack, shows facts
from where Intermediate conclusion 1s deduced 
1® (chronic Illness)
2* (diet for internal medicine)
3* (the patient Is Internal medicine)
rule i d 4
is true® The conclusion is(diet for chronic illness)
Is the fact i (the diagnosis of chronic duodenal ulcer disease)
y/n ? Ans ) n
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these facts have been checked so - far 
'W 1 (the diagnosis of chronic duodenal ulcer disease)
■"V 2 (the di aqnosis is- acute i 11ness)
3 < constipation).
4 (the patient is- surgery .medicine)
Is the fact t (chronic pancreat 11is)
.V* ■ y/n 7 Ans 1 n
these facts have been checked so far 
^ 1 (chronic pancreatitis)
2 (the diagnosis of chronic duodenal ulcer disease)
3 (the d1agnosis. is .acute illness)
^ 4-(constipation)
5 (the pa 11 e n t 1s . s. irr g e ry medic! n-e)
^ Is the fact : .(gall bladder disease)
y/n ? Ans bn
& these facts have been checked so far.
1 (gall bladder disease).
-2/ (chronic: pancreatitis).
^ 3 (the diagnosis of chronic duodenal.ulcer disease)
4 (the diagnosis is acute illness)
5 (constipation)




Is the fact : (coronary heart, disease)
y/n ? Ans : y .
*■+ following stack shows facts
from where 1ntermedIate conclusion is deduced **
1• (coronary heart disease)
2* (diet for chronic illness)
3• (chronic i l Iness >-.
4® (diet for inte rnal me dic1n e)
5. (the patient is internal medicine) .
rule id-20 . •
is true a. The conclusion is(diet for coronary heart disease)
■ Is. the fact t (_agc_ oj _t fie _p at ie iit jj less' _than_.5J)_ __ __
^ - y/ n ? A n s • ■ : n ■ J
these facts have been cheeked so far 
^ ■ l .'(age of the pat 1 e n t is less than 55) f
2 (gall bladder disease) (No Conflict)
3 (chronic pancreatitis) -
^ 4 (the diagnosis of chronic duodenal ulcer disease)' .*
5 (the diagnosis is acute Illness)
6 (constipation) I
^ -.7 : (the p a t'i e n t is s u r g e r y m e d i c i n e)
|
. Is the fact : (obesity) '
y/n ? Ans I y j
** follow 1 n g s t a c k - s hows -facts
^ from where int ermedi ate conclusion' Is. deduced ** |
■. 1. (o h e s 1 t. y ) ]
2. (diet for coronary heart disease)
3* . C coronary heart disease)
4* (diet for chronic Illness)
5# (chronic illness.)
6« (diet.for internal medicine)
7, (the patient is Internal medicine)
Is the fact : (age _pf_ the_ pj tj ^ver^SS). ^ _ _
y/n ■? Ans : ■ y
.** following stack show's facts
.from where intermediate conclusion is deduced 
1* (age- of the patient'' is over 55) .
2* Codes! ty>
3* (diet for coronary heart disease)
4. (coronary heart disease) .
5*,(diet for chronic illness) .
6* (chronic.iliness>
7.® (diet for internal medicine)
8*.' (.the . patient-. 1 s. 'Internal medicine)
rule id22 ' Y - . ' ■
is true.- The conclusion IsCdiet for elder)
Is the’fact :(kidney disease) 
y/n ? Ans : y
.** following stack, shows facts
from where Intermediate conclusion Is deduced **
1*- (kidney disease)
2* (diet for.elder)
3. (age of the patient is over 55)
4. (obesity-)
5. (diet for coronary heart, disease)
S® (coronary heart disease)
7. (diet for chronic illness)
8* '-{chronic' illness)
9® (dist for-internal medicine)
10. (the patient is internal medicine)
rule id23
is true. The conclusion 1s< special diet for individual, patient)
** following stack shows facts
from where intermediate conclusion is-deduced
1. (special diet for Individual patient)
2. (kidney disease) ...
3® (diet for elder) -
4. (age of the patient is over 55.)
5.1obeslty) -
6 * ( ci 'Set f o r c o r o n a r y h e a r t d i s e a s e )
7* (coronary heart disease)
8 * (diet for c hron1c \1tness)
9. (chronic illness)
10. (diet for internal medicine)
11. (the patient Is internal medicine)
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Script.started on Sun Dec 2 15:43:39 1984 
$ L i Si p '
Franz L'lspt Opus 38®6n 
-> (include 11*1.) ..
C i p a d i i * 11
t • , .
■“ > (diet)
**• Age- younger 15 y/n) ? Ans : " n
« pregnant (y%n) ? Ans l ” n
Is- the. fact : (the' patient is surgery medicine)
y/n ? Ans :n
these facts have been checked so far [autoload /us-r/ltb/l i-sp/loop 1 
C f as l / us r/li b/ lisp/ loop, o ]•
Cfasl-/usr/tib/11sp/machacks»o3
1 (the patient Is surgery medicine)
Is the fact : (the patient is internal medicine),
y/n ? Ans : y ,
** following stack shows facts
from where intermediate conclusion is deduced **
.1# (the patient is Internal, medicine)
•rule 1d2 . • ,. .. ,
is true# The conclusion is(diet for internal medicine)
- 778 -
Is the fact : (constipation).
y/n ? Ans : n
these facts have been checked so far
1 -(constipation)
2 (the patient is surgery medicine)
Is the fact ;• (the diagnosis is acute illness) 
y/n ? Ans :. n
these facts have been cheeked so far 
1 (the ’ diagnosis is acute; illness)
2" (constipation)-'
3 (the patient is surgery medicine)
Is the fact l (chronic- illness) 
y/n ? Ans : y
** following stack shows facts
fro m wh& re interne d1 a t e c o nclus1o n is d e du c ed 
1« (chronic Illness)
2. (diet for internal medicine)
3, (the patient is Internal medicine)
* •*
rule -1d4 
is true® The conclusion 1s(diet for chronic illness)
Is the fact : (the diagnosis of chronic duodenal ulcer disease)
y/n ? Ans : n
- 779 -
these facts have been checked fso far ;
1 (the di agnosis of chroni c duodena L ulcer d! sease) 
, 2 (the diagnosis is acutef illness)
.3. (cons t Ipa t ion);
.4- (the pa t i ent i s sur gery medi cine )
Is the f act : ( ch roni c .pan c.reati 11 s ) 
y/h ? ’ Ans ■ n .:
these facts have been checked so far
1 (chronic pancreatitis)
2 (thediagnosis of chronic duodenal ulcer disease)
3 (the diagnosisMs -acuta-.. illness)
4 (.constipation) '
5 (the .patient is surgery medicine.)
Is . the.; fact',: ''(gall bladder disease).
" y/n ? Ans' .: isn
these facts have been checked so far 
1 (gall’'bladd'er.,d1s;ease),:
.2; (chronic pancreatitis.)'
3; .(the di agngsis of chronic ' duodena l ulcer .disease) 
■4 (the diagnosis is acute illness)
5 (constIpatiof»)'. -■
■ S ■( the pat lent is’ surgery medi'ci ne )
Is the fact I (coronary -heart disease)'
. ' y/n-' ? Ans - .f n •
these ■ facts ; have- been checked.so far - 
l - ( caronary h ear t. . di sease) - h
■;2.:;(g.aii bladder disease) .
.'3,ichronic; pancreatitis) ;.'
4. i the diagnosis’ of chronic .duodenal’ ulcer disease) 
■;'5';-C the ■ diagnosis' is acute ittness) 
.6;<constipat1on)':'"
7 (t he pat i ent is surgery meiJicfne)
.’is its fact - : (obesity.) . 
y/n ? Ans : y '
: foil-owing stack' show's facts - 
f rom where:; intermediate: conclusion is deduced. 
"1 •. lobes i t y) - ■ ' ;
2* (diet for.••chronic"-1.1 ln.ess')
3»; (chronic illness) '
4* (diet for internal medicine)
5* (the patient-is Internal medicine)
Is the fact * (age of. the.patient 1s less than 35) 
y/n ? Ans •: h
these facts have been checked so far 
l l age. of the pat ient 1s- less', than .55)'
2.: ( c o.rona r y . hea r t disease)
3 (gall bladder disease)
4 ' ( chronic/pane h eat itis)
5 (the diagnosis ;of chronic duodenal ulcer disease)
6 (the diagnosis is acute illness)
- 780 -
7 ( c o n s t i p a t i o n)
8 (the patient Is surfer/. n^dki'P') 
rule id2B
is.tr u e* The conclus1o n is (informatio n f rom do cfo r)
** following stack, shows facts
from where Intermediate conclusion is deduced 
1. (Information from doctor)
2* (o.beslty).
3» (diet for chronic illness)
4 * (chronic 111ness)
5* (diet for internal medicine)
6. (the pat 1ent 1s 1nternal medicine)
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D.2. Performance Evaluation
There are two approaches in evaluating expert system perfor­
mance (anecdotal and empirical approach). The second approach is 
chosen to compare the expert system's results with the human ex­
pert.
A data base of cases can be used not onl,y to evaluate the ap­
plication model, but also provide a wealth of information for 
guiding the model designer in improving the performance of a 
mode 1 .
Performance is evaluated by matching the expert's conclusion 
to the model's conclusion in each case. The results are organ­
ized according to final conclusions and show the number of cases 
in which the model's conclusion matches the expert's conclusion. 
The overall performance measure for the data base of cases will 
generally suggest to the model designer a single conclusion for 
which system performance needs improvement.
The representation described in section C is sufficient to 
represent much of the core reasoning structure of an expert sys­
tem. This system is quite typical of classification models. 
There are two major issues to evaluate the classification model.
1, Reaching accurate conclusions.
2. Asking reasonable questions which aid in the diagnosis 
(classification).
Other issues such as quality of the system's decision and advice, 
quality of the human-computer interaction, efficiency, and cost— 
effectness should also be considered.
The questioning order may be important. With the question­
naire, control is handled by very simple mechanisms such as FF, 
FH rules. The addition of confidence measure will produce a 
somewhat more complicated analysis.
- 782 - '
It is important to measure the performance of human experts ift 
a field if they are assessed by the same standards to be used in 
the evaluation of the expert system. The expert may be expected 
not only the right answer but also the right way --Ci. e i reasonable 
inference) of getting the answer. Diagnostic decision-making in 
diet is one of the classification problem.
D.2.1 Comparison
ROSIE supports three types of inference mechanisms :
1. State—driven - the state of the system directly causes a rule
to fire. i ■
2. Goal-driven - backward-chaining is used to find rules that 
will verify predicates in the rule conditions.
3. Change-driven - a data-base change causes a rule to fire. 
Comparing the system organization with ROSIE, they are similar
to our system, except that our system doesn't supply the data 
base.
D.2.2 Correct Reasoning
The question is whether the programs were reaching decisions 
using reasoning equivalent to that used by comparable human ex­
perts. From the programs and the uses interaction, the interface 
between knowledge engineering and human's reasoning is great and 
appropriate..
Unlike many conventional programs, expert systems do not usu­
ally deal with problems for which there is clearly a right or 
wrong answer. As a,result it is seldom easy to demonstrate in a 
straight forward fashion that a system's answers are correct. 
However, reviewing the result of section D.l, even the one who is 
not an expert in diet still can conclude that the diagnosis from 
our system is quite reasonable.
D.2.3 Discourse(I/O content; Asking question)
As the designer of a model, one would like to somehow give the 
system a minimum amount of information and hope that a general 
strategy could be programmed so that the computer would always 
choose the best next question to ask of the user. One of the 
keys to having a good questioning strategy is to give the ques­
tions as much structure as possible.
The nature of the discourse between the expert system and the 
user is particularly important in our system.
* The choice of sentences used in the question and responses gen­
erated by the program is easy to understand and hierarchical.
* The ability of the expert system to give advice to the user in 
a congenial fashion and in the user's own terms.
From section D.l, it is shown that the asking question is 
structive, hierarchical and easy to understand.
D.2.4 Hardware Environment
The conventional typewriter keyboard are adequate to support 
an interaction between intended users and the expert system. In 
our system, the user just answers the question on the screen by 
typing in yes/no. If one have the error typing, system will allow 
you to answer the question again.
For the model designer, most people prefer to display the set 
of rules which were satisfied for a particular hypothesis for the 
production rule system as the most direct form of explanation. 
From section D.l, we can see the source rule of the result is 
printed out.
The impact of ah expert system on the process of decision­
making in the users' environment must also be analyzed during the 
system's evaluation. i.e. powerful CPU, efficiently designed
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searching scheme. Since hierarchical hypothesis are used, the 
goal of the efficiency is reached.
D. 2.5 Sensitivity studies
As the rule becomes more flexible, more time is needed to get 
the reasoning. In addition, system contro1 is made more accessi­
ble by introducing a set of control rules in the model. J
E. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
E. 1 Cone 1usion
(a) Overall system structure
This system is seen to be both knowledge-base(not model-based) 
and goal^-driven and this project presents a diet problem that is 
based on the design of a rule-based expert system. In addition 
to the knowledge rules, the highly constrained backward-chaining 
control structure are also employed. The searching performance 
is implemented by LISP as programming language. Since this sys­
tem is only small scale, it does not cover the spectrum of all 
possibilities. The system has the flexibility to improve the 
spectrum(enlarge the scope).
(b) The rule-based model
Heuristics that formed the basis of rules were extracted and 
organized with a hierarchical representation. The actions of the 
rules are independent entities that are carried out by the pro­
cessing modules. The conditions and actions provide for a wide 
range of data manipulation, and modification. The ability to 
modify and expand the knowledge base is an important contribution 
that is a result of the rulerbased structure.
(c) Experimental results
A ranking of the rules was established based on their effec­
tiveness in maximizing the performance measures and their fre-
quency of firing. The contribution of these experiments is the 
selection of an optimal set of rules over a large collection of 
states,
(d) Measurement
Performance is judged by comparing the diagnosis from this 
system to the dietitian.
The expert's knowledge provides the key to expert performance, 
while knowledge representation and inference schemes provide the 
mechanisms for its use.
An expert consultation program will give advice on the diet 
treatment for a patient. The system would interpret data from 
various symptoms.
E.1.1 Weakness
Like human intelligence, we expect that the performance of an 
expert system will improve with experience over time, but the 
' current expert system lack powerful learning capabilities. There 
is some tools which can help the designer evaluate the perfor­
mance of a model such as sensitivity studies(checking the perfor­
mance of results from the model changes) and biasing/blinding 
studies. But changing a model is a heavy burden, and thus the 
sensitivity is not studied. And it is impossible to invite the 
domain expert to evaluate this system for financial reason. As 
mentioned before, the data from the diagnosis is considered reli—
’ able with 100% certainty. The uncertainty can be introduced to
expand our system. and the ability to quantitatively measure 
performance have hot been constructed yet.
E.2. Discussion
, E.2.1 Potential development
/"X If the data base is added to this system, and the uncertainty
is considered, this system can be connected to the MYCIN. It can
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form a large automatic expert system in the hospital. In medi 
cine, symptoms are often qualified to denote mild, moderate and 
sever manifestations or confidence in the presence of diseases 
(e.g/ possible, probable or definite). Similarly, the composi­
tion of the two different diseases or distinguish the different 
qua1ity(mi 1d, moderate and sever) can be updated in our system by 
increasing the number of rules and increasing the number of 
hierarchical levels. The main reason is that our goal is to im­
plement the reasoning of knowledge through the software, not the 
robustness of the system.
In order to expand the application to the non-hospital utili­
zation. like the diet for special purposes such as the diet for
/ ' 
infant, pregnant woman and athlete by updating the rules.
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:E.3 More extension for sensitivity studies
An important tool in designing and evaluating expert models is 
a consistency checking procedure which lists all differences 
between the conclusions for the stored caser before and after a 
model has been modified* A common modification would be to 
change a production rule so as to correct the conclusions of the 
case. The forward chaining is chosen to check the consistency, 
and comparing the time performance with our system (with backward 
chaining).
The forward chaining stars with a collection of facts and 
tries all available rules over and over, adding new facts as it 
goes / unti1 no more rule applies.
Characteristics of forward chaininging :
1. No hypothesis is assumed, (that is different from backward 
chaining)
2. The question is asked from the IF part of each rule.
3. The most important technique is to "prune" the search tree in 
order to reduce the search space(procedure gar is responsible 
for collecting relevant information)^
A* The program will terminate if no more relevant rules can fee 
checked further.
5. Collecting irrelevant facts is very time consuming, 
especially for conflict case like those we have.
Forward chaining can't do it efficiently.
6. The forward-chaining control strategy only can get one 
solution, but optimal solution could be got by backward- 
chaining. Thus, the forward-chaining is more efficient.






the distinct too 1s(backward—chaining v.s. forward- 
have special purpose. The efficiency and power of 
are tradeoff. The conclusion is backward chaining is 
ful as a tool of expert system.
